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Preface to “Human Islets for Diabetes Research and Transplantation” 

The past decade has seen enormous progress in clinical islet transplantation as a therapy for 

type 1 diabetes, as well as steady expansion in human islet isolation activity worldwide.  Islet 

isolation centers have been providing human islets for clinical transplantation and for basic 

research.  Thanks to improvement of islet isolation technology and implementation of islet 

distribution programs, many basic researchers now have access to this valuable resource.  In the 

face of recent recognition that human islets differ in a critical way from nonhuman counterparts, 

the demand of human islets for basic research is ever increasing and novel findings on human islet 

biology are accumulating. Also cells derived from human pancreatic tissue have a potential for 

future development of cellular based therapy for diabetes.  The aim of this special issue is to serve 

as a platform to update the current knowledge and recent progress in the basic research utilizing 

human islets as well as in clinical islet transplantation.  I hope articles in the issue are helpful to all 

individuals who has an interest in diabetes mellitus and human islets.  I am deeply grateful to all 

contributing authors for bringing their exciting and provoking research to this special issue.  I also 

wish to thank the reviewers for their careful reading of the manuscripts and their constructive 

remarks.  Moreover I am thankful to Sherry Li and her team at LIDSEN Publishing Inc. for 

supporting the project. 
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Abstract 

Background: Estradiol 17-beta (E2) enhances the function and survival of pancreatic beta-

cells, but its clinical use has been questioned due to concerns regarding oncogenic potential 

and feminizing effects in males. The G-protein coupled estrogen receptor (GPER), expressed 

in pancreatic islets, exhibits estrogenic beta-cell protective effects without the feminizing 

effects of the nuclear ERs. Here, we examine the outcome of selective activation of the three 

estrogen receptors ERα, ERβ, and GPER on replication in human pancreatic islets and the 

INS1-E rodent β-cell line under hyperglycemic conditions, such as occur in diabetes mellitus. 

Methods: Pancreatic islets from nine human donors and INS1-E cells were grown at glucose 

concentrations of 11mM and 25mM and examined for DNA synthesis using 3[H]-thymidine 

incorporation after 24 hour treatment with E2, specific agonists for ERα, ERβ, and GPER 

(10nM PPT, 10nM DPN, and 100nM G1, respectively), and antagonists for ERα and ERβ 

(100nM MMP and 150nM PTHPP, respectively). Expression of the three ERs was examined 

by qRT-PCR. 
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Results: In human islets at 11mM glucose, agonists to ERα and GPER induced a significant 

approximate twofold increase in 3[H]-thymidine incorporation (p < 0.01), while the ERβ 

agonist DPN enhanced proliferation by approximately 50%, which was not significant. 

However, only the GPER agonist G1 retained its proliferative effect (p < 0.001) while under 

still higher glucose concentrations (25mM). Concurrently, expression of ERα and ERβ but not 

of GPER was reduced by approximately 15% at 25mM glucose (p < 0.05). In INS1-E cells, all 

ER agonists enhanced 3[H]-thymidine incorporation by two- to threefold under 11mM 

glucose, but at 25mM glucose only the ERα-specific agonist elicited a similar response (p < 

0.001). Concordantly, expression of ERβ and GPER but not of ERα was reduced by 

approximately 50% at 25mM glucose (p < 0.001). E2 enhanced static insulin secretion by 1.2-

fold in human islets and by 1.8-fold in INS1-E cells (p < 0.05). 

Conclusions: These findings suggest that GPER may comprise an attractive target in the 

therapy of human diabetes and point to the phenomenon of species specificity regarding 

effects of glucose on estrogen receptor subtype expression and proliferative activity. 

Keywords 

Diabetes mellitus; hyperglycemia; β-cells; human islets; estradiol-17beta; estrogen; estrogen 

receptor 

 

1. Introduction 

Diabetes mellitus types 1 and 2 are characterized by loss of functional beta-cell mass. Estradiol 

17-beta (E2), the most potent female sex hormone, has been shown to exert diverse beta-cell 

protective effects. E2 enhances insulin secretion, protects beta-cells from apoptosis, increases 

beta-cell mass, and improves transplantation of human islets into diabetic nude mice [1-3]. E2 has 

also been shown to delay autoimmune diabetes through promotion of immune tolerance [4]. Thus 

far, these attributes have not translated into clinical practice due to concerns related to the 

feminizing and oncogenic effects of E2 on reproductive tissues. 

E2 exerts its effects through three receptors: two classic, ligand-dependent transcription 

factors ERα and ERβ, and the novel membrane-bound G-protein coupled estrogen receptor GPER 

[5]. Effects of E2 on the reproductive system are mediated primarily by ERα and ERβ. Therefore, 

selective stimulation of GPER has been suggested as a means of achieving E2 mediated beta-cell 

protection while avoiding undesired systemic effects. Recent studies in mice using GPER knockout 

and the specific GPER agonist G1 have shown that GPER, similar to E2, enhances glucose 

stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS) and islet survival and prevents the development of glucose 

intolerance and diabetes in streptozotocin treated mice [6, 7]. 

While substantial evidence exists with regard to GPER protective effects in rodent beta-

cells/islets, relatively little is known about GPER in human islets. Kumar et al. [8] demonstrated 

that GPER is expressed in all three islet cell types (i.e., insulin, glucagon, and somatostatin-

secreting cells), with higher expression in female than male islets, which parallels similar findings 

in mice [9]. GPER expression did not differ between diabetic and non-diabetic or pre- and post-

menopausal women. Stimulation of GPER with the G1 agonist conferred anti-diabetic effects 
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through prevention of cytokine-induced apoptosis, enhanced glucose-stimulated insulin secretion, 

and reduced glucagon and somatostatin secretion [6, 8]. 

We have previously shown that ERα promotes replication of human islets and rat insulinoma 

INS1-E cells in a FOXO1-dependent manner [10]. Here, we examined the involvement of all three 

ERs in the replication of human islets and INS1-E cells under hyperglycemic conditions, such as 

that which occur in diabetes. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Cell Line Culture and Drug Stimulation 

2.1.1 Human Pancreatic Islets 

Human islets from nine non-diabetic donors (seven males, aged 19 – 58 years, and two females, 

aged 58 and 68 years) were kindly provided by Prof. Shapiro (University of Alberta, Canada). Islets 

were cultured in CMRL 1066 (Biological industries, Israel) according to standard protocol and 

transferred to phenol free medium with 1% charcoal stripped FBS (Biological industries, Israel) for 

12-24h before transferring to a high glucose media and treating with one of the following: 17β-

estradiol (3X10-8M, 3X10-7M, and 3X10-6M, Sigma-Aldrich Rehovot, Israel), the ERα agonist 4,4',4'-

[4-propyl-(1H)-pyrazol-1,3,5-triyl] tris-phenol (10-8M PPT, Tocris, Bristol-UK), the ERβ agonist 2,3-

bis (4-hydroxyphenyl)-propionitrile (10-8M DPN, Tocris, Bristol-UK), or the GPER agonist G1 (10-7M, 

Sigma-Aldrich, Rehovot, Israel) [10]. 

2.1.2 Rat Insulinoma Cell Line 

The rat pancreatic insulinoma cell line INS-1E was kindly provided by Michael Walker 

(Department of Biological Chemistry, Weizmann Institute, Israel) with permission from Dr. 

Wolheim (University of Geneva). Cells were cultured in RPMI according to standard protocol, 

treated as described above, and additionally treated with the ERα antagonist MPP at 10-7M and 

the ERβ antagonist PTHPP at 15x10-8 M (Tocris, Bristol) [11]. 

2.2 Assessment of Cell Proliferation 

Proliferation was evaluated by 3 [H]-thymidine incorporation as previously described [10]. 
2.3 Quantitative RT-PCR 

RNA was extracted from INS-1E cells and human islets using the PerfectPure RNA Cultured Cell 

Kit (5-Prime, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA). cDNA was synthesized from 500ng total RNA using the 

qScript kit (Quanta Biosciences, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). PCR amplification was carried out with 

PerfeCTa SYBR Green FastMix (Quanta Biosciences) on a StepOnePlus system (Applied Biosystems) 

with gene-specific primers purchased from IDT syntezza (Coralville, Iowa, USA). Samples were 

analyzed in triplicates. Primers used for Rattus norvegicus are as follows: ERα forward 5'-

GCTTCAACATTCTCCCTCCTC-3', ERα reverse 5'-CAATGCACCATCGATAAGAACC-3', ERβ forward 5'-

CAGATGTTCCATGCCCTTGT-3', ERβ reverse 5'-GGTGATTGCGAAGAGTGGTAT-3', GPER forward 5'-

TCTACCTAGGTCCCGTGTGG-3', and GPER reverse 5'-AGAGAGGTCCCCAGTGAGGT-3'. Primers used 

for human islets are as follows: ERα forward 5'-TGGGAATGATGAAAGGTGGGAT-3', ERα reverse 5'-
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AGGTTGGCAGCTCTCATGTC-3', ERβ forward 5'-CGCTCGCTTTCCTCAACAGG-3', ERβ reverse 5'-

GGGCAAGTATAATGGCTTGCAG-3', GPER forward 5'-TCCAACATCTGGACGGCAGC-3', and GPER 

reverse 5'-CTGGGTACCTGGGTTGCAG-3'. Results were normalized to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and TATA binding protein (TBP) mRNA in INS1-E and human islets, 

respectively. 

2.4 Insulin Secretion 

GSIS in INS1-E cells was performed according to previously published protocols [12]. In short, 

following 24h incubation with E2, 30nM cells were washed twice with glucose-free Krebs-Ringer 

Bicarbonate buffer (KRB), preincubated for 1 hour at 37°C in 500 µL glucose-free KRB, and then 

incubated for 2h in 500 µL KRB under low (2.8 mM) and high (16.7 mM) glucose. After 2 hours, 

media was collected and samples were assessed for insulin concentration. In human islets, insulin 

was measured at the baseline and after 1h, 4h, and 24h treatment with 30nM E2 at 11mM glucose. 

Insulin was detected by an electro chemiluminescence immunoassay using the Cobas e411 (Roche 

Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). Data were normalized to cell number in INS1-E and protein 

content in human islets, and presented as fold changes of the control.  

2.5 Statistical Analysis 

Results are presented as mean ± SEM of at least three independent repeats in triplicates unless 

otherwise stated. Data were analyzed by SPSS25 using the Student’s t test or ANOVA for 

multivariate analysis. Thymidine incorporation in human islets was analyzed with the Kruskal–

Wallis test (pairwise comparison), and the significance level was adjusted for multiple comparisons 

by the Bonferroni method. A p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

2.6 Ethics Statement  

This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical 

Center, Helsinky approval number 459-14-TLV. 

3. Results 

3.1 Human Pancreatic Islets  

3.1.1 Severe Hyperglycemia Affects E2 Induced Proliferation  

Human pancreatic islets were treated with E2 at concentrations of 30nM, 300nM, and 3000nM 

under conditions of 11mM and 25mM glucose (also termed severe hyperglycemia) for 24 hours to 

assess dose response (Figure 1A). At 11mM glucose, E2 enhanced proliferation (approximately 

twofold, p < 0.001) at a concentration of 300nM, a 10-fold higher E2 concentration than that 

previously shown by us to induce proliferation of human islets under 5.5mM glucose [10]. Under 

25mM glucose, E2 induced proliferation (approximately 1.5-fold, p < 0.01) at a concentration of 

3000nM, once again a 10-fold higher concentration than that needed to induce proliferation at 

11mM glucose (Figure 1A).  
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Figure 1 Effect of high glucose on E2 and ER mediated DNA synthesis and ER subtype 

expression in human pancreatic islets. A. Dose response of E2 effect on DNA synthesis. 

Islets were treated for 24h with E2 30nM-3000nM in glucose 11mM (blue bars) or 

glucose 25mM (red bars) and measured for proliferation by 3[H] -thymidine 

incorporation. B. Estrogen receptor agonists mediated DNA synthesis. Islets were 

treated for 24h with PPT 10nM, DPN 10nM or G1 100nM (agonists to ERα, ERβ and 

GPER respectively) in glucose 11mM (blue bars) or glucose 25mM (red bars) and 

measured for proliferation. Glucose 25mM per se increased 3[H]-thymidine 

incorporation to 167±26% of the 11mM control, as depicted in the chart above 

controls. C. Expression of ERα, ERβ and GPER under high glucose as assessed by qRT-

PCR. Results represent mean ± SEM (n≥3, in duplicates or triplicates), hormonal 

treatment vs. control. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p <0.001 for the comparison with control 

values at glucose 11mM; ##p <0.01, ###p <0.001 for the comparison with control values 

at glucose 25mM. 
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3.1.2 Severe Hyperglycemia Affects ER Agonists-Induced Proliferation  

Human pancreatic islets were treated with agonists for the three ERs: ERα (10nM PPT), ERβ 

(10nM DPN), and GPER (100nM G1) under conditions of 11mM and 25mM glucose (Figure 1B). At 

11mM glucose, the ERα agonist PPT and the GPER agonist G1 increased proliferation by 

approximately twofold (p < 0.01 for PPT and p < 0.001 for G1). The ERβ agonist DPN increased 

proliferation approximately 1.5-fold, which was not significant. At a glucose concentration of 

25mM, basal proliferation was increased approximately 1.6-fold, however, only the GPER agonist 

G1 increased proliferation (approximately twofold, p < 0.001), while stimulation of ERα and ERβ 

did not enhance proliferation further (Figure 1B). 

3.1.3 Severe Hyperglycemia Affects the Expression of Estrogen Receptors 

We next examined the expression profile of the three estrogen receptors under growth 

conditions of 11mM and 25mM glucose for 24 hours. As depicted in Figure 1C, expression of ERα 

and ERβ was reduced by approximately 15% (p < 0.05), while expression of GPER was unchanged. 

The functionality of human islets treated with E2 was assessed by the measurement of insulin 

secretion under static incubation. Human islets were incubated with 30nM E2 at 11mM glucose, 

and insulin concentration was determined after 1h, 4h, and 24h. A peak of approximately a 1.2-

fold increase (p < 0.05) in insulin concentration was seen at 4h, with a return to the baseline at 

24h (Figure S1). 

3.2 INS1-E (Insulinoma Cell Line) 

3.2.1 Severe Hyperglycemia Affects E2 and ER-Induced Proliferation 

INS1-E cells were treated with E2 (30nM) and with agonists for the three ERs, including ERα 

(10nM PPT), ERβ (10nM DPN), and GPER (100nM G1), at glucose concentrations of 11mM and 

25mM (Figure 2A). At 11mM glucose, E2 and all three ER agonists induced an approximately 

threefold increase in 3[H]-thymidine incorporation (***p < 0.001). At a glucose concentration of 

25mM, basal proliferation increased approximately 2.8-fold, however, only the ERα agonist PPT 

elicited an additional response, increasing DNA synthesis by approximately 2.5-fold (p < 0.001). 

Stimulation of ERβ and GPER did not induce proliferation. Stimulation with E2 enhanced 

proliferation by approximately 1.3-fold at 25mM glucose (p < 0.05), but this effect was abrogated 

upon addition of the ERα antagonist MMP (100nM; Figure S2). Addition of the ERβ antagonist 

PTHPP (150nM) did not affect E2-mediated DNA synthesis, supporting that ERα plays a dominant 

role in high glucose environments (Figure S2). 

3.2.2 Severe Hyperglycemia Affects the Expression of Estrogen Receptors 

Expression of the three estrogen receptors under high glucose demonstrated a different profile 

than that seen in human islets. Severe hyperglycemia (25mM glucose) led to a significant 

reduction in mRNA of ERβ and GPER by approximately 50% (***p < 0.001), while expression of 

ERα was not reduced. This was in line with the retained effect observed of the ERα agonist PPT on 

proliferation under severe hyperglycemia. 
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Functionality of INS1-E cells under E2 treatment was assessed by the measurement of glucose 

stimulated insulin secretion. E2 (30nM) enhanced insulin secretion approximately 1.8-fold at basal 

glucose concentrations (2.8mM), but did affect GSIS (Figure S3). 

 

Figure 2 Effect of high glucose on E2 and ER mediated DNA synthesis and ER subtype 

expression in INS1-E cells. A. E2 and ER induced DNA synthesis. INS1-E cells were 

treated for 24h with E2 30nM, DPN 10nM, PPT 10nM or G1 100nM, in glucose 11mM 

(blue bars) or glucose 25mM (red bars) and measured for proliferation as percent of 

control by 3[H] -thymidine incorporation assay. Glucose 25mM per se increased 3[H]-

thymidine incorporation to 287±15%, as depicted in the chart above controls. B. 

Expression of ERs under high glucose as assessed by qRT-PCR. Results represent mean 

± SEM (n = 4 in triplicates). ***p <0.001 for the comparison with control values at 

glucose 11mM; #p <0.05, ###p <0.001 for the comparison with control values at 

glucose 25mM. 

4. Discussion 

E2, through its three cognate receptors, has been shown to enhance beta-cell function and 

viability, but its ability to promote beta-cell replication, especially in humans, is still controversial. 

GPER, the membrane bound estrogen receptor, has recently come into focus as a potential 

pharmacologic target, conveying favorable E2 metabolic effects while evading ERα- and ERβ-

mediated reproductive effects [13]. 
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In the present study, we show that E2 and ER agonists can enhance proliferation of human 

islets and INS1-E rat insulinoma cells, but under severe hyperglycemia (25mM glucose) this effect 

is fully retained only by GPER in human islets and by ERα in INS1-E cells.  Concordantly, in the 

presence of severe hyperglycemia, expression of ERα and ERβ was reduced in human islets while 

in INS1-E cells expression of ERβ and GPER was reduced. The more prominent effects seen in INS1-

E cells may arise from the uniformity in cell type and higher proliferative potential of this rodent 

cell line as compared to human islets. E2 treatment under hyperglycemia slightly enhanced 

(approximately 1.2-fold) insulin secretion in human islets but had no effect on GSIS in INS1-E cells.  

GPER has been implicated in the expansion of beta-cell mass during pregnancy in rodents 

through the downregulation of miR-338-3p. This effect, however, was not repeated in vitro in 

human beta-cells [14]. GPER, independent of ERα and ERβ, has been shown to bestow protective 

metabolic effects in multiple tissues involved in diabetic complications: CVS, renal, adipose, 

immune, and neuronal cells (reviewed in [15]). However, there is evidence that GPER may 

promote breast cancer progression in certain settings [13]. Still, tamoxifen, which is currently 

recognized as a GPER agonist [16], is broadly used as first-line treatment for human breast cancer. 

While concerns could be raised that the proliferative estrogenic effects in the pancreas might 

affect the exocrine pancreas as well, the limited clinical and epidemiological information accrued 

thus far does not support this possibility [17-19].  

Ongoing attempts aimed at translating the beneficial effects of E2 into therapeutically safe 

targets for diabetes are currently in progress [20]. Here, we report for the first time to our 

knowledge that hyperglycemia affects the proliferative activity and expression of estrogen 

receptor subtypes in human islets, and that this phenomenon is species specific, lending support 

to the concept of GPER as a therapeutic target in humans. The experiments in human islets are 

limited by the small number of specimens, which does not allow for reliably extracting potential 

sex-specific effects.  Our findings should be extended to a larger number of donors and refined by 

the use of additional estrogenic and estrogen-mimetic agonists and antagonists. Additionally, 

antagonizing GPER and combining agonists and antagonists of the different receptors should be 

explored to test potential interactions between the individual receptors, which may also play a 

role in the net effect of E2 on beta-cell proliferation. Further studies are needed to decipher the 

exact mechanisms by which hyperglycemia affects ER activity and expression, as well as whether it 

is influenced by sex, in order to promote E2-based therapies. 
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Abstract 

Background: Cell encapsulation technology is most likely the ultimate solution for cell 

therapy based clinical approaches. A key issue when developing a functional encapsulated 

construct is to consider not only the nature of the capsule but also how the cells should be 

incorporated into the capsule in order to minimally compromise their function.  

Methods: We have developed a tissue engineering approach, composed of decellularized 

micro scaffolds and various types of cells in which fully functional “Engineered Micro-Organs” 

(EMOs) are formed. Based on this technology, Engineered Micro-Pancreata (EMPs), made by 

seeding human islets into acellular micro-scaffolds, have been shown to remain viable, and 

to secrete high levels of insulin in a regulated manner as a function of glucose comparable to 

those secreted by fresh human islets in culture for long periods. We now report the 

development of a novel encapsulation approach that takes into account the structure and 

diffusion requirements of the encapsulated construct. 

Results: We here report the development of a capsule in which encapsulated EMPs, when 

implanted into xenogeneic mice, induced the formation of a fine vascular network and 

continued to secrete human insulin in a glucose regulated manner for several weeks. 
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mailto:barmanlena@gmail.com
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Furthermore, encapsulated EMOs remained viable for at least three months in vivo with no 

penetration of xenogeneic host cells into the capsule chamber. 

Conclusions: The results show that the capsule presented is sturdy and resilient to 

biodegradation. Moreover, it not only protects the functional cells from rejection but also 

ensures that cells would remain secluded in the chamber, thus avoiding, in the case of stem 

cells or others, the chances of tumor formation. These results are also important in future 

approaches to create micro-organ types of structures based on embryonic stem cells  

Keywords  

Cell encapsulation device; cell therapy; diabetes; tissue engineering 

 

1. Introduction 

Type 1 diabetes (T1DM) constitutes almost 10% of all diabetes cases, wherein the immune 

system destroys the insulin-producing β-cells of the pancreas [1, 2]. Although success of the 

Edmonton protocol has established allogeneic islet transplantation as a promising therapy, 

patients still need to be on immunosuppression treatment [3]. In order to overcome the immune 

response in such cases and in general when implanting allogeneic engineered tissue, there is a 

need to develop a method to immuno-protect the transplanted constructs. Currently, efforts are 

being undertaken by several groups to physically protect the cells from cell mediated immunity by 

using a variety of encapsulation techniques. 

Some encapsulation systems utilize materials that are permeable enough to allow the diffusion 

of glucose and other nutrients to islets and the diffusion of waste and insulin away from the islets, 

while masking the islets from the host immune response [4-9]. The most commonly used 

approach to immune-isolate cells consists of the microencapsulation of one to three islets per 

semipermeable immunoprotective capsule. The spherical configuration of these microcapsules 

results in a higher surface-to-volume ratio and a higher diffusion rate. The main polymer used for 

this purpose is alginate. During the last three decades there have been sporadic reports of 

patients receiving alginate-based microencapsulated human islets, containing high guluronic acid 

alginate, Ba2+ alginate, or Ca2+/ Ba2+ alginate [10-12]. Clinical reports have demonstrated that 

intraperitoneally infused microencapsulated human islets can be considered safe for up to 3 years. 

Although glycemic control was slightly improved, with reduction of daily insulin requirements in 

some cases, insulin independence was not achieved [13-15]. The reason for that was most likely 

due to variability in alginate production that has led to inconsistencies in endotoxin content and 

purity, which has affected biocompatibility [16, 17]. 

Another approach is macroencapsulation of islets within a major structure with a selective 

permeability component on the perimeter of the device. In earlier reports, a large number of islets 

were immunoisolated between flat-sheet double membranes, but islet functionality and survival 

was limited to only a few weeks with fibroblastic overgrowth being the primary problem [18, 19]. 

Current approaches to macro-encapsulation include the βAir (Beta-O2) device, an oxygenated 

chamber system composed of immunoisolating alginate and poly-membrane covers that are 

connected to subcutaneous ports by which oxygen is delivered by daily injections. Graft function 
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in this chamber system was demonstrated both in diabetic rats and in a human T1DM patient [20, 

21]. Another macro-encapsulation device has recently initiated phase II clinical trials - the VC-01 

(ViaCyte). It is designed to prevent immune rejection of PEC-01 cells (proprietary pancreatic 

endoderm cells derived through differentiation of human embryonic stem cells) with a permeable, 

immunoprotective membrane. A rapid and extensive growth of blood vessels around the device 

ensues after implantation, providing oxygen and rapid insulin distribution [22, 23]. A xenograft of 

porcine microencapsulated islets developed by Living Cell Technologies is undergoing phase II 

clinical trials [24]. Sernova has created a pre-vascularized pouch that incorporates human islets, 

and is also in Phase I/II of clinical trials [25] (for a thorough review please see [26]). 

One of the main goals of tissue engineering is to find solutions that will regenerate functional 

tissues which will be used as tissue or organ grafts. An attractive approach is to utilize three 

dimensional (3D) scaffolds that will serve as a support for the cells to form biologically relevant 

structures [27]. Here we present a capsule which is particularly suited to immuno-protect tissue 

engineered structures such as spheroids, organoids, and in particular Micro-Organs (MOs) [28-30], 

or Engineered Micro-Organs (EMOs) [31-33].  

Micro-Organs are organ fragments whose geometry allows preservation of the natural 

epithelial/mesenchymal interactions and ensure appropriate diffusion of nutrients and gases to all 

cells. These organ fragments have been termed Micro-Organs since they preserve the basic organ 

architecture and function but are of microscopic thickness (300 μm). Micro-Organs’ remarkable ex 

vivo function has paved the way to prepare micro-organ-derived scaffolds – micro-scaffolds - in 

which specific cell types can be added in order to generate a new engineered micro-organ (EMO) 

[31-33]. We here report the development of a capsule which, in combination with EMOs or EMPs, 

was found to protect the encapsulated cells from cell-mediated immunity. The encapsulation of a 

self-contained, functional tissue ensures secretion of angiogenic factors which induce a powerful 

vascular network surrounding the flat membrane. The high surface-to-volume ratio then allows for 

free diffusion of molecules and gases in and out of the capsule.  

However, the capsule is equally suitable to encapsulate EMOs containing embryonic stem cells 

or IPS cells since, as shown below, the capsule is capable of fully containing the encapsulated cells, 

thus completely avoiding the risk of implanted cells escaping the capsule chamber and running the 

risk of becoming tumorigenic [34, 35]. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 MSCs, MIN6 Cells 

Primary Pig Bone Marrow Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) were extracted from the tibia bone 

of a young adult pig as described previously [36] and MIN6 cells (Mouse Pancreatic Beta cell line, 

insulin secreting, Insulinoma 6) were purchased from Lonza. Cells were grown to confluency on 

90mm tissue culture plates in DMEM (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium - Sigma), 10% fetal calf 

serum (FCS), 2mM L-Glutamine, and 100U/ml Penicillin-Streptomycin-Amphotericin (Biological 

Industries). 
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2.2 Islet Sources 

Isolated human islets were obtained from nondiabetic, healthy cadaver donors of both sexes 

with a body mass index of 18-40, and ages of 18-58 years. The islets were obtained from Asterand, 

Beta-Pro, and Prodo-Labs, with a time of 5-6 days from isolation to arrival in our laboratory in 

temperature controlled devices. Upon arrival, the islets were washed several times by hand-

picking in CMRL-1066 medium (Biological Industries) containing 5.5mM d-glucose supplemented 

with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA), 2mM L-Glutamine, 1mM sodium pyruvate, nonessential 

amino acids, 100U/ml penicillin, 100mg/ml streptomycin, 250ng/ml amphotericin A, and 50mg/mL 

gentamycin, and seeded in this medium for 1–2 days at 37°C. 

2.3 Preparation of Decellularized Micro-Scaffolds 

Fresh lungs from pigs were obtained from “Kibbutz Lahav,” cut into 1 x 4cm blocks and stored 

at -80°C. They were then cut frozen into disks, 0.5cm in diameter and only 300µm thick using a 

specially designed apparatus as described previously [31, 32]. Decellularization was achieved by 

incubating the disks for 1hr in several washes of 1M NaCl, followed by several washes with 

distilled water for 30 min., two washes with 0.5% Triton X-100 (Sigma) for 15 min., and several 

washes with distilled water for 2 h. The resulting acellular micro-scaffolds were equilibrated in 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and stored at 4°C for a period of less than 2 weeks until use. 

2.4 Preparation of MIN6-EMOs and MSCs-EMOs Using the ‘Rolling Bottle’ Method [33] 

Confluent plates of MSCs and MIN6 cells were trypsinized and 4 x 104 cells were seeded on 

each micro-scaffold using the following technique: The cells and micro-scaffolds were transferred 

into a 125ml sterile plastic bottle (Corning) containing 1.5ml of culture media. The bottle was 

layered with its long axis horizontally on a rolling device at a speed of 5 revolutions per minute 

(RPM). The rolling device was then placed in an incubator at 37°C containing 5% CO2 for 1 h. The 

culture was checked using light microscopy every 15 min. Within an hour, it was confirmed that 

over 85% of the cells had attached to the micro-scaffolds and the resulting constructs (EMOs) 

were transferred 4 EMOS per 1ml per well in 6-well plates for further incubation. The medium was 

changed every 2–3 days for the duration of the experiments. Incubation took place inside a 37°C 

incubator containing 5% CO2. 

2.5 Preparation of Pancreata-EMOs (EMPs)  

Human Islets were equilibrated in a CMRL-1066 medium containing 10% FCS and seeded onto 

the micro-scaffolds using the rolling bottle method as described in the previous section. The 

resulting EMPs were grown alternately one week in CMRL-1066 with 10% FCS and one week in 

CMRL-1066 with 0.5% BSA (Biological Industries). 

2.6 Encapsulation  

A sheet of polymeric material was folded in half and sealed with a heat sealer on two sides to 

create a 1 X 2cm membrane chamber. The resulting chambers of pore size 0.45µm were sterilized 

by autoclave. EMOs were then layered flat into the chambers, each chamber containing 1-4 EMOs. 
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The chambers were then sealed shut using a heat sealer for a few seconds and the sealed resulting 

capsules were placed in a culture medium and cultured further until required. Prior to the 

transplantation procedure, the capsules were washed several times in PBS in order to remove the 

serum found in the culture medium. Encapsulated EMOs were then cultured further for analysis in 

vitro or used for transplantation experiments as described below. 

2.7 Transplantation of Encapsulated EMOs or EMPs 

Encapsulated constructs were transplanted subcutaneously either into BALB/c or C3H adult 10-

12-week-old mice (Harlan Labs). An incision of approximately 3cm was made along the center axis 

of the spinal column and blunt closed surgery scissors were inserted subcutaneously to create one 

pocket at each side for the capsules to be inserted. The incision was then closed with autoclips. 

Animal experiments were performed under the guidelines and approval of the Animal Care and 

Use Committee at the Faculty of Life Sciences of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel. 

2.8 Viability Assay 

Samples of encapsulated and naked EMOs were taken at different time points after seeding in 

order to test cell viability and distribution on the micro-scaffold by incubating for 30 minutes at 

37°C in 0.5 mg/ml of MTT (Thiazolyl Blue Tetrazolium Bromide - Sigma) in PBS.  

2.9 DNA Quantification 

DNA extraction was performed using the “DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit” (Qiagen) as described in 

the product protocol. The quality and quantity of the extracted RNA was tested utilizing a Nano 

Drop Spectrophotometer (ND-1000) and by running a 1% Agarose/TAE gel. 

2.10 DNA Analysis with qPCR 

Total DNA was extracted as described above. DNA quantification was then performed by a 

“Fast SYBR green master mix” kit (Applied Biosystems) [37]. 

2.11 RNA Isolation, cDNA Synthesis and qPCR  

RNA was isolated by Tri Reagent (Sigma) according to their protocol, and the extracted RNA 

was quantified utilizing a Nano Drop Spectrophotometer (ND-1000). RNA was converted to cDNA 

using a “High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription” kit and qPCR was made using a “Fast SYBR 

green master mix” kit (Applied Biosystems). 

2.12 qPCR Primers 

Pre-designed Primers for TBP, ACTB, ANGPT1, FGF2, and VEGFA were purchased from Sigma 

(KiCqStart SYBR Green Primers). Primers for Porcine-specific mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene and 

Universal eukaryotic nuclear 18S rRNA gene fragments were manually designed.  
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2.13 qPCR Analysis  

TATA-box binding protein (TBP) and beta actin (ACTB) were used as housekeeping genes. For 

fold increase analysis, the threshold Cycle (Ct) of each gene for a given EMO sample was 

subtracted from the Ct of the housekeeping gene of the same sample (DCt), which was then 

subtracted from the DCt of the standard monolayer culture sample (DDCt). The fold change in 

gene expression was calculated by the power of 2 of the –DDCt value (2-DDCt).  

2.14 Glucose-Stimulated Insulin Secretion (GSIS) 

Samples were pre-incubated 2 h in a KREBS solution containing 2.5mM d-glucose, followed by a 

2 hour incubation in fresh same solution (low glucose [LG]), and a 2 h incubation in KREBS solution 

containing 16.7mM d-glucose (high glucose [HG]). The amount of insulin secreted was determined 

by human Insulin ELISA kit (Mercodia). 

3. Results 

3.1 Encapsulated EMOs Remained Viable for Two Months in Vitro 

An initial set of experiments was done using EMOs created by seeding 4 x 104 MIN6 cells into 

pig derived lung micro-scaffolds (MIN6-EMOs). Three MIN6-EMOs were encapsulated in each 

capsule and cultured for prolonged periods of time in vitro to determine to what extent the 

membrane may compromise function and viability of the MIN6-EMOs. Figure 1 shows MTT 

staining of both naked and encapsulated MIN6-EMOs for up to 60 days in culture. As time 

progresses, the number of cells per micro-scaffold increase and stabilizes both for naked and for 

encapsulated MIN6-EMOs. No obvious difference can be seen between the two groups. 

 

Figure 1 Encapsulated MIN6-EMOs remain viable after 60 days in culture. Viability 

assay using MTT staining of MIN6-EMOs both naked and encapsulated. 
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3.2 Encapsulated EMOs Express Key Angiogenic Factors 

At different time points, six encapsulated MIN6-EMOs samples were taken and tested for 

function by determining gene expression profiles of TBP and ACTB as housekeeping genes and 

VEGFA, FGF2 and ANGPT1 as functioning genes. These genes were chosen prior to in vivo 

experiments as we wanted to test the capacity of encapsulated MIN6-EMOs to induce 

angiogenesis, external to the capsule to guarantee their survival in vivo. Results in Figure 2 shown 

angiogenic gene expression of each of the three angiogenic genes tested, normalized by both 

housekeeping genes and expressed as fold increase compared to the normalized values obtained 

from the naked MIN6-EMOs cultured in identical conditions. Neither housekeeping gene 

expression nor angiogenic gene expression was found to be hampered by the encapsulation 

process. In fact, encapsulated MIN6-EMOs displayed an increase expression (although not 

significant) of some of the genes tested (such FGF2) as compared to naked MIN6-EMOs even after 

60 days in culture. 

 

Figure 2 Encapsulation of MIN6-EMOs does not hamper the expression of 

housekeeping nor angiogenic genes. Fold increase of gene expression coding for key 

angiogenic factors over time by encapsulated MIN6-EMOs comparing to naked MIN6-

EMOs (normalized with TBP and ACTB). 

3.3 Encapsulated EMPs Induce Angiogenesis and Continue to Secrete Human Insulin in A Glucose 

Regulated Manner after Xenogeneic Implantation  

Engineered Micro-Pancreata (EMPs) made by seeding human islets into lung-derived micro-

scaffolds were found to remain viable in culture for very long periods during which they continued 

to secrete high levels of insulin into the culture medium, comparable to those secreted by fresh 

human islets. Furthermore, insulin was found to be secreted in a regulated manner as a function 

of glucose [32]. Here we report the results of one experiment in which some of these EMPs, taken 

after 100 days in culture, were encapsulated and implanted subcutaneously into a BALB/c mouse. 

After 21 days the mouse was anesthetized, and the skin carefully opened to examine the state of 

the capsules prior to sacrifice. As shown in Figure 3, a thin layer of blood vessels was found 
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covering areas of the capsule overlying the EMPs. No signs of inflammation or fibrosis were 

observed. The capsules were carefully removed from the host and examined under the 

microscope for any signs of damage. We confirmed that the new vasculature was external to the 

capsule and did not penetrate the EMP-containing chamber. Upon visual examination, the EMPs 

appeared healthy, and in order to test whether they were not only secreting insulin but also 

responding to glucose, they were then cultured further in vitro for 48 h. As shown in Figure 4, 

EMPs - cultured for 100 days in vitro, encapsulated and implanted into xenogeneic mice for 

another three weeks and then removed and cultured further for two days - continue to secrete 

human insulin in a glucose regulated manner.  

 

Figure 3 In vivo encapsulated EMPs induce a thin vascular network surrounding the 

capsule. Encapsulated EMPs (black arrows) are delineated by newly formed blood 

vessels overlying the capsule (n=6).  

 

Figure 4 EMPs kept in culture for 100 days, encapsulated and implanted into xenogenic 

host for 21 days remain functional and continue to secrete human insulin in a glucose 

regulated manner when cultured further for another two days (LG=Low Glucose, 

HG=High Glucose). 
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3.4 Immunoprotective Capsules Remain Intact and Avoid Penetration of Other Cells into the 

Chamber Even after Three Months of Subcutaneous Implantation into Xenogeneic Hosts  

We were then interested in following the capacity of the capsules to remain intact and to avoid 

penetration of host cells into the capsule. This point is becoming particularly relevant in 

encapsulation approaches not only to protect the cells from the immune system but also when 

dealing, in particular with embryonic stem cells, with containing the cells within a chamber and 

thus avoiding the risk of the cells spreading and increasing the risks of forming tumors [38, 39]. For 

this series of experiments, pig-derived MSCs were seeded onto pig lung-derived micro-scaffold 

and the resulting MSCs-EMOs were encapsulated and either cultured in vitro or transplanted 

subcutaneously into C3H mice, each containing two capsules and kept for three months. 

Microscopic and molecular examinations of the capsules extracted at different time points show 

that these capsules maintain their integrity even after three months in vivo. 

However, due to the critical importance of this finding, a more thorough examination was 

required in order to confirm that the integrity of the chambers was indeed maintained, and no 

host cells had penetrated the chambers during the period of the experiments. To that extent a 

real-time PCR approach, developed by Martin et al [37] for the detection and quantification of pig 

DNA was adopted. Using porcine-specific mitochondrial 12S rRNA and universal eukaryotic 

primers (which amplified a conserved fragment of the nuclear 18S rRNA), these primers will only 

amplify porcine-derived DNA (encapsulated MSCs-EMOs) and thus allow detection and 

quantification of porcine DNA found in the capsule relative to the foreign DNA (host mouse) that 

might be found inside the capsules in case host cells would have been able to penetrate it. The 

results are summarized in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 In vivo encapsulation (MSCs-EMOs) does not allow passage of cells trough the 

capsule. Ratio of porcine specific (12S) DNA to universal eukaryotic (18S) DNA found in 

the capsules (containing EMOs of porcine origin) three months after transplantation 

into immunocompetent mice, compared to the ratios found in positive (porcine cells) 

and negative (murine cells) controls (n=14). 
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The results clearly show that there are no mouse contaminating cells within the 

immunoisolating chamber. Variations obtained are within the limits of resolution of the PCR 

reaction and no statistical difference between pig positive control and the immunoisolating 

chamber was found (p > 0.05), indicating that the encapsulated MSCs-EMOs chambers maintain 

their integrity even after three months in vivo. 

3.5 Cell Number of Encapsulated EMOs 

To further analyze the performance and overall viability of the encapsulated MSCs-EMOs after 

xenogeneic transplantation, encapsulated MSCs-EMOs prepared in an identical manner were 

cultured in vitro in parallel to the transplanted capsules for the same period of time. At various 

time points, MSCs-EMOs were removed from the capsules and DNA and RNA were extracted and 

examined qualitatively and quantitatively as shown in Figure 6. As expected, there is large 

variation in DNA counts. Yet, the number of cells as indicated both by DNA and RNA analysis 

suggests that there are as many cells per MSCs-EMOs in capsules implanted in xenogeneic animals 

than in those kept in vitro for the same culture period. 

 

Figure 6 Number of cells as determined by DNA and RNA quantitation of encapsulated 

MSCs-EMOs does not decrease even after three-month implantation into xenogeneic 

hosts (nDNA=6, nRNA=7). 

4. Discussion 

We have developed a chamber for encapsulation of organ-like structures such as EMOs both 

for transplantation into xenogeneic hosts and for containment of the implanted cells. These aims 

have somehow remained elusive over the last 30 years, in spite of attempts from many groups 

around the world [13-15, 17, 40].  

Although alginate is the most favored and cited technique, efforts to further improve the 

biocompatibility of alginate microcapsules are still under way. These include decreasing impurities 

and increasing the guluronic acid to mannuronic acid ratio [41, 42]. Examinations of the 
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reproducibility of alginate-polylysine microcapsules coated with a polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydro-

gel or using polyacrylate or silica [43-45]. Recently, Melton’s group has reported alginate‐

microencapsulation of an enhanced alginate compound containing CXCL12 (C-X-C Motif 

Chemokine 12). Using this method, the researchers were able to show immunoisolation and long‐

term function of β‐like cells derived from human pluripotent stem cells. In these experiments, 

prolonged glycemic correction in immunocompetent C57BL/6 diabetic mice without systemic 

immunosuppression was obtained for more than 150 days [46]. 

Other natural materials, such as collagen, chitosan, gelatin, and agarose, have also been 

investigated and yet, capsules derived from these materials are more difficult to fabricate for 

optimal pore size and often have some immunogenicity. The fact is that there is no consensus on the 

best material to use for microencapsulation [17]. One of the key considerations is whether the 

capsule material may be reactive, thereby triggering complement and activating leukocytes. There is 

thus a need to closely examine all of the chemical constituents of microcapsules [17, 47]. As shown 

above, the capsule reported here induced no inflammatory or fibrous deposits but instead, a fine 

vascular network surrounding the capsule was found to be induced by the encapsulated EMOs. 

We believe that the main reason for the success reported here is not entirely due to the 

capsule design but, not less important, to the fact that the capsule has been designed with the 

understanding that, within the chamber, cells need to be within a biological micro-environment 

that guarantees proper function. As shown here we have literally encapsulated a functional organ 

- the EMO - something that most other approaches lack. We strongly believe that - irrespective of 

the capsule - in order for epithelial cells to properly function they should be supported by a 

suitable connective tissue stroma. In addition, dimensions of our constructs are such that provided 

the capsule is permeable, cells within the construct can survive by exchanging gasses and nutrients 

by passive diffusion alone through the capsule membrane. What is required of course is that the 

implanted tissue induces the formation of a powerful vascular network surrounding the capsule.  

The immunoisolating chambers containing encapsulated EMOs reported here remained intact 

over three months after xenotransplantation, with no host cell infiltration (Figure 5) and 

developed a fine exterior vascular network (Figure 3) - an important condition for the proper long-

term function of the encapsulated graft. 

A problem faced frequently in islet encapsulation studies is the creation of a fibrotic 

overgrowth surrounding the capsule which is created by the inflammatory cells and fibroblasts 

that surround the capsule, eventually leading to ischemic compromise of the encapsulated cells 

and the failure of the graft [13]. No signs of fibrotic growth were observed around the capsule  

proposed here, as demonstrated directly by microscopical examination, and indirectly by cell 

viability of the encapsulated constructs in viability tests (Figure 1), gene expression data (Figure 2), 

and sustained cell number as determined by both DNA and RNA determination (Figure 6).  

Attempts to employ embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells in the clinic have 

failed until now due to the risk of tumor formation and the genomic instability of the implanted 

cells [34]. For instance, a neural stem cell transplant from fetal cells recently performed in Russia 

led to a brain tumor in a teenage boy [35]. Thus, and to avoid this issue, it is likely that any 

attempt to use such types of cells in the clinic will require proper containment of the implanted 

cells. We believe the capsule presented here should overcome this mail general drawback. The 

capsule presented is sturdy and resilient to biodegradation. Furthermore, it not only protects from 
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rejection but at the same time it would allow stem cells to remain secluded in the chamber and 

thus avoiding the chances of tumor formation. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work we have developed a chamber for encapsulation of organ-like transplantation into 

xenogeneic hosts and for containment of the implanted cells. Due to the understanding that 

within the chamber, cells need to be within a biological micro-environment that guarantees 

proper function - such as the EMOs. As shown here we have literally encapsulated a functional 

organ – the EMO. Cells within the construct can survive by exchanging gasses and nutrients by 

passive diffusion alone through the capsule membrane. 

Clearly the development of an immunoprotective capsule will have a wide variety of 

implications and a wide variety of uses in medicine. Of direct relevance to this work would be of 

course the implantation of EMPs without the need of administering immunosuppressants. In the 

future, as differentiation of stem cells into beta cells improves, we conceive developing EMPs 

using stem cell-derived beta cells instead. The capsule approach presented here will significantly 

overcome many of the hurdles remaining when serious cell therapy approaches to treat extreme 

cases of diabetes are being implemented. 
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Abstract 

Background: Diabetes mellitus (DM) can be cured or greatly ameliorated by adequate 

insulin secretion from a relatively small volume of insulin-producing cells. Cell encapsulation 

enables allo- and even xeno-geneic cell therapy without immunosuppression. However, 

recent clinical trials show that micro-encapsulated islets are not fully retrievable after 

transplantation. By contrast, macro-encapsulated islets can be retrieved when necessary. As 

to the transplantation site, subcutaneous tissue can be promising, if new strategy can 

overcome the hypoxic status due to hypovascularity. 

In this review article, we summarized the development of macro-encapsulated islets and 

approaches toward subcutaneous transplantation in our laboratory over more than two 

decades. Our results repeatedly show that islets and encapsulated islets can be transplanted 

in various sites including subcutaneous tissue after pretreatment of neovascular induction. 

As to macro-encapsulation devices, our laboratory firstly developed mesh-reinforced poly-
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vinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogel tubes and bags; agarose-based encapsulation methods followed. 

After that, PVA macro-encapsulated islets were developed utilizing sol-gel transition of PVA 

solution through micro-crystallization, induced by freezing and thawing. Recently, we took 

advantage of the excellent histocompatibility of ethylene vinyl alcohol co-polymer (EVOH) to 

fabricate the highly porous EVOH bag. A unique macro-encapsulation device using thermo-

sensitive chitosan-based gel in combination with the EVOH bag was developed.  Most 

recently, we found that slow release of hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) from the chitosan 

gel can protect islets against initial hypoxic status and subsequently induce 

neovascularization in subcutaneous tissue to exert islet function, eliminating the necessity 

for neovascularization pretreatment. 

Conclusions: Our recent study showed that retrievable and replaceable macro-encapsulated 

islets can be transplanted subcutaneously without pretreatment. Although further 

improvements may be necessary, this immunosuppression-free approach may replace 

intraportal islet transplantation in the near future. 

Keywords  

Islet transplantation; macro-encapsulation; subcutaneous transplantation 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Bioartificial Organs 

Bio-artificial organs that utilize living functional cells have been studied to support physiological 

functions of various organs when such functions are impaired. For example, utilizing living 

hepatocytes or hepatocyte-like cells, a bioartificial liver tries to support liver function to bridge 

liver failure until liver recovery or liver transplantation [1]. Similarly, a bioartificial pancreas or 

bioartificial islets compensate islet function utilizing living islets or islet-like tissue [2]. In 

bioartificial islets, islets are protected by a semi-permeable barrier that blocks immune cells or 

large immune-related molecules but allows the passage of small molecules such as O2 and 

nutrients, including glucose and insulin. Therefore, no or much reduced immunosuppression is 

needed to avoid immunological resection in comparison to naked islet transplantation. It is 

obviously beneficial to patients to avoid immunosuppressant-related adverse events and to save 

costs related to immunosuppression; such costs include immunosuppressants themselves, 

monitoring related to immunosuppression, and additional medical costs for adverse events.  

1.2 Various Types of Bioartificial Islets 

Many types of bioartificial islets have been developed. The first successful bioartificial islets of 

encapsulation type, which used alginate-based hydrogel for islet micro-encapsulation, was 

published in 1980 [3]. Until then, other designs such as diffusion chambers and hollow fiber units 

were reported for semi-permeable barriers [4, 5].  

As to micro-encapsulation, alginate-based materials were most frequently reported. In order to 

improve its histocompatibility or control pore size, surface modification with the polylysine-
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polyethyleneimine [6], lysine/alginate [7], poly-L-ornithine-alginate [8], carboxy methylcellulose, 

and others [9] were used. Regarding the concern of hypoxia, hemoglobin cross-linking [10], co-

encapsulation of photosynthetic oxygen generators [11], and use of CaO2 and hemoglobin [12] 

were reported. In addition to alginate-based micro-encapsulation, agarose-based hydrogel was 

also reported [13].  

In contrast to the difficulty in complete removal of micro-encapsulated islets after 

transplantation to the abdominal cavity or some other sites, a macro-encapsulation device that 

can be observed by the naked eye and treated with hands is retrievable when adverse events 

occur. Diffusion chambers [4] and hollow fiber units [5, 14] were used as macro-devices to 

encapsulate islets. In addition, macro-devices using hydrogels were also reported [15].  

For an immunoisolating bioartificial pancreas, oxygen supply and biocompatibility (foreign body 

reaction) are two major issues, since artificial devices containing living cells are implanted without 

a blood supply. In addition, it is known that the intercellular structure of islets is critical to insulin 

secretion and β-cells do not exert their full function in a single cell fashion [16]. Therefore, insulin-

producing cells should be cultured as cell clusters prior to transplantation. As to oxygen supply, 

model analysis of oxygen supply in cell clusters with different shapes (sphere, cylinder, and sheet) 

was reported [17]. To prevent central necrosis in islet grafts for subcutaneous transplantation, the 

theoretically largest radius was 122 μm for sphere, 100 μm for cylinder, and 71 μm in half 

thickness for sheet, respectively. Otherwise, macro-encapsulated islets more easily develop tissue 

anoxia relative to that of micro-encapsulated islets [18]. As to the O2 supply directly to the device, 

a macro-device that requires daily O2 perfusion is used in a clinical study now [19]. Concerning 

biocompatibility, foreign body reaction causes inflammation around the implant and tries to 

isolate the implant from the living organism. This mechanism usually results in fibrous capsule 

formation, and this membranous structure is thought to block the inward permeation of O2 and 

nutrients to impair islet cell function as well as insulin outward secretion. In fact, a human clinical 

trial revealed that micro-encapsulated islets transplanted into an abdominal cavity was found 

attached to the parietal peritoneum macroscopically and surrounded by fibrous tissue 

microscopically [20]. These two issues are crucially important for engraftment and long-term 

function of encapsulated islet grafts.  

1.3 Benefits of Macro-Encapsulation 

As mentioned above, macro-encapsulated devices can be retrieved if necessary. Regardless of 

micro- or macro-encapsulation, implants should be clean and safe. However, retrievability adds a 

further measure of safety when adverse events occur. As to the surface area for material transfer, 

micro-encapsulation theoretically gives an extremely wider area in comparison to macro-

encapsulation. However, micro-encapsulated devices may aggregate each other and result in 

much narrower practical surface areas. As to function and biocompatibility, micro-encapsulated 

beads need to be treated collectively and treatments are limited. On the other hand, macro-

encapsulation devices can be treated individually and a wide range of adjustments, such as pore 

size, surface nature, and device size, are possible. In our laboratory, researchers of surgical 

background preferred macro-encapsulation because of its retrievability and mostly studied it from 

the beginning as mentioned later.  
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2. Pretreatment for Neovascularization at Subcutaneous Site 

Subcutaneous tissue is the most easy-to-reach site in the body. However, it is well known that 

subcutaneous tissue is not suitable for islet transplantation due to hypovascularization [21]. To 

increase O2 in the implant site, neovascularization was induced using a bFGF-releasing device 

before islet transplantation [22]. In this study, slow release of bFGF was secured by a gel 

containing 2.5% agarose and 1% hyaluronic acid in a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) mesh-

reinforced PVA bag. The bFGF-impregnated device was implanted in a subcutaneous site in 

diabetic rats one week before islet transplantation. After one week, a richly vascularized capsule 

was observed around the device, and transplantation of syngeneic naked islets at the pre-

vascularized sites resulted in normoglycemia until the retrieval of grafted islets 3 months after 

transplantation [22].  

In other experiments, bFGF was incorporated in gelatin microspheres (MS/bFGF) and 

subsequently injected into the collagen sponge placed in a PET mesh bag. Seven days after 

subcutaneous implantation in diabetic rats, remarkable vascularization formed around and in the 

device. Islets isolated from Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were mixed with 5% agarose for 

immunoisolation and transplanted into a pre-implanted bag device in diabetic Lewis rats. The 

recipient rats achieved normoglycemia within 2-3 days and maintained the physiological blood 

glucose levels for 40 days [23], suggesting that encapsulated islets can be transplanted to 

subcutaneous sites with the pretreatment for neovascularization. The same pretreatment for 

neovascularization was performed between the trapezius and rhomboid muscles of diabetic Lewis 

rats, and islets isolated from SD rats were macro-encapsulated in 5% agarose and transplanted. 

The recipients showed normoglycemia for up to 50 days after transplantation [24].  

Injection of bFGF-impregnated MS/bFGF without the collagen sponge and PET bag was also 

shown to induce neovascularization in subcutaneous sites [25, 26]. In these studies, islets isolated 

from either SD rats [25] or porcine pancreases obtained from a local slaughterhouse [26] were 

macro-encapsulated and transplanted to subcutaneous sites pre-injected with MS/bFGF in 

diabetic mice. Islets were macro-encapsulated in a rod-shaped gel containing 5% agarose and 5% 

polystyrene sulfonic acid, and the construct was further coated with polybrene and carboxymethyl 

cellulose according to the study of Iwata et al. [27]. All recipients showed normalization of blood 

glucose levels in 5-7 days. The animals gradually gained body weight for 38-101 days in the rat islet 

group [25] and 24-76 days in the porcine islet group [26]. 

From these studies, pretreatment for neovascularization allowed subcutaneous transplantation 

of both naked islets and macro-encapsulated islets. Pretreatment can be achieved through diverse 

approaches from simple injection of MS/bFGF to implantation of bFGF-impregnating devices. 

However, these studies commonly used slow release of bFGF to induce neovascularization [28]. 

Recently, this kind of pre-treatment was found to induce not only neovascularization but also local 

immunotolerance for allo-transplantation of islets in rats [29]. For clinical use, further studies are 

needed to optimize methodologies to utilize slow release of bFGF at subcutaneous sites for 

transplantation of naked or encapsulated islets. 
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3. Macro-Encapsulation Studies in Our Laboratory 

3.1 PVA Tube and Bag 

Our studies on islet encapsulation started in the late 1980s as a collaborative study between 

the surgical laboratory of former Prof. Kazutomo Inoue and the biochemical engineering 

laboratory of former Prof. Yoshito Ikada. An overview of the encapsulation materials used in our 

studies is summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 Macro-encapsulation materials used in our experiment. 

Material  Description Merits Demerits  References 

Mesh-reinforced 

PVA tube/bag 

Cross-linked PVA 

gel reinforced 

with mesh 

High 

biocompatibility, 

in vivo stability 

Difficulty in 

encapsulation Need of 

islet immobilization with 

gels 

[30-34] 

Agarose-based 

gel 

Rod-shaped 

agarose-

polystyrene 

sulfonic acid gel 

coated with 

polybrene and 

carboxymethyl 

cellulose 

Used for 

subcutaneous 

xeno-Tx 

Mechanical weakness 

Questionable in vivo 

durability 

[22-25] 

PVA gel by 

freezing/thawing 

Mesh-reinforced 

PVA gel made by 

freezing/thawing 

Storable in 

freezing phase  

Mechanical weakness, 

islet damage due to 

freezing/thawing,  

foreign body reaction in 

long-term Tx 

[35-39] 

EVOH bag with 

chitosan gel 

Thermosensitive 

chitosan gel 

encapsulated in 

highly porous 

EVOH bag 

Very high 

biocompatibility, 

in vivo stability of 

gel enhanced by 

EVOH bag 

 [40, 41] 

 

At the beginning, a mesh-reinforced polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) tube (MRPT) was prepared by 

cross-linking a 3% PVA (polymerization degree: 7200) solution with glutaraldehyde. PVA, a 

synthetic hydrophilic polymer, was selected due to its biocompatibility and in vivo stability. In vitro 

examination on permeability showed the molecular weight-dependent manner (the bigger the 

molecular weight, the lower the permeability rate) in which glucose, insulin, heparin, and the 

bovine serum albumin could diffuse while the immune globulin G was blocked. The tube was 2 

mm in diameter and 40 mm in length. The thickness of the membrane was 0.2 mm.  Islets (approx. 
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2000 in number) isolated from SD rats were encapsulated in the MRPT and transplanted to 

diabetic Wistar rats intra-abdominally. After transplantation, non-fasting blood glucose decreased 

significantly from approx. 500 mg/dL (pre-Tx) to approx. 200 mg/dL, and the effect lasted up to 97 

days [30]. In this study, islets encapsulated in MRPT were free to move around, and the fusion of 

islets was noticed which impaired islet function. To avoid this shortage, entrapment of islets with 

gels in MRPT were found effective to improve insulin release in subsequent studies [31, 32].  

Using a similar PVA hydrogel membrane, a mesh-reinforced PVA bag (MRPB) was also 

developed (Figure 1). In this device, islets tended to be trapped between the mesh fibers and 

could hardly move about freely. This device was used for xenotransplantation of porcine islets to 

diabetic rats [33]. In addition, basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) impregnated in gelatin 

microspheres and collagen-coated MRPB implanted in subcutaneous tissue could effectively 

induce neovascularization around the device to improve viability of encapsulated cells, suggesting 

that this system is suitable for subcutaneous implantation of a bioartificial pancreas [34].  

 

Figure 1 A: A macroscopic view of a mesh-reinforced PVA bag (MRPB). B: A microscopic 

view of MRPB. An islet is trapped between mesh fibers.  

3.2 PVA Macro-Encapsulation  

As mentioned above, PVA, a water-soluble synthetic polymer, can form a stable hydrogel with 

many advantages, such as a relatively lower protein-binding tendency, higher water content, and 

higher elasticity, as well as better biocompatibility than other synthetic hydrogels. From the early 

stages of our studies, the mesh-reinforcement approach was used to overcome the shortage of 

the weak mechanical strength of PVA hydrogel. In addition to using chemical crosslinkers, PVA 

hydrogel can also be prepared by freezing and thawing through micro-crystallization between PVA 

molecules [42]. As frequently experienced, aqueous PVA solution transits to a weak gel at low 

temperatures after storage in a refrigerator for a few days. Phase dissociation caused by freezing 

the PVA aqueous solution, in addition to low temperatures, can produce stronger gel. We utilized 

this unique characteristic of PVA to make PVA macro-encapsulated islets (PVA-MEIs), in which 

islets were embedded in a sheet-shaped PVA hydrogel (Figure 2) [35].  
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Figure 2 A: A top-down view of mesh-reinforced PVA macro-encapsulated islets (PVA 

MEIs). B: A side view of PVA MEIs picked by tweezers. C: A microscopic view of PVA 

MEIs. Islets (round-shaped things) are entrapped in PVA gel between meshes.  

In the first studies using PVA-MEIs, islet function was preserved in PVA-MEIs for a longer period 

of time than that of naked islets in vitro. PVA-MEIs of rat islets transplanted in abdominal cavities 

successfully controlled hyperglycemia in diabetic mice [35]. In subsequent studies, rat PVA-MEIs 

transplantation remarkably alleviated diabetic renal damage in mice [36]. PVA-MEIs can be 

preserved for up to 30 days in the frozen phase without remarkable functional damage to 

embedded islets [37]. In addition, in vitro experiments to test immunoisolation showed that the 

addition of fresh human plasma to the culture medium did not affect the survival or function of rat 

PVA-MEIs. In contrast, the addition of fresh human plasma completely destroyed naked rat islets, 

indicating the strong immunoisolation effect of this device [38]. In a 24-week long-term 

observation study, islets were isolated from either Wistar or Lewis rats, embedded as PVA-MEIs, 

and transplanted to diabetic Lewis rats. Intraperitoneal transplantation of PVA-MEIs decreased 

non-fasting blood glucose levels and prevented body weight loss of diabetic Lewis rats without a 

significant difference between the donor strains, suggesting a protective effect against allogeneic 

immunity [38]. However, in this experiment, the function of transplanted devices decreased 

gradually in time in terms of blood glucose control (Figure 3). Although insulin-positive islets were 

found in the PVA-MEIs of the allo-transplantation group 24 weeks after transplantation, a dense 

fibrous capsule on the surface of the PVA hydrogel was noticed under histological examination, 

revealing that the formation of a fibrous capsule caused a decline in PVA-MEIs function (Figure 4). 

Management of foreign body reaction is extremely important for long-term function of 

encapsulated islets.  

These results in PVA-MEIs were summarized in a review article [39]. 
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Figure 3 Non-fasting blood glucose changes in long-term (24 week) experiment. Lewis 

rat islets were transplanted into the renal subcapsular space of diabetic Lewis rats (L-L) 

and engrafted for the long term. Wister rat islets transplanted to diabetic Lewis rats 

(W-L) were rejected. PVA MEIs from Lewis rats (PVA(L-L)) and those from Wistar rats 

(PVA(W-L)) showed similar changes between L-L and W-L. However, the effects were 

gradually decreased over time. 

 

Figure 4 Microscopic view of PVA MEIs of PVA(W-L) group after immunological staining 

for insulin. Insulin-positive islets were observed between mesh fibers. However, flat 

but dense fibrous membrane formed on the PVA gel. 
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3.3 EVOH bag 

Based on the lessons learned from studies on PVA-MEIs, we tried to develop a more 

biocompatible device for encapsulation. Ethylene vinyl alcohol co-polymer (EVOH) is known to be 

highly biocompatible, and hemodialysis using an EVOH membrane proved excellent 

biocompatibility [43]. Thus, we decided to use an EVOH membrane as an envelope for macro-

encapsulation. EVOH membranes are also well known as gas barriers for food packaging; therefore, 

a highly porous EVOH membrane was fabricated and provided by Kuraray Co., Ltd., a major 

chemical company in Japan, for our collaborative study.  

In the beginning, the highly porous EVOH membrane and a separate port part which includes a 

tube for injection and a part to connect the tube and bag were custom made by injection molding 

using the same EVOH resin provided by Kuraray. Two pieces of EVOH membranes were heat-

sealed with the injection port to fabricate a highly porous EVOH bag device.  

For immunoisolation, a thermosensitive chitosan-based gel was selected. This is an aqueous 

solution of chitosan (2.5%) dissolved in 0.1M acetic acid and titrated with β‐glycerol 2‐phosphate 

disodium salt hydrate (0.8 W/V) with a pH of 7.4 at room temperature. The chitosan-based 

solution undergoes sol-gel transition in a few minutes when the environmental temperature rises 

to 35 degrees Celsius. Thus, temperature-dependent gel formation, an islet-friendly method, 

needs nothing but the increase of environmental temperature to body temperature (Figure 5). 

Our previous studies showed that chitosan gel can protect β-cells against inflammatory cytokines; 

we used it in rat to mouse xenotransplantation [44, 45].  

 

Figure 5 A: A macroscopic view of an EVOH bag filled with chitosan gel. B: A cross-

sectional view of an EVOH bag filled with chitosan gel.  
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In vitro examination on chitosan gel-EVOH bags showed that islets maintained good viability 

both in chitosan gel alone and in chitosan gel-EVOH bags with minimal apoptosis for at least 5 

days, while central necrosis and many apoptotic cells were found in naked islets. Glucose-

responsive insulin release was also sustained in both chitosan gel alone and EVOH groups for up to 

7 days, whereas in the naked islet group, islets were unable to secrete insulin after a 5-day culture, 

suggesting that islets embedded in chitosan gel preserved the capacity for insulin secretion even 

when enclosed in the EVOH bag. Insulin release in the culture condition continued at least for 30 

days in the chitosan gel-EVOH bag group, whereas islets embedded in the chitosan gel alone group 

lost insulin production by 20 days. This seemed to reflect our observation that chitosan gel 

continuously degraded in PBS while the weight loss of chitosan gel in EVOH bag was remarkably 

inhibited [40]. It is thought that the EVOH bag extended the function of gel embedded islets.  

In an in vivo experiment, rat islets (650-800 IEQ) were macro-encapsulated in chitosan gel-

EVOH bags and transplanted into the abdominal cavities of diabetic mice. The transplanted mice 

exhibited lower blood glucose levels and regained body weight during a 4‐week observation 

period (Figure 6). They also had higher levels of serum insulin and C‐peptide, with an improved 

blood glucose disappearance rate, measured by an intra-peritoneal glucose tolerance test at the 

end of the observation period. Retrieved macro-encapsulated islets had minor tissue adhesion, 

and histology showed a limited number of mononuclear cells and fibroblasts surrounding the 

implants. In addition, most of these cells accumulated near the port part, suggesting that the port 

part of the device was less biocompatible than the EVOH membrane due to some problems in the 

molding process. Furthermore, no invasion of host cells into the EVOH bags was noticed, and the 

encapsulated islets were intact and positive for insulin and glucagon by immune-staining [40].  

 

Figure 6 A: Transplantation of the macro-encapsulated rat islets in chitosan gel-EVOH 

bags decreased blood levels of diabetic mice. B: The mice received an implant also 

regained body weight gradually.  

More recently, we tested subcutaneous transplantation of these EVOH-macro-encapsulated 

islets with bFGF [41]. In this study, macro-encapsulated rat islets were transplanted at 

subcutaneous sites that were pretreated with a bFGF-impregnated collagen sponge for 

neovascularization (2-time operation group). In another group, bFGF was added to the chitosan 

gel in EVOH bags and transplanted to subcutaneous sites without pretreatment (1-time operation 
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group). Between the 2-time and 1-time operation groups, the former showed a decrease in non-

fasting blood glucose levels and relatively higher serum insulin levels with improved renal and 

metabolic biomarkers. On the other hand, the 1-time operation group showed no transplantation 

effects in comparison to diabetic control animals [41]. We concluded that bFGF was only effective 

when used for pretreatment of neovascularization at the subcutaneous site.  

Now, we are trying hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) to enable 1-time (without pretreatment) 

subcutaneous transplantation of macro-encapsulated islets. We found, in a preliminary 

experiment, that slow release of HGF from chitosan gel can protect islets against initial hypoxic 

status and subsequently induce neovascularization in subcutaneous tissue to exert islet function, 

eliminating the necessity for neovascularization pretreatment. The details of this study will be 

presented elsewhere.  

3. Discussion 

As described above, hydrogels such as PVA membrane and gel, agarose gel, and chitosan gel 

have an immunoisolation effect that can be used for rat to mouse xenotransplantation without 

immunosuppression. The stability of the hydrogel seems to determine the duration of the 

immunoisolation effect. For example, biologically stable PVA hydrogel can protect islets up to 24 

weeks. On the other hand, agarose gel and chitosan-based gel in which no physiochemical bonds 

are formed between molecules, did not show such a long effect of immunoisolation. A possible 

exception might be chitosan gel in EVOH bags in which EVOH bags continuously inhibit the leakage 

of chitosan molecules, maintaining the gel weight for a longer time in vitro, and thus presumably 

the immunoisolation effect in vivo. We are now trying to enhance the stability of chitosan-based 

gel and testing the long-term effect of immunoisolation in EVOH-macro-encapsulated islets.  

The biocompatibility of the device seems very important for the encapsulated islets to exert 

long-term function. Tuch et al. [20] reported thick fibrous tissue around intraperitoneally 

transplanted micro-encapsulated human islets 16 months after transplantation [20]. On the other 

hand, Yang et al. [46] reported that chitosan-coating improved the biocompatibility of alginate-

encapsulated islets, enabling long-term function of intraperitoneally transplanted micro-

encapsulated allogeneic islets [46]. Since EVOH has excellent biocompatibility, our EVOH bag 

causes minimal foreign body reactions and EVOH-enveloped macro-encapsulated islets are 

expected to exert their function for a long period of time. 

Hypoxia is another critical issue that limits islet survival. Even though islets may survive under 

low oxygen tension, oxygen availability influences islet function dramatically. In fact, Safley et al. 

[47] intraperitoneally transplanted micro-encapsulated adult porcine islets into diabetic non-

human primates. They found that plasma levels of porcine C-peptide decreased over time. 

Histology of explanted islet capsules showed scant evidence of a host cellular response, and viable 

islets could be found. Central necrosis was noticed in many of the encapsulated islets after graft 

failure, and explanted islets expressed endogenous markers of hypoxia (HIF-1α, osteopontin, and 

GLUT-1), suggesting a role for non-immunologic factors, likely hypoxia, in implant failure. They 

concluded that new approaches to prevent hypoxic damage are necessary to achieve long-term 

function of micro-encapsulated islets [47]. 

As for commercial products, macro-encapsulation devices are developed by TheraCyte™, 

ViaCyte, and Cell Pouch™, and are currently undergoing clinical trials. The TheraCyte™ implant 
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system is a polymeric chamber which is fabricated from dual-layer polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 

membranes with an outer layer of woven polyester mesh [48]. The inner PTFE membrane can 

protect embedded allogenic islets from rejection by the recipient while the outer polyester mesh 

can promote neovascularization when implanted subcutaneously. ViaCyte Encaptra, a similar 

product to TheraCyte™, uses human embryonic stem cell-derived pancreatic precursor cells as a 

cell source. However, the second generation Encaptra, PEC-Direct™, is a non-immunoprotective 

implant. In order to enhance the oxygen availability in macro-encapsulated islets, the Sernova Cell 

Pouch System™, another subcutaneously implantable device, is specifically designed to be non-

immunoisolating to promote pre-vascularization [49]. Application of an immunosuppression 

regimen on the recipient is required to avoid transplant rejection for the above devices and thus 

shall compromise long-term function of the devices. 

Regarding the scalability of the macroencapsulation device, an increasing volume of devices as 

well as an increasing number of embedded islets may cause substantial differences in oxygen-

nutrient gradients within the device. Likewise, an increase in device size can also cause 

nonhomogeneous distribution of islets within the device. Therefore, implantation of multiple 

small devices shall be superior to a single large device for clinical practice. In addition, it is known 

that islets secrete paracrine signals to regulate insulin secretion to neighboring islets. Apparently, 

the islet density is critical since this factor determines how many islets can be loaded within one 

device and subsequently determines the number of devices needed for clinical application. 

However, the optimal islet density varies with the design/materials of the device. As mentioned 

above, pretreatment for neovascularization of the transplantation site is one possible approach. In 

addition, engraftment may be improved by using some material to protect islet cells against 

hypoxic conditions while the same or other material induces neovascularization to increase the 

partial pressure of oxygen. We are now trying to realize this approach to avoid pretreatment and 

simplify the transplantation procedure.  

4. Conclusions 

The importance of oxygen supply and biocompatibility of material for macro-encapsulated 

islets was introduced and discussed based on our laboratory’s studies. With advances in 

encapsulation technology, subcutaneous transplantation of macro-encapsulated islets may be an 

option for the treatment of type 1 diabetes with unstable glycemic control in the near future. 
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Abstract 

Single cell genomics is a powerful tool to study cellular heterogeneity and discover novel cell 

types. Recent studies used single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) to analyze the 

transcriptomes of individual pancreatic islet cells. Islets are a complex mixture of endocrine 

cells and therefore represent an ideal tissue type for single cell transcriptomic analysis. Adult 

human islets consist of five known endocrine cell types (α, β, δ, γ, ε) and multiple less well-

defined non-endocrine cells. In this review, we discuss the scRNA-seq studies performed on 

human fetal, adult, diseased and pluripotent stem cell-derived islets in recent years. Since 

2015, ~30,000 adult human islet cells have been analyzed using several scRNA-seq 

technologies. Studies provide a complete catalogue of all islet cell types and subtypes found 

throughout human development from fetus to adulthood. Islets from patients with Type 2 

diabetes have also been analyzed with scRNA-seq unraveling multiple mechanisms of islet 

dysfunction. Advances in stem cell differentiation protocols and cell therapy manufacturing 

are bringing stem cell-derived islets (SC-Islets) closer to clinical trials. In 2018, more than 

60,000 SC-Islet cells were analyzed using scRNA-seq technologies. Lessons learned include 

SC-Islet cell populations, lineage trajectories and comparative analyses to adult human islet 
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cell transcriptomes. Studies have also identified and characterized the non-islet, off-target 

cell populations revealing potential strategies for their elimination. 

Keywords 

Islets, β cell; single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq); transcriptome; differentiation; 

pluripotent stem cells; hPSCs 

 

1. Introduction 

The global number of patients with diabetes has risen to over 400 million [1]. Alternatives to 

insulin therapy and anti-hyperglycemic medications are urgently needed. Cadaveric donor derived 

islet cell therapies have demonstrated impressive proof-of-concept outcomes in clinical trials with 

brittle Type 1 diabetes patients that are C-peptide negative and immunosuppressed. However, 

with a lack of sufficient allogeneic islets available, the number of islet transplants available for 

patients remains limited. The successful development and delivery of novel β cell replacement 

therapies produced from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) could provide an unlimited 

therapeutic supply of β cells for diabetic patients. Clinical trials are now underway to evaluate first 

generation β cell progenitor therapies [2]. Early implementation of scRNA-seq analysis in the 

development of hPSC-derived β cells could aid in improving the composition of manufactured β 

cell therapies by identifying surface marker-enabling selection of cell populations.  

Recently developed single cell genomic tools that are high throughput at large cell numbers, 

with unsupervised cell clustering have been used to study pancreatic islet β cell transcriptomes at 

single cell resolution. Commercially available, bench top single cell technologies can process tens 

to hundreds of thousands of individual cells simultaneously to define their transcriptional profiles. 

The Human Cell Atlas Project has initiated an effort to apply single cell genomics technologies to 

every tissue in the human body to create a comprehensive reference map of all 2x1013 nucleated 

human cells [3]. The cell atlas will collect multiple data sets including DNA, RNA, epigenome and 

protein. High dimensional single cell genomics is a powerful tool that enables comprehensive 

characterization of all cell types and subtypes within human tissues. Single-cell RNA sequencing 

(scRNA-seq) is now routinely used to measure the genome-wide expression profile of individual 

cells. scRNA-seq differs from bulk, whole transcriptome RNA-seq, which is a gene expression 

average of all cells. From each cell, mRNA is isolated, and reverse transcribed to cDNA for high-

throughput sequencing [4]. Separation and unique bar coding of individual cells can be 

accomplished using flow cytometry or microfluidics-based platforms such as Fluidigm C1 [5] and 

droplet-based technologies such as inDrops or 10X Genomics [6, 7]. scRNA-seq can reveal the 

expression profile of each individual cell in response to various phenomena such as differentiation, 

disease progression and cell fate reprogramming. 

Single cell RNA sequencing technologies first emerged in 2009 [8, 9] and was later used to study 

the adult human pancreatic islet transcriptome in 2015 (reviewed by [10]). This review will discuss 

the application of scRNA-seq technologies in studying islet cell subtypes in healthy and diabetic 

donors, development and islet derivation from pluripotent stem cells. Single cell expression 

profiling of islet transcriptomes relies on a method of single cell isolation: Either fluorescence 
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activated cell sorting or commercially available emulsion droplet-based platforms (Fluidigm C1, 

inDrops, 10X Genomics), cDNA library synthesis (CEL-Seq2 or SMART-Seq2) and sequencing (Figure 

1) [9]. Single-cell RNA sequencing generates high-dimensional, high-throughput single-cell data 

which requires complex computational, modeling and visualization techniques. Data set analysis 

workflow typically includes genome alignment, quality control, variant calling, dimensionality 

reduction and pseudotime analysis. Dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal 

component analysis and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE), are used to resolve 

cell type populations in islets. Other computational tools such as spatial transcriptomics [11] and 

Seurat [7] have been developed to link subpopulations and spatial positioning. Pseudotime 

analysis has been used to infer trajectories of cellular events, such as proliferation, differentiation, 

stress, disease, and reprogrammed cell fate [12].  

 

Figure 1 Single cell RNA sequencing platforms for studying islet cell transcriptomes 

(2015 to 2018). 

Despite the continual evolution of computational methods and the generation of ever larger 

and complex data sets, challenges remain. Analysis of scRNA-seq data is complicated by excess 

zero counts and high drop-off due to low abundance mRNAs sequenced within individual cells. 

High dropout rates mean only up to 3-5% of the transcripts inside of cells are analyzed. The use of 

standardized controls such as External RNA Control Consortium (ERCC) spike-in are not always 

reported. Normalization is critical and challenging [13]. There are no established standards for 

data pre-processing and noise removal, which can influence data interpretation. Methods to cope 

with the inherent noise and the high dimensionality of single-cell data are still being evaluated and 

proper application of these strategies is crucial to not only discern genuine gene expression from 

technical artifacts but also to compare data across different laboratories and instruments. 
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2. Adult Islets 

Bulk transcriptomic studies have provided important insights into the gene expression profiles 

of adult human islets [14, 15], but these analyses lack the resolution of single cell analysis. Human 

islets are naturally heterogenous in cellular composition depending on the anatomic location of 

the islets in the pancreas. The heterogeneity may also vary according to genetic variation, diet, 

and other factors. Therefore, single cell genomic profiling is best suited to unravel islet cell 

heterogeneity in detail. The variation that exists may help inform the upper and lower limits of 

what is defined as normal healthy islet cell gene expression signatures and serve as a benchmark 

to which diseased or in vitro generated islets can be compared. To define all the cell types within 

human pancreatic islets, twelve studies have so far profiled islets donated from 71 individual adult 

donors (Table 1) [16]. The donors ranged in age, ethnicity and health status (diabetic or non-

diabetic). There were differences in islet cell sample preparation including the enzymatic isolation 

process, culture media and incubation time (0-12 days). Despite these differences in processing 

across the studies, there were no significant changes in gene expression profiles between islet cell 

from across donors [17]. Sample preparation variability applies to all islet samples regardless of 

donor source or in vitro production. Enzymatically dissociated single islet cells are then captured 

for subsequent reverse transcription and cDNA synthesis [18, 19]. Using several commercially 

available scRNA-seq platforms (Figure 1), academic and industry groups profiled the 

transcriptomes of human islets from 52 non-diabetic (ND) donors between the ages of 17 and 68 

(Figure 2) and identified multiple cell types. Islets from Type 2 diabetic adult donors (n=15) were 

also studied (age range: 37 - 57 years) [17, 19-21]. Altogether, 33,271 human islet cells were 

sequenced at depths of up to 13 million reads (Figure 3). Donors were from multiple ethnicities 

including African American, Caucasian, Hispanic and Asian. In each study, islet batches from 

between 1 and 18 adult islet donors were analyzed (Figure 4). Islet cell heterogeneity, enzyme and 

surface marker expression, transcription factors and signaling receptors are described. All studies 

analyzed islet cells without prior cryopreservation, although successful transcriptomic analyses 

have been performed on previously cryopreserved cell lines and primary cells such as tumor cells, 

PBMCs and human islet cells [22, 23]. 
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Table 1 Adult human islet single cell RNA-seq studies. 

 

Study 
Single cell technology 

(FACS, microfluidic) 
Reference 

1 Non-diabetic islets FACS *16+ 

2 Non-diabetic islets InDrops *24+ 

3 Child, adult non-diabetic, T1D, T2D islets Fluidigm C1 *17+ 

4 Non-diabetic islets FACS *18+ 

5 Non-diabetic and T2 diabetic islets FACS *20+ 

6 T2 diabetic islets Fluidigm C1 *21+ 

7 T2 diabetic islets Fluidigm C1 *19+ 

8 Non-diabetic East-Asian islets Fluidigm C1 *25+ 

9 ε cells (transcriptome) 10X Genomics *26+ 

10 α cells (subtypes and transcriptome) 10X Genomics *27+ 

11 β cells (subtypes and transcriptome) 10X Genomics *28+ 

12 Non-diabetic islets Fluidigm C1 *29+ 

 

Figure 2 Human islet donor ages analyzed by scRNA-seq. The majority of adult human 

islets sequenced were from donors aged 50-59 (n=23). 
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# of studies:    n=12     n=2 

Figure 3 Number of cadaveric versus stem cell-derived islet cells analyzed by scRNA-seq 

(2015 to 2018). 

 

Figure 4 Breakdown of healthy non-diabetic (ND) versus diabetic (T1D, T2D) islets 

analyzed by scRNA-seq from a total of 73 adult human donors. 
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Adult human islets isolated using enzymatic digestion of the pancreas were found to contain 

multiple cell types classified as either endocrine or non-endocrine. Endocrine cells comprise α (11-

67%), β (10-19%), δ (1-10%), γ (1-10%) and ε (0.4-1.4%) cells [20, 26]; the non-endocrine cells are 

acinar (PRSS1), ductal (SPP1, KRT19), stellate cells (TIMP1, FN1), endothelial cells (PLVAP), immune 

cells [macrophages (CD74, CD86), mast cells (TPSAB1, CD31), and antigen presenting cells (HLA-

DPA1, HLADPB1, and HLA-DRA)] and unclassified cells. In other words, 9 non-endocrine cell types 

are infused into patients in each intraportal allogeneic islet infusion. The impact of these cell types 

on islet engraftment, glycemic control and long-term graft survival are currently unknown. In 

addition to the variations in islet cell composition, subpopulations of islet cell types such as α and 

β cells exist and are still under active investigation [16, 17, 20, 24, 27-30]. Some groups have 

described β cell subtypes that exist in healthy adult humans [18, 20, 24], whereas others did not 

find evidence for β cell subpopulations [19]; α and δ cell heterogeneity have also been reported 

[17, 20].  

Glucose responsive β cell function is controlled by genes associated with glucose uptake, 

metabolism and insulin secretion. A key regulator of glucose metabolism is the glycolytic enzyme 

6-Phosphofructo-2-Kinase/Fructose-2,6-Biphosphatase 2 (PFKFB2) [31]. This enzyme has been 

identified in several scRNA-seq studies as uniquely expressed in β cells [18, 24, 25]. The inhibition 

of PFKFB3 has recently been described as an experimental diabetes treatment mediated through 

the inhibition of glycolysis and reduction in ER stress-induced β cell death [32]. Novel cell surface 

markers have also been discovered for labeling of islet cell types. Antibody mediated enrichment 

strategies have been used to purify islet cell populations such as based on surface marker 

expression such as CD39L3 for β cells [33], CD24 for acinar cells, CD44 for duct cells and TM4SF4 

for α cells [18]. Pharmacologically druggable GPCRs, ion channels, expressed by islet cells include 

FFAR4/GPR120, GPR119, LEPR, GHSR, SLC6A4, CASR and GLP1R [18, 20, 24].  

β Cell Heterogeneity. It has been known for three decades that functionally diverse β cell 

subtypes with different glucose responsive thresholds for insulin release exist [34]. Single cell RNA 

sequencing analysis can leverage gene expression variation within islet cell populations to reveal 

underlying transitory states and heterogeneity. Evidence for β cell heterogeneity exists from both 

functional and gene expression analyses [35]. For example, the surface markers ST8SIA1 and CD9 

were recently identified to label four β cell subtypes in human islets [30]. Segerstolpe et al. found 

five β cell subtypes based on varying RBP4, FFAR4/GPR120, ID1, ID2, and ID3 expression [20]. 

Across the five subtypes, insulin gene expression did not differ. However, Xin et al. reported that β 

cell subtypes do segregate based on insulin gene expression as well as stress response [28]. 

Activation of the unfolded protein response (UPR) in β cells with low insulin expression is thought 

to be a stress coping mechanism [28]. Four scRNA-seq studies have identified human β cell 

subtypes with an active UPR signature and low insulin expression [18, 20, 24, 28]. Genes enriched 

in this subtype express elevated DDIT3, FTL, FTH1, FTH1P3, HSPA5, SRXN1 and SQSTM1. Increased 

expression of these UPR genes suggests activation of a stress response which is also associated 

with lower β cell transcription factor expression (e.g. MAFA and SIX3) [28]. Antioxidant defense 

programs driven by superoxide dismutase (SOD1 and SOD2), NRF2 and genes involved in 

glutathione and thioredoxin metabolism, quinone detoxification and iron storage are also active as 

is the high metabolic demand in these cells (e.g. glycolysis, TCA cycle, pentose phosphate 

pathway). β cell subtypes with active UPR are more likely to be associated with elevated cell cycle 

gene expression (e.g. ZNF143, CDKN1B, HES4) [28]. From a root state, pseudotime trajectory 
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analysis revealed that β cells branch into either average INS or high INS β cell subtypes. The 

fluctuations in the INS gene expression level and activation of UPR stress response pathways may 

reflect the inherent responses of individual β cells to increased metabolic demand placed on the 

cells.  

α Cell Heterogeneity. In both non-diabetic and Type 1 diabetic human donors, a highly 

proliferative α cell subtype has been identified [27, 36]. Although the majority of α cells display a 

fully differentiated, non-proliferative phenotype (α1 and α2), a rare subpopulation (α3) present at 

only 1-2% is marked by high levels of cell cycle genes such as Ki67, TOP2A, CDK1, and a variety of 

cyclin genes (E2, A2, B1-B2) [27]. These cells also display increased FOXM1 expression, a 

transcription factor shown previously to increase human islet cell proliferation [37]. The 

mechanism of cell cycle control in the α3 subgroup is regulated by the PRC2 complex which 

consists of EZH2, and other epigenetic components already implicated in β cell proliferation [38]. 

The proliferating α cells also express lower levels of the cell cycle inhibitors p21 (CDKN1A) and p57 

(CDKN1C). Pseudotime analysis confirmed the proliferation trajectory of non-proliferative α1 and 

α2 cells into proliferating α3 cells [27]. The importance of this proliferating α cell subtype in health 

and diabetes remains unknown. 

3. Diseased Islets: Type 2 Diabetes  

In patients with Type 2 diabetes (T2D), hyperglycemia results from impaired islet cell function 

and insulin insufficiency [39, 40]. Studies analyzing T2D islets revealed abnormalities in islet cell 

proportions and gene expression patterns compared to non-diabetic islets [17, 19-21]. However, 

as much as 30% of the genes affected by T2D have no known function [21]. In T2D patients, the 

proportion of islet cells may be significantly altered [20] or not [19]. The proportion of insulin-

producing β cells can be reduced by as much as 50% in Asian T2D patients with a mean disease 

duration of only 5 years [40]. Between 2016 and 2017, four studies used scRNA-seq to analyze 

islets from 15 T2D islet donors [17, 19-21]. The studies examined the expression patterns of insulin 

and stress response pathways in β cells and how they may influence disease susceptibility. Other 

groups have reported altered gene expression patterns in all islet cells and identified dysfunctional 

gene expression profiles in α, δ, γ cells. Transcriptomic analyses have identified altered gene 

expression patterns in multiple islet genes including INS, DLK1, FXYD2, SLC30A8, MTNR1B, TCF7L2, 

and KCJN11 (Table 2). 
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Table 2 Genes differentially expressed between single T2D and non-diabetic β cells. 

Study Upregulated genes in single T2D beta cells 

*17+ 

ST6GAL1, USH2A, PLEKHO2, STS, NLE1, LOC441666, CFB, PRKD1, LAD1, DNAJB7, 

SLC4A4, AHNAK, NHSL2, IGSF5, HSP90AB4P, HLA-G, GPSM3, CCDC64, ZNF493, EPPK1, 

RARRES2, HLA-J, LOC439949, TRPC4AP, LOC678655, BARD1, CDKN2B, HLA-L, ELFN2, 

ID2B, JUNB, C9orf16, SNORD116-29, UBD, LPCAT1, TSPAN8, ZNF208, PIAS4, PRKCSH, 

DUOX2, CSNK1A1L, PDXDC1, NACAP1, PYCARD, MZT2B, AES, MTRNR2L8, RPL30, 

HSP90AB3P, B2M, HSP90AA1, ATP5EP2 

*20+ 

GPD2, XPO7, ANXA2P2, NOL8, CCDC90B, LEPROTL1, FUCA1, NFE2L2, DZIP3, CMTM6, 

MEIS1, TMEM167A, COPS8, SSBP2, CNTN1, DNAJC10, PNRC2, AZIN1,MMADHC, 

SPAG16, VWA5A, TTC37, HSP90B1, ARL1, MEG3, SEPT2, HIF1A, RPL15, PREP, EIF4G2, 

ITFG1, CD46, LAMTOR3, UBE2N, COPB1, GPBP1, UNC50, TUBA1A, SCOC, TSPAN13, 

EIF4E, CAPZA2, TTC3, VDAC1, RAB10, YWHAZ, BTF3L4, DDX5, REEP5, NDFIP1, MAP1B, 

TMOD1, EPCAM, TMEM59, ARPC3, TUBA1B, YWHAQ, PRKAR1A, LINC00657, APLP2, 

ERO1LB, STXBP1, CAP1, ATP5B, HNRNPC, LOC644936, SKP1, DYNLL1, TMBIM6 

*28+ 

LOC100873065, PAXBP1-AS1, APOL4, RPS3AP18, FXYD3, GLS2, FZD6, RN7SK, LAMC1, 

TAB3, LINC00478, LINC00486, RPL34-AS1, LOC101927317, TAPT1-AS1, 

LOC100128045, ANKRD36C, CD47, SUN1, RIN2, RPL7, SGSM2, FRG1B, SLC7A8, TTR, 

SNHG5, TUBA1C, FTL, MTRNR2L1, RNF216, FXYD2, PSPHP1, MIR4458HG, PPP1R1A, 

LOC100616530, SEC24C, DCAF16, DNPH1, NUP93, GLRA1, PVRL1, ATP5SL, MCOLN3, 

COTL1, IGFBPL1, ZNF397, LAMB1, LOC100128906 

*29+ 
SPP1, PSAT1, ST6GAL1, CCDC67, PRKAR2B, PCCB, CDH6, SMC4, EXOC2, KIF27, GSTT1, 

PAK1, SCN9A 

Gene list: T2D.vs.NonT2D.Beta logFC > 3 [29]. 

Variations in INS gene expression across individual β cells are known to be more heterogenous 

than previously thought [19]. β cell expression of insulin can be modulated by the severity of the 

stress response present [28]. In β cells with low stress, INS gene expression levels are similar to 

non-diabetic control levels. But in β cells with high levels of ER- and oxidative stress, the median 

value of INS gene expression per β cell is lower overall. The major stress response pathways 

implicated in mediating β cell stress include death receptor TNFR1, mitochondrial BAX, the 

cysteine proteases CAPN1- and CAPN2 and p53. There was also no evidence of de-differentiation 

occurring in islets from T2D donors, as seen from the lack of change in expression levels of FOXO1, 

NANOG, POU5F1, NEUROG3 and MYCL [19, 39].  

Single cell genomics has been used to identify diabetes susceptibility genes in a specific Asian 

population [25]. The scRNA-seq study examined a small set of East-Asian islet donors and could 

identify susceptibility to islet cell death based on the gene expression profile of the β cells [25]. 

Significant upregulation of the protein ubiquitination pathway genes (OLMALINC, RNR2, SCD, 

MAP1B, DNAJC3, SEC11C and UCHL1), was found in β cells of East-Asians despite normal HbA1c 

(5.9%, 5.8%, and 5.1%). In non-Asian T2D patients however, the protein ubiquitination pathway 
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was not elevated in β cells, despite an average HbA1c of 7.0±0.4% (n=6) [21]. This suggests East-

Asian β cells may be inherently vulnerable to protein misfolding and ER stress [41, 42]. Increased 

susceptibility to cell death may be why East-Asians develop T2D at a younger age and at lower BMI 

levels compared to Europeans.  

4. Fetal and Juvenile Islets 

The human pancreas first emerges when the foregut evaginates into dorsal and ventral buds at 

4 weeks of development (WD). Pancreatic buds contain multipotent progenitors expressing PDX1, 

NKX6.1 and SOX9 which proliferate and differentiate into all pancreatic lineages (acinar, ductal 

and endocrine) [43]. Endocrine cell differentiation starts at 8 WD beginning with the expression of 

neurogenin 3 (NEUROG3) and the coincident expression of insulin and glucagon. At 10 WD, insulin-

positive cells begin to form clusters. Islet-like clusters become penetrated by vasculature and 

other endocrine cell types including glucagon-, somatostatin-, and pancreatic polypeptide-positive 

cells by week 12. The understanding of human pancreas development has relied primarily on 

immunohistochemistry and bulk gene expression analyses. Ramond et al. recently studied 

endocrine cell induction during fetal development using 9-week-old human pancreases from three 

individual donors [44]. Distinct progenitors with subpopulations of intermediates were identified 

in the human fetal pancreas and designated Populations A, B, C and D [44, 45]. The 9 WD 

timepoint was chosen for a comparative analysis of human endocrine induction and in vitro 

pluripotent stem cell-derived endocrine induction. Comparing the transcriptomes of in vitro 

derived progenitors with their human fetal pancreatic counterparts helps to pinpoint where in 

vitro progenitors deviate and how differentiation can be improved. Access to human fetal samples 

are necessary for this type of transcriptomic profiling analysis given the differences that exist 

between rodent and human endocrine specification and overall pancreas development.  

Four populations of epithelial progenitor cells (EPCAM+) in 9 WD pancreases were designated: 

multipotent pancreatic progenitors (A), early endocrine pancreatic progenitors (B), NEUROG3-

positive endocrine progenitors (C) and early endocrine cells (D) based on the expression pattern of 

three surface markers (ECAD, CD142 and SUSD2). Population surface marker expression patterns: 

A: ECAD+CD142+, B: ECAD+CD142−, C: ECADlowCD142−SUSD2+, D: ECADlowCD142−SUSD2−. 

Expression of SUSD2 in population C correlated with peak NEUROG3 expression and is the 

population in which INS is first detected followed by a 13-fold increase in expression in Population 

D by 10 WD. Populations A and B cluster together as pancreatic progenitors (PDX1, SOX9, 

ONECUT1), whereas Population C contains endocrine progenitors (NEUROG3, FEV) and Population 

D contains more mature endocrine cells (Table 3). The pancreatic progenitors in Population B are 

predominantly duct-like progenitors (CD133+, CFTR+) but also contain a smaller population of 

endocrine restricted NEUROG3+ progenitors. Most of the endocrine progenitors in Population C 

express NEUROG3 and Population D cells become committed endocrine cells expressing genes 

involved in hormone regulation and secretion such as ISL1, CHGA, MAFB, PAX6, PCSK1, GCG, SST, 

GHRL and INS [45]. PAX4 was present only in population C and was absent from D. The β cell 

specific genes such as MAFA, PCSK1, IAPP, G6PC2, FFAR1, SLC30A8 are more enriched in 

population D than in C. Pseudotime construction of the developmental trajectories within the non-

ductal portion of Population B (CD133-negative) revealed three branch points for determining cell 

fate choice. The first branch point represents polyhormonal endocrine cells (INS, GCG, PPY), the 
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second branch diverges into endocrine progenitors (NEUROG3, ARX) and the third branch diverges 

into two endocrine populations (β and δ cells). The INS+ cells in Population D express mature β cell 

markers including DLK1, MAFA and HADH. 

Table 3 Genes differentially expressed between Populations A to D *44+. 

A B C D 

SPINK1 SLC4A4 GCG MAP1B 

AMBP BICC1 NNAT CPE 

SERPINA1 DCDC2 TUBA1A MFAP4 

TM4SF1 HMGA2 GHRL QPCT 

CLU CFTR SCGN SLC7A8 

RBPJ ID2 MLLT11 TTR 

IGF2 ANXA4 UCHL1 APLP1 

ELF5 AKAP7 TAGLN2 MYT1L 

HNMT TGIF1 TUBA4A RP11-521D12.5 

CLDN6 FXYD2 IGFBP5 PIPOX 

PHGDH ANXA2 CACNB2 SCG5 

ERP27 VEPH1 SCG3 FAM92B 

CPA2 C14orf105 RAB3B GRIA2 

DLK1 ATP10B KIF1A KIAA1644 

EFEMP1 UPK1B A1CF HADH 

GABRB2 SDC4 ABCA5 ABCC8 

GATM FRAS1 LINC00643 CDH8 

PDPN FREM1 PDE4DIP PAX6 

ATP1B1 HKDC1 UCP2 GNAS 

UGT2A3 RP11-834C11.4 ASNS JAKMIP2 

KRT18 S100A10 MAP2 MIAT 

SOX9 ONECUT1 NEUROG3 INS 

After birth, islets undergo changes in proliferation rates, nutrient metabolism and maturation 

[46, 47]. Expression patterns of MAFA during the first decade of life increase significantly but 

remain heterogenous in adults [48]. Wang et al. profiled juvenile islets from a 19-month-old 

female and a 2 year old male using the Fluidigm C1 microfluidic system and found a partially 

completed differentiation program in both sets of juvenile islets [17]. Two significant gene 

expression patterns were observed, a reduced adult endocrine gene signature and a mis-

expression of adult α and β cell gene signatures in juvenile β and α cells, respectively. In addition, 

genes expressed by juvenile cells resembled those expressed by diseased islets from Type 2 

diabetes patients. 
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5. Human Pluripotent Stem Cell (hPSC)-Derived Islets 

Multiple stem cell-derived tissue cell types have been characterized by scRNA-seq including 

endothelial cells [49], neurons [50], retinal cells [51] and cerebral [52] and kidney organoids [53]. 

Major SC-Islet differentiation protocols, published in 2014, have now reached efficiencies ready 

for clinical translation [2]. Implementation of scRNA-seq analysis can improve differentiation 

efficiencies, define cell therapy composition both pre- and post-transplant and ultimately improve 

clinical efficacy. In clinical allogeneic islet transplantation, flow cytometric and 

immunocytochemical staining and quantification analyses have been used to determine pre-

transplant islet composition. These protein detection methods rely on a predetermined 

knowledge of cell markers. Islets derived from stem cells are less defined and vary based on the 

differentiation protocol used and the starting pluripotent stem cell line [54]. Based on this, 

unbiased cell type identification and discovery is best suited for scRNA-seq-based transcriptomic 

analyses.  

The various differentiation protocols for converting pluripotent stem cells into SC-Islets have 

been previously reviewed by Harb et al. [55] and Millman et al. [56]. Islets can be produced from 

hPSCs with six stage [57] or seven stage [58] differentiation protocols or through a combination of 

both protocols [59, 60]. Protocols range between 21 and 35 days and generate between 30% and 

60% SC-β cells. Off-target cells include non-islet cells that are either endocrine or non-endocrine 

cell types [54]. Four studies have sequenced stem cell derived islets from both embryonic and 

induced pluripotent stem cells across various stages of differentiation (Stage 3 to Stage 7 – 

pancreatic progenitor to islet cells) [45, 54, 59, 61]. Previous studies have sequenced cells prior to 

Stage 3 pancreatic progenitors, including pluripotent stem cells (Stage 0) [62, 63] and definitive 

endoderm stage cells (Stage 1) [64, 65]. This section will discuss the analyses performed on Stage 6 

or Stage 7 cells generated from the three studies that have sequenced hPSC-derived islets or islet 

progenitors [54, 59, 61].  

Functional analysis of stem cell-derived β cells revealed a stable phenotype in culture based on 

in vitro glucose-triggered insulin release assays [54, 57, 58, 66-68]. Unlike what has been observed 

with adult human islets, there were no signs of β cell loss or conversion into other islet cell types 

with prolonged time in culture [54, 69, 70]. In vitro derived β cell gene expression profiles are 

similar overall to human β cells [68], but can vary in gene expression levels, e.g. HADH [44, 54, 68].  

In Krentz, et al. 4,462 Stage 6 day 1 (S6d1) cells, generated from the hES cell line CyT49 (Rezania 

protocol) passed QC for scRNA-seq analysis [61]. The S6d1 cells sequenced by Krentz formed 9 

clusters that were classified into 5 cell types: endocrine (Endo), endocrine progenitors (EP) and 

off-targets including duct, liver, and an unknown cell type. The unknown cell population is 

enriched in genes such as CXCL14, CA3, CRABP2, S100A11, ARHGAP29, NR2F2, TFAP2B, PDGFC, etc. 

[61]. Endocrine cells, which made up 74.3% of the total population, expressed INS, GCG or SST, 

while some EP cells also expressed INS. Endocrine progenitors clustered into 3 groups (EP1, EP2 

and EP3) and do not all give rise to islet cells. The EP1 cluster is the largest cluster and expresses 

NEUROG3. The EP2 cluster contains cells that express genes associated with serotonin production 

(FEV, DDC and TPH1) which Veres et al. ultimately found give rise to enterochromaffin-like (EC) 

cells. In the Ramond et al. study hPSC-derived progenitors, equivalent of Population B, were 

discovered to mis-expresses both RFX6 and CDX2 [44]. Expression of CDX2 indicates a mixed 
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pancreas-duodenum fate which could later give rise to intestinal cells [71]. The EP3 population of 

cells express genes such as GAST, NKX6-3, ONECUT3, PCSK1, DDC, etc.  

In Balboa et al., 2,171 Stage 7 cells were sequenced using inDrops and passed quality control 

for subsequent analyses [59]. Cells were differentiated from hiPSCs derived from patients with a 

monogenic form of diabetes (INS gene mutations C96R and C109Y). These mutations impair β cell 

development and result in neonatal diabetes. Balboa et al. used scRNA-seq to study the 

transcriptomes of cells differentiated from C96R mutant and CRISPR/Cas9-corrected hiPSCs. 

Transcriptomic analysis unveiled activation of stress response pathways reported in β cells by 

other scRNA-seq studies [24]. The β cells harboring the INS C96R mutation suffered from increased 

ER-stress and impaired cellular proliferation which was also present in the mutant progenitors. 

Compared to corrected cells, mutant cells displayed upregulated UPR-related genes: MANF, 

HSPA5, HSPA8, HSP90B1, PDIA6, and ER associated degradation pathway components (HM13, 

HERPUD1, SEC61B, and SDF2L1). Downregulated genes included mitochondrial respiratory chain 

subunits (MT-CO1, MT-CO2), PAX6, RFX6, and the mTOR regulator LAMTOR5. Stage 7 

differentiated cells clustered into four different cell populations, expressing markers of β cells, 

endocrine progenitor cells, α cells, and proliferating α cells (Table 4). The progenitor cell 

population express enterochromaffin cell markers including DDC, FEV, TPH1, LMX1A.  

Table 4 Top genes differentially expressed between by SC-Islets in Balboa et al [59]. 

β cells Progenitor cells α cells Proliferating 

NEFM DDC CLU RRM2 

DLK1 FEV ARFGEF3 TOP2A 

ERO1B TPH1 SERPINI1 CENPF 

PCSK1 CBLN1 SERPINA1 PRC1 

SCD DNAJC12 ARX TUBA1B 

PLXNA2 RETREG1 ALDH1A1 HIST1H4C 

NEFL COL5A2 DPP4 PCLAF 

IGDCC3 IGFBP5 ITGB1 KPNA2 

SPEG S100A11 VIM HBD 

ENTPD3 ANKS1B IGFBP2 TUBB 

PDX1 SYT13 IRX2 TUBBP1 

CCBE1 PRPS2 BTG1 H2AFZ 

PRUNE2 ZNF703 ATP1B1 TUBB4B 

KIF5C GOLM1 NKAIN4 SMC4 

BASP1 STC1 LY6H HMGN2 

CALB2 MME MGST1 STMN1 

SVIP RAB3B SLC50A1 MAD2L1 

TUBA1A NKX6-1 APCDD1 RRM1 

C1QL1 LMX1A FXYD3 TMEM106C 

CADM1 EVL LOXL4 AURKA 

MAP1B CCNY SLC7A8 CKS1B 

CHRNA3 NEUROD1 PTGER3 CKAP2 
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In Veres et al., >100,000 individual cells were sampled throughout the course of differentiation, 

of which 57,782 were Stage 6 cells (S6d1-S6d36). Cells derived from both hiPSCs and the HUES8 

hES cell line using the Pagliuca et al. protocol were sequenced using inDrops. Roughly twice as 

many Stage 6 SC-Islet cells (57,782) from 11 differentiation batches were sequenced in this study 

alone, in comparison to the 33,271 cells sequenced from 73 cadaveric human donor derived islets 

over 4 years (2015-2019). Unlike less common cadaveric islet sources, SC-Islets can be produced in 

an unlimited supply. Non-endocrine cells consist of several cell types including duct-like cells (CFTR, 

MUC1, CDX2), acinar-like cells (CPA1), and mesenchymal-like cells (VIM, SPARC). The Hippo 

pathway and parts of the WNT, EGF, Notch, and Hedgehog signaling pathways remain active in 

several of these populations. Proper suppression of the Hippo pathway is necessary for endocrine 

induction as shown recently in embryonic explants and Stage 5 hPSC-derived progenitor cells [72].  

An off-target cell population identified by all groups is marked by the serotonin-producing 

machinery and resembles intestinal enterochromaffin (EC) cells [54, 59, 61]. The emergence of this 

off-target cell population is observed across the 3 differentiation protocols and is marked by FEV 

and TPH1 expression. Tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH1) is an essential enzyme for serotonin 

synthesis [73] and the serotonergic transcription factor, FEV has been implicated in both mouse 

[74] and human [44] β cell development. Several fate specifying transcription factors are shared 

between enteroendocrine and β cell development such as FEV, ARX, NKX2.2 and PAX4 [75-77]. 

Improper expression and timing of these factors in hPSC-islet differentiation protocols, leads to 

the emergence of a mixed islet endocrine and enteroendocrine cell population [54, 78]. The 

Balboa study identified progenitor cells that express EC cell markers such as FEV and MNX1 [59]. In 

both the Veres and Krentz studies, the serotonin-producing EC cells express TPH1, DDC, FEV, 

CXCL12, CXCL14 and PTHLH. The role of these cells or their secreted products on SC-β cell function 

or survival are unknown. Interestingly, in adult human islets, the pancreatic polypeptide-producing 

γ cells also express FEV, TPH1, and SLC6A4, a serotonin reuptake transporter [19]. 

Removal of non-endocrine progenitor cells from the CHGA+ endocrine fraction is possible by re-

aggregation or FACS-based enrichment of β cells [54, 67, 68, 79]. Enrichment of stem cell-derived 

β cells can lead to improved in vitro function [68]. Recent bulk RNA-seq analysis of FACS purified 

hPSC-derived β cells identified functional and maturation relevant markers which increased 

relative to pre-enrichment, mixed cell population levels [68]. Gene sets representative of oxidative 

phosphorylation, protein secretion, ribosomal constituents and various metabolic pathways such 

as the TCA cycle were also up-regulated [68]. In Veres et al., single cell analysis of stem cell-

derived islets identified a surface marker, also expressed by human β cells [80], that could be used 

for immunomagnetic microbead-based enrichment of β cells. The laminin-binding integrin alpha 1 

(ITGA1, also called CD49A) is expressed mainly by SC-β cells, less so by SC-EC cells, and could be 

used to produce purified SC-β cell aggregates with enhanced in vitro function [54, 81].  

6. Summary and Outlook 

Single cell RNA sequencing technology has been applied to study developmental trajectories in 

myogenesis, hematopoiesis, neurogenesis and now islet development. Transcriptomic data 

obtained from adult human islets has produced a comprehensive catalog of islet cell types, 

subtypes, functionally stressed and ultimately diseased cell states [17-21, 24, 25]. Activation of 

stress response pathways in β cells can impact insulin production, proliferative capacity and 
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disease predisposition [28]. Single cell analyses have also been used to study islet development in 

utero and in vitro from pluripotent stem cells [44, 54, 59, 61]. Transcriptomic comparisons of the 

endocrine specification process in human fetal pancreas at 9 weeks of development with in vitro 

pluripotent stem cells have revealed several similarities and differences [44]. A key difference is 

the mis-expression of CDX2 in stem cell-derived islet differentiation protocols which is absent from 

human pancreas development. Transcriptomic characterization of human islets and SC-Islets has 

revealed surface markers useful for elimination of unwanted off-target cells such as 

enterochromaffin-like cells and enrichment of CD49A-positive β cells [54]. Additional information 

generated from single cell technologies include spatial information, epigenetic and proteomic data 

sets. Combining these with transcriptomic data will lead to a better understanding of islet cell 

functional states and pave the way for efficient in vitro production of β cells from stem cells. 
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Abstract 
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and delayed oral intake after total pancreatectomy, and severe hypoglycemia and 

hepatic/renal toxicity following injection of high-dose STZ. This study aimed to develop and 

optimize a non-human primate diabetic model that would avoid the disadvantages of the 

current approaches, and compared it with the STZ model. 

Methods: Diabetes was induced in male Cynomolgus monkeys (n=4) by performing sub-total 

pancreatectomy followed by low-dose STZ injection (30 [n=1], 45 [n=2], and 60 [n=1] mg/kg). 

This model was compared to the STZ injection-only (60 [n=1] and 100 [n=9] mg/kg) model, 

regarding parameters such as the development of diabetes (measuring serum C-peptide and 

pancreatic anti-insulin staining), functions of liver (glutamine-ornithine-transaminase and 

glutamine-pyruvate-transaminase levels) and kidney (BUN and creatinine levels), and the 

general condition (weight loss, food intake, and activity). 

Results: The levels of serum C-peptide after glucose challenge in the present model (0 ng/mL) 

were comparable to those with the model given 100 mg/kg STZ. The absence of pancreatic 

insulin staining was observed with the use of 60 mg/kg STZ with sub-total pancreatectomy, 

as with 100 mg/kg STZ injection only. Animals in the present model did not suffer from 

hypoglycemic episodes and showed better activity and oral intake than those in the STZ-only 

model. The levels of liver enzymes were markedly lower in the new model, while those of 

BUN and creatinine were higher than the STZ-alone model. 

Conclusions: Diabetes was successfully induced using the combined technique without the 

need for a lengthy operation or continual supplementation of digestive enzymes. 

Furthermore, the reduction in the pancreatic volume allowed for lower utilization of STZ, 

which led to reduced hepatic toxicity and the absence of hypoglycemic episodes. However, 

adequate fluid administration may be required to guard against potential renal STZ toxicity. 

Keywords  

Cynomolgus monkeys; streptozotocin; sub-total pancreatectomy; insulin-dependent 

diabetes; diabetic model 

 

1. Introduction 

Non-human primate (NHP) diabetic models are essential for studies on preclinical pancreatic 

islet transplantation and development of anti-diabetic medication. Presently, the total 

pancreatectomy (TP) and streptozotocin (STZ) injection models are the most commonly used for 

this objective. STZ is a toxin that is largely taken up by pancreatic β cells, as it depends on the 

glucose transporter-2 (GLUT-2) for internalization [1]. However, due to the presence of GLUT–2 in 

other cells including hepatic and renal tissues, the use of high doses of STZ, although simple, is 

associated with hepatic and renal toxicity, and negatively influences the general condition during 

the post-induction period [2]. Furthermore, the sudden destruction of a large number of β-cells 

results in hypoglycemic episodes, further complicating the post-induction management. 

On the other hand, although the TP model is effective, it is associated with a lengthy procedure 

which mandates the meticulous dissection and preservation of the duodenal vascular arcade [3]. 

Therefore, this procedure is associated with a high morbidity rate. Complete removal of the 
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exocrine pancreatic tissues also requires the continual supplementation of digestive enzymes 

during the postoperative period [3].  

Therefore, we attempted to address the major shortcomings of both models by performing 

sub-total pancreatectomy (STP) followed by the injection of low-dose STZ (LD-STZ). Hypothetically, 

the pancreas that remains after a much simpler and less time-consuming procedure than TP 

should be able to supply the necessary digestive enzymes. Decreasing the amount of pancreatic 

tissues, and therefore the β-cell mass allows for a reduction in the STZ dose, which in turn can 

decrease the toxic effects. The destruction of a relatively small mass of β-cells may also help in 

avoiding hypoglycemic episodes.  

In the present study, we compared the STP/LD-STZ model with the STZ injection-only model. To 

determine the optimum STZ dose, defined as the lowest dose capable of efficiently inducing 

insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) after STP, we tested several doses of STZ (30, 45, and 

60 mg/kg). 

2. Methods 

2.1 Study Animals  

Fourteen male cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis, aged 4.5 ±0.8 years old, mean 

weight = 3.88 Kg) were used in this study. The monkeys were supplied by Shin Nippon Biomedical 

Laboratories, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). All the monkeys were tested negative for B virus (cercopithecine 

herpesvirus 1), Simian Retrovirus, Simian Varicella Virus, and Tuberculin test. The monkeys were 

housed with matching gender in separate cages with free access to water, and an NHP diet (CLEA 

old-world-monkey diet “CMK–2”; CLEA Japan, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was given twice a day. 

All the animals that were used in this study were handled according to the Guide for the Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals, published by the National Institute of Health [4]. The animal 

studies were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Tohoku University 

(approved protocol ID: 2015 NICHe-Animal–006). All efforts were made to minimize any pain and 

suffering to the animals.  

2.2 Induction of Diabetes 

2.2.1 STZ Injection-Only Model 

Anesthesia was induced by intramuscular administration of an MMP cocktail containing 0.2 

mg/kg Midazolam (Dormicum Astellas Pharma Inc., Tokyo, Japan), 0.03 mg/kg Medetomidine 

hydrochloride (Domitor, Nippon Zenyaku Kogyo Co., Ltd., Fukushima, Japan), and 0.3 mg/kg 

Butorphanol tartrate (Vetrophale, Meiji Seika Pharma Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Inhalational 

anesthesia (1%–4% isoflurane) was administered through an endotracheal tube (ETT; Entraprime, 

Intermed Inc., Osaka, Japan) having an internal diameter of 3 mm. An 18- to 20-gauge central 

venous line (Argyle LCV-UK; Medtronic Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was passed through the internal 

jugular vein, through which STZ (Zanosar; Teva Parenteral Medicines, Inc., CA, US) at 60 (n=1) or 

100 (n=9) mg/kg, diluted with isotonic saline to a final volume of 10 mL, was administered using a 

syringe pump (1 mL/min). The animals were continuously hydrated using an electrolyte infusion 

with 1% glucose; Physio140 (OTSUKA Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Atipamezole 
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hydrochloride (Antisedan; Nippon Zenyaku Kogyo Co. Ltd.) at 0.1 mg/kg was used to quicken 

recovery. Intravenous hydration was continued until day 2 using a glucose-electrolyte solution; 

SOLDEM 3A (TERUMO CO., Tokyo, Japan). On day 0, after 12 h of STZ injection, 50% glucose was 

administered using a syringe pump (1 mL/h) for another 12 h, with the dose calculated according 

to the levels of blood glucose after 6 h of infusion. A primate jacket (Lomir biomedical, Quebec, 

Canada) was used to protect the central venous line during the post-operative period, without 

restricting the animals’ movement. 

2.2.2 STP Combined with Low-Dose STZ 

Anesthesia was performed using the same medications as for the STZ model, with the use of a 

face mask instead of ETT. A peripheral line was placed through the lateral or dorsal leg veins and 

secured in place. The body temperature was monitored using a rectal probe, the core body 

temperature was maintained between 36–37.5 °C to prevent hypothermia. Before skin incision, 

0.5 g Cefotiam (Nipro Pharma Co., Osaka, Japan) was administered. After disinfecting the 

abdomen using 10% Betadine solution, an upper midline laparotomy was performed. The short 

gastric vessels were ligated, following which the pancreas was dissected from the splenic side 

toward the pancreatic neck region. A tunnel was made behind the pancreatic neck and in front of 

the portal vein. The splenic artery and vein were ligated and divided. After ligation, pancreatic 

tissue was transected at the level of the portal vein (around 2/3 of the pancreatic tissue was 

removed) using 2–0 silk (Figure 1). Immediately after resection, the pancreatic duct was 

cannulated using a 22-gauge cannula, and 1 mL/g ET-K solution (OTSUKA Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.) 

was infused to distend the pancreatic tissues. The pancreas was preserved in an ET-K solution and 

transferred for isolation of islets. After hemostasis was ensured, mass closure of the linea alba was 

performed using 2–0 PDS-II (Ethicon, Tokyo, Japan), followed by skin closure using interrupted 

sutures. Immediately after pancreatic transection, an STZ dose of 30 (n=1), 45 (n=2), or 60 (n=1) 

mg/kg was administered (total volume = 10 mL) through the peripheral line using a syringe pump. 

Reverse anesthesia (0.1 mg/kg atipamezole hydrochloride; Nippon Zenyaku Kogyo Co., Ltd.) was 

administered and the monkeys were returned to their cages. A dose of 0.05 mL/kg butorphanol 

(Vetrophale; Meiji Seika, Tokyo, Japan; 5 mg/10 mL) was given as an analgesic on the day of the 

operation and during the follow-up period, if necessary. A custom-made holder was used to 

secure the leg containing the peripheral line. Although no glucose solution was administered 

during the postoperative period, hydration with fluids containing 5–10% glucose (Lactec D or 

Physiosol No. 3, Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was performed on day 0, while 

SOLDEM 3A (TERUMO Co. Tokyo, Japan) was administered on day 1 and Solita-T4 (Aypharma Co. 

Tokyo, Japan) was administered on day 2. Oral fluids were allowed on day 2, and normal feeding 

was gradually resumed from day 6. Prophylactic antimicrobials were administered for three days 

(Cefotiam 0.5 g; Nipro Pharma Co.). 
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Figure 1 Subtotal pancreatectomy in cynomolgus monkeys. Dissected pancreas and 

spleen (a); cannulation of the excised pancreas for islet isolation (b). 

2.3 Intravenous Glucose Tolerance Test (IVGTT) 

Blood sugar levels were measured using a Freestyle Precision Neo portable glucometer (Abbott 

Diabetes Care Ltd., Oxon, UK) daily before breakfast (around 10 am), and insulin was given 

accordingly. During parenteral infusion, acting-type insulin (Humulin R, Eli Lilly, Japan) was 

administered through a syringe pump, followed by the subcutaneous injection of neural 

protamine Hagedorn insulin (Novolin N FlexPen, Novo Nordisk Pharma Ltd). If the maintenance of 

blood glucose was desired for a longer, the protocol was modified to incorporate the use of long-

acting insulin (TRESIBA FlexTouch, Novo Nordisk Pharma Ltd). Table 1 presents the formula for the 

calculation of insulin dose. On days 6 to 9, IVGTT was performed after a 17-h fast. Briefly, 1 mL/kg 

of 50% glucose was injected intravenously, and blood samples at 0 (basal fasting level), 5, 10, 15, 

30, and 60 min were collected in BD Microtainer® tubes (ref: 365967; Becton & Dickinson Co., 

New-Jersey, USA) for determining the levels of C-peptide. Samples were centrifuged at 15,000 g 

for 1.5 min at 4 °C, and the serum was stored at –80 °C. The C-peptide levels were measured using 

an ultrasensitive human C-peptide ELISA kit (cat#10–1141–01; Mercodia, Uppsala, Sweden), 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The absence of fasting and stimulated C-peptide 

response during IVGTT indicated the development of experimentally-induced IDDM.  
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Table 1 Protocol for insulin dosage calculation. 

Blood glucose level (mg/dL) Insulin dosage 

<70 Administration discontinued 

71–100 Previous value × 0.5 

101–250 Previous value 

251–400 Previous value × 1.2 

401–600 Previous value × 1.5 

>600 Previous value × 1.8 

* Rounded to 0.5 unit increments. 

* Initial Insulin dosage is 0.8 U/kg which is initiated when the blood sugar level is 200 mg/dL or more. 

* The upper limit of insulin dose is 3 U/kg. 

2.4 Follow-Up and Assessment 

The general condition, feeding habits, and activities of the monkeys were monitored during 

glucose measurement and meal administration throughout the study period. A visual score (Table 

2) was used for evaluation of the activity. The weights were measured before induction and during 

post-induction on days 8–15. Since our protocol for the calculation of insulin dose had not been 

standardized for the first three monkeys in the STZ-only model, it was decided to omit their 

follow-up data on general condition, activity, and weight loss, from the comparison. Butorphanol 

(Vetrophale; Meiji Seika, Tokyo, Japan; 0.05 mL/kg) was administered as an analgesic if pain was 

noted during follow-up. 

Table 2 Activity score used in the present study. 

Score Visual finding 

1 Lying down and no response to stimulation 

2 Difficult to keep posture, reacts to stimulation 

3 Maintain sitting but head down 

4 Hanging on the front of the cage and runs away with stimulation 

5 Actively moving around in the cage as usual 

* Evaluation was performed at the same time of the day for all animals by three alternating observers. 

* All animals scored 5 at the beginning of the study (before induction). 

The levels of hepatic enzymes, including glutamine-ornithine-transaminase (GOT) and 

glutamine-pyruvate-transaminase (GPT), and parameters of renal function, including blood urea 

nitrogen (BUN) and creatinine levels, were evaluated before induction (baseline) and on days 6 to 

9, using SPOTCHEM EZ sp–4430 (ARKRAY, Inc. Tokyo, Japan). If considerable hepatotoxicity was 

encountered, hepatoprotective medications including potent neo-minophagen C and glycyrrhizic 

acid (Griffergen Electrostatic note 20 mL; Nichi-Iko Pharmaceutical Company, Ltd., Toyama, Japan), 

were administered. Hepatotoxicity and nephrotoxicity were scored with reference to the baseline 

value (hepatotoxicity score 0: ≤1x; 1: 1–2.5x; 2: 2.5–5x; 3: ≥5x/nephrotoxicity score 0: ≤1x; 1: 1–

1.5x; 2: 1.5–3x; 3: ≥3x), similarly as a previously-described scoring system [5].  
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2.5 Immunohistochemical Assessment 

After the completion of the study period (variable depending on the experimentation plan), the 

pancreata were surgically collected under anesthesia, followed by euthanizing the monkey. The 

pancreata were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h and embedded in paraffin. Sections of 4-

µm thickness were stained using anti-insulin antibodies (#A0564, Polyclonal Guinea Pig Anti-Swine 

Insulin; DAKO Inc., CA, US). Briefly, the sections were deparaffinized, washed in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS), incubated with 3% H2O2/PBS for 3 min for retrieval of antigens, and 

permeabilized using 0.5% Tween (in PBS) for 5 min (x2). The sections were then incubated with 

primary antibodies for 30 min at 37 °C, followed by three washes with 0.5% Tween buffer (5 min 

each) and incubation with secondary antibodies (#K4002, EnVision System, Labeled Polymer Anti-

Rabbit; DAKO Inc.) for 30 min at room temperature. This was followed by three washes with 0.5% 

Tween, incubation with perioxidase solution (for 6 min), washing with PBS and distilled water, 

hematoxylin staining, dehydration with increasing concentrations of ethanol followed by xylene, 

and mounting. 

3. Results 

3.1 Induction of Diabetes and IVGTT  

The complete disappearance of fasting C-peptide and complete/nearly complete absence of 

stimulated C-peptide levels were achieved with a 100-mg/kg dose in the STZ-only model and all 

the doses tested in the STP/LD-STZ model, confirming the efficient induction of IDDM. 

Furthermore, although the 60-mg/kg dose in the STZ-only model considerably reduced the 

stimulated C-peptide response, the levels were still within the detectable range (Table 3).  

Table 3 IVGTT results (C-peptide in ng/mL). 

Diabetes 

Induction 

STZ 

(mg/kg) 
N 

Time (min) 

0 5 10 15 30 60 

STZ 
60 1 0.06  0.05 0.06 0.05  0.05  0.03  

100 4 0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.12  0.00  

STP + STZ 

30 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

45 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 

60 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

STP, sub-total pancreatectomy; STZ, Streptozotocin 

3.2 Histology 

Staining for insulin indicated the near-complete absence of insulin-positive cells within 

pancreatic islets at the following doses: 100 mg/kg in the STZ-only model, and 45 and 60 mg/kg 

doses in the STP/LD-STZ model (Figure 2). At the lower doses, more areas of insulin staining were 

observed. 
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Figure 2 Anti-insulin immunohistochemical staining of the pancreas obtained at 

euthanasia. Arrows and dashed circles: islet regions. Bar: 200 µm. STP, subtotal 

pancreatectomy; STZ, Streptozotocin. 

3.3 General Condition and Postoperative Management 

The extent of weight loss was comparable in both the models (Table 4). The activity scores 

were relatively higher in the STP/LD-STZ model than in the STZ-only model. Furthermore, one 

monkey from the STZ group required euthanasia due to weakness. The infusion of 50% glucose 

was required to prevent the development of hypoglycemic episodes in the STZ-only model but 

was unnecessary in the STP/LD-STZ model. In the STZ-only model, periocular edema was observed 

in all the animals with disturbed feeding habits (despite an earlier start to oral feeding). 

3.4 Toxicity 

The baseline ranges for serum GOT, GPT, BUN, and creatinine in the present cohort were 10–71 

IU/dL, 10–69 IU/dL, 13–34 mg/dL, and 0.2–0.8 mg/dL, respectively. After induction of diabetes, 

evident hepatotoxicity was observed in the STZ-only animals that were given a dose of 100 mg/kg 

STZ (n=3). Therefore, hepatoprotective medications were administered in the subsequent STZ-only 

monkeys (Table 4). Thereafter, comparable hepatic functions were observed in the STZ-only and 

STP/LD-STZ models, although hepatoprotective medications were not used in the latter. In 

contrast, the renal functions were relatively better in the STZ-only model (Table 4). 
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Table 4 Biochemical profile, weight changes, and activity score of the study monkeys. 

Model type 
STZ 

(mg/kg) 
Age (Y) 

Hepato-

protect. 

Rx※ 

Day 6–9 after induction 

(Baseline between brackets) Weight loss 

Kg (%)*** 

Hepato

-

toxicity  

Score 

Nephro

- 

toxicity  

Score 

Activity  

score** 
GOT (IU/L) GPT (IU/L) 

BUN 

(mg/dL) 

Cre 

(mg/dL) 

STZ only 60 3.7 ＋ 11 (14) 71 (59) 19 (18) 0.4 (0.7) 0.25 (7.2) 1 1 4.0  

STZ only* 100 4.4 - 629 (71) 554 (61) 54 (34) 0.8 (0.5)   3 2 
 

STZ only* 100 5.0 - 223 (62) 289 (69) 25 (15) 0.2 (0.3)   2 2 
 

STZ only* 100 4.7 - 480 (10) 287 (27) 26 (17) 0.4 (0.4)   3 2   

STZ only 100 4.5 ＋ 36 (23) 121 (32) 25 (15) 0.7 (0.3) 0.44 (13.4) 2 2 4.8 

STZ only 100 4.7 ＋ 52 (13) 123 (57) 14 (14) 0.4 (0.4) 0.36 (11.2) 2 0 5.0 

STZ only 100 3.6 ＋ 213 (49) 137 (49) 29 (13) 0.6 (0.3) 0.36 (11.3) 2 2 2.2 (E) 

STZ only 100 3.2 ＋ 10 (10) 18 (31) 14 (16) 0.3 (0.2) 0.22 (7.3) 0 1 4.1 

STZ only 100 3.6 ＋ 12 (10) 67 (33) 18 (15) 0.7 (0.5) 0.52 (14.7) 1 1 4.5 

STZ only 100 3.7 ＋ 13 (14) 66 (31) 19 (17) 0.7 (0.5) 0.47 (14.2) 1 1 4.9 

STZ + STP 30 6.1 - 172 (10) 93 (10) 59 (28) 0.7 (0.3) 0.35 (7.9) 3 2 4.9 

STZ + STP 45 4.9 - 19 (10) 17 (10) 32 (24) 1.3 (0.8) 0.81 (13.2) 1 2 4.0 

STZ + STP 45 4.9 - 13 (10) 43 (11) 36 (15) 1.3 (0.7) 1.04 (14.8) 2 2 3.9 

STZ + STP 60 5.4 - 25 (10) 93 (18) 44 (23) 0.3 (0.2) 0.15 (3.7) 3 2 5.0 

BUN, blood urea nitrogen; GOT, glutamine-ornithine-transaminase; GPT, glutamine-pyruvate-transaminase; STP, subtotal pancreatectomy; STZ, streptozotocin. 

(E), Euthanasia on day 8 due to weakness.  
※ 

Hepatoprotective medications: potent neo-minophagen C and glycyrrhizic acid 

* Insulin administration protocol was not yet standardized; weight and activity omitted. 

** Average activity score from day 1 to day 8. 

*** Weight was measured before induction and at day 8–15 post-induction. 
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4. Discussion 

NHP diabetic models are essential for preclinical studies involving pancreatic islet 

transplantation and anti-diabetic therapeutics. Therefore, the standardization of a simple, 

reproducible, and efficient model is necessary for experimentation. NHP used for research on 

diabetes include baboons and macaques. Macaques (rhesus and cynomolgus monkeys) have 

advantages with regards to size, maintenance, physiology, immunology, and availability over 

baboons [6, 7].  

Diabetes in macaques can either be spontaneous [8, 9] or induced (surgically, chemically, or 

through gene transfection). Transgenic diabetic models have not yet been developed despite 

rigorous ongoing research [10]. Therefore, the existing standard methods involve TP and STZ 

injection. TP is a straight-forward and efficient method for the induction of permanent IDDM but 

requires meticulous surgery and close monitoring during the intra- and post-operative period. The 

loss of the exocrine pancreas and all the islet-secreted hormones further complicates 

management [7]. Nevertheless, the excised pancreas can be used for islet isolation. On the other 

hand, STZ injection is a less-invasive method that is widely used for the induction of IDDM in NHP 

[11]. However, the toxin is taken up by all the cells that express GLUT–2, apart from islet β cells. As 

these cells include hepatocytes and renal tubular cells, the toxin induces hepatotoxicity and 

nephrotoxicity, especially at higher doses. Although the optimal dose and dose-calculation 

technique have been debated [12, 13], studies commonly use a higher dose (80–150 mg/kg body 

weight) and associate it with frequent side-effects (vomiting and severe hypoglycemia), serious 

complications, and mortality [1, 2, 14, 15]. In order to limit toxicity, several measures have been 

recommended [5, 7, 16], such as (1) use of clinical-grade STZ (Zanosar© , in the range of 125–150 

mg/kg) having higher purity and consistency, (2) continuous fluid administration, (3) intensive and 

careful monitoring for adverse events, especially if cyclosporin is used as an immunosuppressant 

[12], and (4) selecting monkeys with lower girth to height ratio. All these measures, except for the 

last point (neglected for comparative purposes), were applied in the STZ-injection group of the 

present study. An injection of STZ into the celiac artery after embolization of hepatic and gastric 

arteries was also reported, which allowed for lowering the dose (50–70 mg/kg) and limited the 

hepatotoxicity and nephrotoxicity [17].  

The purpose of this approach was to overcome the major shortcomings of the existing diabetic 

primate models, namely the TP and STZ injection models, and to simplify the necessary care 

during induction and the follow-up period. The surgical procedure for the present model was 

technically simple, well-tolerated, and unlike TP, was not time-consuming [3] or associated with a 

high morbidity rate [2]. The high costs associated with obtaining and maintaining primate models 

render this an important factor to consider. This approach also resolved several issues that could 

complicate the post-induction period. For example, the remaining portion of the pancreas was 

sufficient to supply the digestive enzymes in our new model, circumventing the requirement of 

exogenous supplementation, which was in contrast to the TP model [3]. Furthermore, the absence 

of hypoglycemic episodes and relatively better general condition compared to the STZ-only model, 

as a result of reduced STZ dosage, facilitated smooth maintenance during the post-induction 

period without the need for frequent interventions (e.g., prophylactic glucose infusion and 

hepatoprotective medications). Although the refinement of the STZ injection protocol in a large 

cohort revealed that a majority of biochemical hepatic and renal toxicities were mild, 20/53 and 
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28/53 animals developed > score 2 nephrotoxicity and hepatotoxicity, respectively [5]. Although 

some of these adverse events were reported to be reversible, [5] management of such events 

required multiple interventions and sometimes intensive care [5]. Furthermore, although the 

present study used pharmacological grade STZ and sufficient hydration through a central venous 

line, it was necessary to administer hepatoprotective medications to prevent hepatotoxicity (Table 

4). Another advantage of STP/LD-STZ over the STZ-only model was the availability of the excised 

pancreas for islet isolation (data not shown) for either autologous or allogeneic transplantation, 

thus reducing the number of monkeys required.  

An STP/LD-STZ model was previously reported in rhesus monkeys [2, 18], and recently in 

cynomolgus monkeys as well [19]. However, a comparison of different dosages of STZ in 

cynomolgus monkeys with functional and morphological correlation was essential to minimize the 

utilized dosage. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to perform such a comparison. 

Jin et al. [2] demonstrated that combining STP with LD-STZ (15 mg/kg) was effective in inducing 

IDDM in rhesus monkeys. This is in contrast to our findings, which indicated that 30 mg/kg STZ was 

not completely effective in inducing IDDM in cynomolgus monkeys. Furthermore, our model was 

compared to the refined STZ injection model.  

Some of the major concerns regarding the present approach involve the possible development 

of leakage leading to pancreatic fistula as a result of STP and the probability of regeneration of the 

remaining pancreas over time. However, we did not encounter leakage in any of the studied 

animals. On the other hand, regeneration can occur in two scenarios: 1) regeneration of 

pancreatic islets after STZ injection and 2) pancreatic regeneration after STP. Regarding the first 

scenario, a study on vervet monkeys showed no evidence of β-cell regeneration after STZ injection 

[20]. A study on cynomolgus monkeys did show evidence of endogenous C-peptide and insulin-

positive cells in 2/11 monkeys after 75 days [21], although this regeneration occurred after islet 

transplantation that was followed by graft failure. Regarding the second scenario, in our 

knowledge, relevant long-term data for cynomolgus monkeys are not available. Data from human 

studies showed no increase in pancreatic volume after STP during a follow-up of 247 ±160 days, as 

demonstrated by computerized tomography [22]. The study also reported no histological evidence 

of β-cell proliferation, ruling out the possibility of regeneration in this setting [22]. It should also 

be noted that if the present model is to be used for tolerance induction studies, performing the 

procedure without splenectomy is worth considering. 

The STP/LD-STZ model showed relatively higher renal toxicity than the STZ-only model, possibly 

due to inadequate hydration as a result of using a peripheral line in the present model instead of a 

central venous line, as in the STZ-only model. The objective behind using a peripheral line was to 

further simplify the procedure for the maintenance of the STP/LD-STZ model. However, the 

interruption of flow through the peripheral line may have resulted in dehydration and subsequent 

adverse renal effects in our STP/LD-STZ monkeys. Therefore, we must highlight the importance of 

proper hydration and patent venous access in the present model, although early oral fluid intake 

may be considered as a possible alternative.  

In conclusion, considering the limited number of animals per group, our findings showed that 

the STP/LD-STZ model was technically simpler yet effective for the induction of diabetes in NHP 

models, resulting in a smooth post-induction period and excellent general condition, without the 

need for repeated interventions or intensive care. At the same time, the present model facilitated 

the utilization of the excised pancreas for isolation of islets. Both 60- and 45-mg/kg STZ doses 
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were found to be functionally and morphologically effective, although a lower dose was preferable 

to minimize toxicity. A larger number of test monkeys and improvement in the hydration approach 

are required to further standardize this model.  
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Abstract 

Background: One of the goals of clinical islet transplantation is to achieve a single-donor 

transplant that is dependent on obtaining enough quality  cell mass from one donor 

pancreas. Human islets are routinely cultured prior to transplantation, and pro-survival 

factors such as GLP-1 analogues have been reported to maintain  cell mass and survival. 

Interestingly, human islets may secrete GLP-1 and they also express the enzyme DPP4 that 

proteolytically cleaves GLP-1 into an inactive form. The aim of this study is to investigate 

GLP-1 secretion from human islets and to test if the DPP4 inhibitor sitagliptin may increase 

levels of active GLP-1 to increase islet survival in culture. 

Methods: Active GLP-1, glucagon, and insulin were measured from non-diabetic and type 2 

diabetic islets using a glucose suppression test. Human islet cultures were treated with 

sitagliptin, and active GLP-1 levels were taken at 48 hours. These levels were then correlated 

with islet isolation parameters (SI, viability, culture time, cold ischemia time, and DNA 
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content) and donor parameters (age, HbA1c, and BMI). A dead cell assay using Sytox Green 

was used to measure cell death in human islet cultures treated with sitagliptin. 

Results: We found that both non-diabetic and type 2 diabetic islets secrete active GLP-1. 

Active GLP-1 levels from human islet cultures negatively correlated with the stimulation 

index for insulin and this correlation was maintained when active GLP-1 levels were 

increased with sitagliptin. No strong correlations were found for other islet or donor 

parameters. The fold change in active GLP-1 in sitagliptin treated islet cultures was 

correlated with increased islet survival. 

Conclusions: Human islets have a local paracrine source of the prosurvival peptide, active 

GLP-1. Although low levels of active GLP-1 are associated with greater  cell function, these 

levels may be increased with the DPP4 inhibitor sitagliptin. The increase in active GLP-1 

levels may confer protection from islet cell death and pre-treatment of islets with DPP4 

inhibitors prior to transplantation has the potential to improve post-transplant islet survival. 

Keywords  

Human islets; survival; sitagliptin; active GLP-1; transplantation 

 

1. Introduction 

Clinical islet transplantation (CIT) is a successful treatment for T1D patients with hypoglycemic 

unawareness and severe hypoglycemic events who have failed to obtain adequate glycemic 

control with insulin therapy alone [1]. Recent studies show that CIT can restore hypoglycemia 

awareness, eliminate or reduce severe hypoglycemic events, and improve glycemic control [2, 3]. 

Furthermore, insulin independence rates at 5 years after transplantation have improved 

significantly since the first Edmonton Protocol and are now nearly 50% [4]. Improvements in islet 

isolation and culture, along with improved donor selection and immunosuppressive agents, have 

propelled human islet transplantation from an experimental procedure to an effective clinical 

treatment.  

One of the goals of CIT is to obtain a single-donor transplant that is dependent on obtaining 

enough quality β cell mass from one pancreas [5]. Islet preparations are routinely cultured for 24-

72 hours to allow for quality control and initiation of inductive immunosuppressive treatment of 

the recipient [1]. Although this culture period can further purify the islet preparation, it may also 

result in a loss of β cell mass, falling below the minimum 5000 IEQ per kg of recipient body mass 

required for transplant [6]. During this pre-transplant culture period there is an opportunity to 

retain β cell mass and precondition the islets for improved survival in the acute post-transplant 

setting. Indeed, the loss of β cell mass in the hepatic portal vein transplant site in the first few days 

post-transplant is estimated at >50% [7], suggesting that increasing β cell survival in culture may 

reduce overall islet requirements. Therefore, therapies already in clinical use that maintain β cell 

mass and improve β cell survival would further the goal of a single-donor transplant. 

Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonists and dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP4) inhibitors, 

medications for the treatment of T2D, have shown promise in islet transplantation. Liraglutide, a 

long-acting GLP-1 receptor agonist, improved islet engraftment in mice and was shown to increase 
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survival of human islets in culture [8, 9]. DPP4 inhibitors increase circulating levels of active GLP-1 

and have been shown to increase β cell mass in animals. In a clinical pilot study, the DPP4 inhibitor 

sitagliptin was combined with pantoprazole to successfully restore insulin independence from 

failing grafts, although insulin independence was lost after treatment was stopped [10]. However, 

in a randomized, placebo controlled study using sitagliptin in islet autotransplantation after total 

pancreatectomy, sitagliptin was well tolerated, although there was no metabolic benefit from 

treatment [11]. 

Human islets secrete bioactive GLP-1 from α cells and thus have a paracrine source of GLP-1 

localized to β cells [12]. Furthermore, DPP4 is also expressed in the α cells of human islets allowing 

for the use of DPP4 inhibitors to increase active GLP-1 levels within islets. DPP4 inhibitors have 

been reported to increase active GLP-1 levels and insulin secretion in human islet cultures [13, 14], 

with one group reporting increased β cell survival [15]. However, little is known about intra-islet 

GLP-1 secretion and the role it may have in maintaining β cell mass, particularly in the context of 

DPP4 inhibition.  

In this study, we characterized GLP-1 secretion in the context of human islet isolation and 

donor parameters. We also investigated the potential to improve islet survival by increasing active 

GLP-1 levels with the DPP4 inhibitor sitagliptin. Here we show that both nondiabetic and type 2 

diabetic islets secrete active GLP-1. We also observed that GLP-1 levels negatively correlate with 

the stimulation index for insulin secretion, suggesting that islets with a low stimulation index tend 

to show enhanced GLP-1 secretion, perhaps as a result of damage during isolation and culture. 

Sitagliptin treatment of human islets increased active GLP-1 levels ~7 fold. Increased active GLP-1 

levels with sitagliptin also negatively correlated with the SI for insulin secretion. However, when 

human islets were treated with sitagliptin, the increased active GLP-1 levels correlated with islet 

cell survival, suggesting a protective effect against cell death. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Human Islets  

De-identified human primary islets isolated from deceased donors were obtained from the 

Alberta Diabetes Institute IsletCore and the Clinical Islet Laboratory, University of Alberta, in 

accordance with institutional human ethics guidelines. If the islet preparation was <90% pure, 

islets were handpicked to obtain >90% purity. Islets were cultured in DMEM (5.5 mM glucose) 

supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin for static incubations and islet culture 

experiments. Diagnosis of type 2 diabetes was determined from medical records and a HbA1c > 

6.5%. 

2.2 Compounds 

Sitagliptin phosphate monohydrate was purchased from Biovision, reconstituted in water, and 

used at 200 nM concentration for islet culture experiments and dead cell assay. IL-1β (Genscript, 

Z02922-10) was reconstituted in PBS and used at 50 ng/ml for islet culture experiments.  
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2.3 Static Incubations 

Static incubations were performed using 500 µL KRBH buffer containing (mM) 115 NaCl, 5 KCl, 

24 NaHCO3, 2.5 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 0.1% BSA, (pH 7.4) supplemented with the appropriate 

concentration of glucose. 50 islets were pre-incubated at 37°C with 2.8 mM glucose buffer for 2 

hours, transferred to 2.8 mM glucose buffer for 1 hour, followed by 11.1 mM glucose buffer for 1 

hour. Supernatant was taken and stored at −20°C for insulin, glucagon, or active GLP-1 analysis.  

2.4 Islet Culture Experiments 

Using a 96 well plate with optical bottoms, 40 human islets were cultured in 200uL of Ham’s 

F10 (6.1 mM glucose) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin for 48 hours 

with or without 200 nM sitagliptin at 37°C. A parallel group was coincubated with 50 ng/ml IL-1. 

Media samples were taken after 48 hours of culture, spiked with 100 uM sitagliptin to prevent 

further degradation by DPP4, and frozen at −20°C for active GLP-1 analysis. The islets were imaged 

with an AMG EVOS fluorescent microscope, 10X objective, using the brightfield channel. Images 

were analyzed using ImageJ and the total area of the islets was measured and calculated using the 

polygon tool. For the serum-free 8 hour experiment, 50 islets were cultured in 500uL of Ham’s F10 

supplemented with 10 mM glucose, 10 mM nicotinamide, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1.6 mM calcium 

chloride, 0.5% BSA, 50 uM IBMX, and 0.5% penicillin/streptomycin.  

2.5 Hormone Secretion Assays 

Active GLP-1 levels from islet culture media, the dead cell assay, and supernatants from static 

islet incubations were quantified using the electrochemiluminescent assay Active GLP-1 (v2) Kit 

(K150JWC-1), MesoScale Discovery. Insulin levels in supernatants from static incubations were 

quantified with Stellux Chemiluminescent Human Insulin ELISA, Alpco. Glucagon levels in 

supernatants from static incubations were quantified with HTRF Glucagon Assay, Cisbio. 

2.6 Dead Cell Assay 

Using a 96 well plate with optical bottoms, 40 islets were cultured at 37°C in 200uL of Ham’s 

F10 (6.1 mM glucose) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The remaining 

wells of the 96 well plate were filled with PBS to reduce evaporation. The islets were treated with 

or without 200 nM sitagliptin for 48 hours. The time in culture was used to challenge the islets and 

promote cell death. After 48 hours, media samples were taken and Sytox Green (Molecular Probes, 

Eugene, OR) was added to each well (final concentration 100 nM). The islets were imaged with an 

AMG EVOS fluorescent microscope, 10X objective, using the brightfield and green channels. 

Images were analyzed using ImageJ where the dead cells (green spots) were counted using a 

threshold technique and the area of the islets was quantified. Dead cell density was calculated by 

dividing the dead cells by the area of the islets. 

2.7 Immunoblotting 

Islets were washed three times with PBS and then lysed with a lysis buffer containing (mM) 50 

Tris-HCL, 1 EDTA, 1 EGTA, 1 sodium orthovanadate, 50 sodium fluoride, 5 sodium pyrophosphate, 
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and 0.27M sucrose. This lysis buffer was supplemented with a protease cocktail (BS387, Bio Basic 

Inc., 1:100 dilution), 0.1% Triton X 100, and 1 mM DTT. Islet lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE 

on 8% gels transferred to nitrocellulose membranes and probed with the primary antibody, 

hDPPIV polyclonal Goat IgG, AF1180, R & D Systems (1:5000). Detection was with peroxidase-

conjugated secondary donkey anti-goat, sc-2020, Santa Cruz (1:1000), and visualization by 

chemiluminescence with ECL-Plus (GE Healthcare). Images were acquired using a Kodak In-Vivo 

Multispectral Imaging System (Carestream MI software) and analyzed using ImageJ. 

2.8 Islet Isolation Parameters 

For assessment of in vitro function of islets, static glucose stimulation was performed 

sequentially on the same sample. After overnight culture, triplicate islet samples were incubated 

with 2.8 mM glucose and then with 28.0 mM glucose in Connaught Medical Research 

Laboratory 1066 medium. Stimulation index was calculated as the ratio of stimulated to basal 

insulin release during 60 minute incubation intervals. Islet preparations were assessed for cell 

viability using membrane exclusion dyes. A sample of islet preparations was stained using SYTO 

Green (SYTO-13; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and ethidium bromide. Following one minute 

incubation at room temperature, preparations were analyzed under fluorescent microscopy for 

proportion of live and dead cells, which then was expressed as a percentage. Culture time is the 

time islets were in the CO2 incubator prior to release. Cold ischemia time was defined as time from 

cross-clamp of aorta to initiation of islet isolation. DNA content was measured using the Quant-iT 

DNA quantification assay. 

2.9 Donor Parameters 

Age is obtained from the donor chart. HbA1c is assayed from a donor whole blood sample. BMI 

is calculated from the height and weight recorded in the donor chart. 

Approval for the use of isolated human islets for research has been obtained each year for the 

duration of the study, and most recently approved on Nov. 22, 2018 from the Health Research 

Ethics Board (HREB) - Biomedical Panel under the Study ID: Pro00014814. The HREB - Biomedical 

Panel carries out its functions in a manner consistent with Good Clinical Practices and the 

Canadian General Standards Board (CAN/CGSB-101.1-2013). De-identified human primary islets 

isolated from deceased donors were obtained from the Alberta Diabetes Institute IsletCore and 

the Clinical Islet Laboratory, University of Alberta, in accordance with institutional human ethics 

guidelines. 

3. Results 

3.1 Nondiabetic and Type 2 Diabetic Islets Secrete Active GLP-1  

As α cell-derived peptides are important for normal insulin secretion [16] and contribute to 

glucose homeostasis, we first measured active GLP-1 and glucagon from nondiabetic islets (Figure 

1A). We performed a glucose suppression test where we observed robust amounts of active GLP-1 

secreted at low glucose that surprisingly were not suppressed at high glucose (Figure 1B). To test if 

the lack of suppression was unique to GLP-1 we also measured glucagon at low and high glucose 
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and found no suppression at high glucose as well (Figure 1C). This indicates that in terms of 

suppression of secretion at high glucose, GLP-1 and glucagon secretion from whole islets is similar 

in our experiments. However, this contrasts with the expected decrease in glucagon secretion 

from islets at high glucose.  

It has been proposed that failing transplanted islets resemble the dysfunction seen in type 2 

diabetic islets [17]. To understand the effect of prolonged islet dysfunction on secretion of α cell-

derived peptides, we repeated the glucose suppression test on type 2 diabetic islets. Although 

glucose-stimulated insulin secretion was reduced compared to nondiabetic islets (Figure 1D), we 

observed robust amounts of GLP-1 secreted at low glucose that were not suppressed at high 

glucose, indicating that islet dysfunction does not reduce GLP-1 secretion (Figure 1E). Moreover, 

glucagon secretion was comparable with nondiabetic islets (Figure 1F).  

 

Figure 1 Nondiabetic and type 2 diabetic (T2D) islets secrete active GLP-1. A: Glucose-

stimulated insulin secretion confirming secretory phenotype of nondiabetic islets. B, C: 

Glucose suppression test of active GLP-1 and glucagon secretion from nondiabetic 

islets. D: Glucose-stimulated insulin secretion confirming secretory phenotype of T2D 

islets. E, F: Glucose suppression test of active GLP-1 and glucagon secretion from T2D 

islets. Nondiabetic islets, N=5 donors. T2D islets, N=2 donors. Statistical significance for 

the data was determined using a paired Student’s t test. *, P<0.05. Error bars indicate 

SEM. 
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3.2 Low Active GLP-1 Levels Associate with Greater β Cell Function in Human Islets 

The insulin response to glucose varies among isolated islets [18], so we compared GLP-1 

secretion from insulin responders and insulin non-responders. As shown in Figure 1, insulin 

responders secrete GLP-1 that is not suppressed at high glucose (Figure 2A, Figure 2B). In contrast, 

insulin non-responders show increased GLP-1 secretion that is suppressed at high glucose (Figure 

2C, Figure 2D). Surprisingly, insulin non-responders show the expected α cell secretion pattern 

with GLP-1, while insulin responders do not. 

We then examined the relationship between the stimulation index (SI) for insulin at isolation 

and active GLP-1 levels measured after 48 hours of culture for five donors. Consistent with the 

GLP-1 secretion measured in the glucose suppression tests, we observed a strong negative 

correlation between SI and active GLP-1 levels (Figure 2E). In other words, low GLP-1 levels 

associate with normal β cell function, while high GLP-1 levels associate with compromised β cell 

function. We them examined the relationship between GLP-1 levels and the islet isolation 

parameters viability, culture time, cold ischemia time, and DNA content (Figure 2F-I). However, 

GLP-1 levels did not strongly correlate with these parameters. Also, the donor parameters of age, 

A1c, and BMI did not strongly correlate with active GLP-1 levels (Figure 2J-L). 

3.3 Active GLP-1 Levels are Increased with Sitagliptin and Negatively Correlate with β Cell 

Function 

To test if sitagliptin can increase active GLP-1 levels in human islets we first probed for DPP4 

protein in human islet lysates. As others have shown [13], we confirmed with western blot that 

human islets express DPP4. DPP4 is variably glycosylated and as expected we observe multiple 

bands (Figure 3A). We then treated human islets with sitagliptin and measured active GLP-1 levels 

after 48 hours. Active GLP-1 levels increased ~7 fold with sitagliptin treatment and there was no 

significant increase in the presence of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1 (Figure 3B). To 

establish that sitagliptin is inhibiting islet DPP4 and not DPP4 present in serum, we treated islets in 

serum-free culture with sitagliptin where we also observe an increase in active GLP-1 levels (Figure 

3C). 

With islets from the same five donors as before, we examined the relationship between the 

increased levels of active GLP-1 with sitagliptin and the initial SI for insulin at the time of isolation. 

Active GLP-1 levels with sitagliptin treatment should approximate total GLP-1 levels and give an 

indication of GLP-1 secretion without the modifying effect of DPP4 enzymatic activity. Here too we 

observe a strong negative correlation between increased active GLP-1 levels and the SI for insulin 

(Figure 3D), suggesting that the variation in active GLP-1 levels from donor islets is due to 

secretion rather than DPP4 enzymatic activity. Consistent with active GLP-1 levels at baseline, 

increased active GLP-1 levels did not strongly correlate with islet isolation or donor parameters 

(Figure 3E-K). 
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Figure 2 Low active GLP-1 levels associate with greater β cell function in human islets. 

A: Glucose-stimulated insulin secretion of insulin responder. B: Active GLP-1 secretion 

is not suppressed at high (11 mM) glucose of insulin responder. N=5 donors. C: 

Glucose-stimulated insulin secretion of insulin non-responder. D: Active GLP-1 

secretion is suppressed at high (11 mM) glucose of insulin non-responder. N=3 donors. 

E-I: Active GLP-1 levels from human islets after 48 hours of culture plotted against islet 

isolation parameters. E: Insulin stimulation index F: Viability. G: Culture time before 

islet preparation release. H: Cold ischemia time. I: DNA content of islet preparation. J-L: 

Active GLP-1 levels are plotted against donor parameters. J: Age (years). K: HgA1c (%). 

L: BMI (kg/m2). N=5 donors. Statistical significance for the data was determined using a 

paired Student’s t test or Pearson’s r. *, P<0.05. Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Figure 3 Active GLP-1 levels are increased with sitagliptin and negatively correlate with 

β cell function. A: Western blot of DPP4 in human islet lysates. The two main bands 

correspond with different levels of glycosylation. B: Human islets treated with 

sitagliptin alone or in the presence of IL-1β. N=3 donors. C: Time course of active GLP-1 

secretion from human islets treated with sitagliptin in serum-free culture. N=1 donor. 

D-H: Active GLP-1 levels after 48 hours from human islets treated with sitagliptin 

plotted against islet isolation parameters. D: Insulin stimulation index. E: Viability. F: 

Culture time before islet preparation release. G: Cold ischemia time. H: DNA content of 

islet preparation. I-K: Active GLP-1 levels are plotted against donor parameters. I: Age 

(years). J: HgA1c (%). K: BMI (kg/m2). N=5 donors. Statistical significance for the data 

was determined using a paired Student’s t test or Pearson’s r. *, P<0.05. Error bars 

indicate SEM. 
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3.4 Increase in Active GLP-1 with Sitagliptin Correlates with Islet Cell Survival 

As GLP-1 has been reported to decrease apoptosis and increase cell survival in mouse islets [19], 

we investigated the effect of increasing active GLP-1 levels with sitagliptin on cell survival in 

human islets. Although active GLP-1 levels did not correlate with initial viability testing at isolation 

(Figure 2C), we hypothesised that a sustained increase in active GLP-1 levels may increase islet cell 

survival. Using Sytox Green to identify dead cells, we developed a dead cell assay to measure cell 

death in whole islets after 48 hours (Figure 4A, Figure 4B). Active GLP-1 levels were increased 

except for one unhealthy donor preparation, but the effect on cell survival was variable (Figure 4C, 

Figure 4D). However, when the relationship between the increase in active GLP-1 levels and the 

dead cell count is examined we observe a strong negative correlation (Figure 4E). This suggests 

that the increase in active GLP-1 levels with sitagliptin treatment confers a protective effect from 

cell death. 

 

Figure 4 Increase in active GLP-1 with sitagliptin correlates with islet cell survival. A, B: 

Representative images of low and high dead cell density using the cell impermeable 

DNA binding dye, Sytox Green. Scale bar: 200 µm. C: Difference in active GLP-1 levels 

after 48 hours with or with sitagliptin treatment. D: Dead cell density after 48 hours 

with or without sitagliptin. Dead cell densities correspond with active GLP-1 levels in C. 

E: Fold change in active GLP-1 levels with sitagliptin plotted again dead cell densities. 

N=5 donors. Statistical significance for the data was determined using Pearson’s r. *, 

P<0.05. 
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4. Discussion 

The observation that GLP-1 levels negatively correlate with β cell function suggests that GLP-1 

may play a role in an adaptive paracrine response to maintain insulin secretion. Although GLP-1 

potentiates insulin secretion and a positive correlation may be expected, an islet not responsive to 

glucose may increase GLP-1 secretion in a failed attempt to maintain insulin secretion. This is 

suggested by the high GLP-1 secretion at low glucose with insulin non-responder islets. β cell 

injury has been shown to increase GLP-1 secretion [20] and isolated islets are inflamed due to cold 

ischemia of the pancreas and the islet isolation process [21]. However, we did not observe a 

strong correlation between GLP-1 levels and cold ischemia time. Furthermore, we did not observe 

a correlation between the donor parameters age, sex, BMI, and GLP-1 levels, suggesting that the SI 

for insulin secretion is a more important determinant of GLP-1 secretion from human islets. Since 

insulin secretion from β cells is known to suppress glucagon secretion [22, 23], a diminished 

paracrine signal from human islets with a low SI for insulin may be responsible for the increased 

levels of active GLP-1.  

We have shown that sitagliptin treatment of islets increases active GLP-1 levels and that the 

increase (fold change) in active GLP-1 correlates with islet cell survival in whole islets. This 

suggests that increased activation of the GLP-1 receptor on islet cells increases survival under 

post-isolation culture conditions. Linagliptin, another DPP4 inhibitor, has been show to increase 

GLP-1 levels and reduce apoptosis in human islet cultures [15]. Our correlation results are also 

consistent with the effect of the long-acting GLP-1 receptor agonist liraglutide on human islet 

survival. In human islet cultures, liraglutide has been shown to reduce apoptosis and preserve islet 

mass [9]. A strict observation of the association between high active GLP-1 levels and a lower SI 

for insulin secretion may suggest that a GLP-1 receptor antagonist, such as exendin-9, would 

benefit islet function in pre-transplant human islet cultures, particularly in islet cultures with a 

poor SI for insulin. However, the increased survival of islet cells and increased active GLP-1 levels 

observed with sitagliptin treatment in our studies, along with the observed benefits of GLP-1 

receptor agonism on β cells documented in the literature, suggests the use of GLP-1 receptor 

antagonists would be detrimental to preserving β cell mass and function during pre-transplant 

culture of human islets. 

It is possible that other DPP4 substrates, such as the chemokine SDF-1, may be responsible for 

the correlation between sitagliptin treatment and increased cell survival in our data. SDF-1 

signaling has been show to protect and preserve function β cell mass [24]. When β cells are 

injured, a regenerative process is induced where SDF-1 is expressed and secreted from β cells. 

Indeed, the process of islet isolation may be enough to induce SDF-1 expression. The model 

proposed by Liu et al. for islet survival describes SDF-1 acting at β cell CXCR4 receptors to increase 

survival and at α cell CXCR4 receptors to induce GLP-1 secretion by PC1/3 expression [20]. GLP-1 

would then activate the GLP-1 receptor on β cells to increase survival. Interestingly, both GLP-1 

and SDF-1 are physiological substrates of DPP4 and inhibiting DPP4 may increase levels of both 

hormones for a greater impact on islet cell survival. 

Sitagliptin may not only benefit islet culture, but could improve engraftment and islet cell 

survival in the hepatic portal vein. DPP4 has recently been identified as a hepatokine indicating 

that DPP4 is expressed and active in the liver [25, 26]. This raises the possibility that islet-derived 

and circulating GLP-1 may be degraded within the hepatic portal vein, thus reducing levels local to 
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the islet graft. SDF-1 levels may also be lowered, thus curtailing an adaptive mechanism for β cell 

survival. Therefore, inhibition of hepatic and islet DPP4 with sitagliptin may promote survival of 

the islet graft. 

In summary, we show that human islets secrete GLP-1 and thus have a local paracrine source of 

this prosurvival hormone. Although a reduction in glucose-stimulated insulin secretion may be 

associated with increased GLP-1 secretion, the prosurvival properties of GLP-1 may be harnessed 

to increase islet survival during pre-transplant culture. We show that sitagliptin treatment of 

human islets inhibits islet DPP4 and increases active levels of GLP-1. The increase in active GLP-1 

may confer protection from cell death and has the potential to improve islet viability prior to islet 

transplantation, leading to improved islet survival post-transplant. 
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Abstract 

The ability to routinely and reproducibly obtain purified human islets has facilitated 

substantial progress in providing a safe and reliable treatment option for adult patients of 

type 1 diabetes. The availability of human islets for basic research has also significantly 

improved the understanding of the biology of human islets, and consequently the 

pathophysiology of diabetes. Presently, about 70 human islet isolation centers are known to 

exist around the world, in addition to multiple coordinated human islet distribution 

programs, that facilitate the exchange of knowledge and sharing of this precious resource. 

This review summarizes the steps involved in the isolation and dissemination of human islets, 

and discusses key considerations with respect to the major challenges faced during this 
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process. Another important objective of this review is to summarize the ongoing efforts for 

the distribution of human islets at the regional, national, and international levels. This 

review also highlights the value of human islets for clinical transplantation as well as basic 

research, particularly by highlighting selected studies that have significantly improved our 

understanding of human islet biology.  

Keywords  

Human islets; islet isolation; type 1 diabetes; islet transplantation; islet studies; islet biology 

 

1. Introduction 

The human pancreatic islets have proven to be a valuable tissue resource both as a therapeutic 

option for diabetes patients as well as for basic and clinical research. Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is an 

autoimmune disorder, wherein the immune system attacks and destroys the insulin-producing 

pancreatic beta cells, resulting in the loss of glycemic control and the need for insulin therapy. 

Since the first report on the ability to reverse diabetes in rats via transplantation of isolated rat 

islets [1], strategies to treat T1D in humans via the allogeneic transplantation of isolated human 

islets have been rapidly developed. In 1988, the invention of the Ricordi chamber, an automated 

islet digestion chamber, represented a breakthrough in this field and significantly increased the 

yield and purity of islets isolated from the human pancreas [2]. In 2000, Shapiro and colleagues 

developed the Edmonton protocol, which included several major improvements such as the use of 

a glucocorticoid-free immunosuppression regime and the infusion of a larger mass of islets 

(>13,000 IEQ [islet equivalents]/kg of body weight) to achieve better graft outcomes [3]. The 

authors reported that all seven T1D patients maintained insulin independence for a year following 

transplantation. The success of the Edmonton protocol was a significant improvement over the 

previous protocols, which were unable to achieve long-term insulin independence in T1D patients. 

Since then, islet transplantations have been performed across numerous centers globally, with 

comparable insulin independence rates to those of whole-pancreas-alone transplantations [4].  

Primary human islets have also been extensively used for the study of islet biology in an ex vivo 

setting, substantially increasing our knowledge of islet composition and function, which would 

have been less achievable in cell lines of the individual islet cell types. The increasing value of 

human pancreatic islets for research has fueled the demand for these tissues, as rodent islets, 

being structurally and functionally different to human islets, are no longer sufficient for this 

purpose [5-8]. In order to cater to this demand, the past decade has witnessed a rise in the 

number of human islet clinical isolation facilities and coordination activities at the regional and 

global levels. Continuous efforts are made to improve the efficiency of the isolation and 

assessment of human islets in order to obtain better-quality material and facilitate more 

widespread adoption. Challenges faced during the use of human islets include the variation 

between tissue samples from different donors, subtle differences in islet isolation and processing 

techniques, and varying environmental conditions during the culture and distribution of islets. 

Some of these aspects are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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2. The Process of Isolating Human Islets and Factors Influencing Islet Yield and Quality 

Human islets are typically isolated from the pancreas of a cadaveric donor, although they can 

also be derived from live donors that have undergone partial pancreatectomy [9-11]. The isolation 

of islets from the human pancreas is a difficult and sensitive process that requires a specialized 

and licensed facility, as well as the combined efforts of multiple trained personnel. Each facility is 

subjected to strict regulations and must comply with the current Good Manufacturing Practice 

(cGMP) regulations if the isolated human islets are designated for clinical transplantation [12, 13]. 

Facilities that isolate human islets purely for research purposes are not obliged to adhere to the 

cGMP regulations [14]. Isolation of good-quality human islets is instrumental to the success of islet 

transplantation [15]. This section highlights the standard practices in assessing the isolated islets 

and discusses a number of key factors that affect islet yield, as well as challenges faced by the 

isolation facilities.  

2.1 Overview of the Process of Isolating Human Islets  

The NIH-sponsored Clinical Islet Transplantation Consortium has published a series of Standard 

Operating Procedures to standardize the large-scale isolation and purification of human islets 

across its participating centers and to ensure process efficiency and product consistency [16]. The 

enzymatic isolation procedure of human islets is now commonly followed, and the major steps are 

presented in Figure 1. Briefly, the pancreas is surgically extracted along with parts of the 

duodenum and spleen from a brain-dead cadaveric donor. The organ is transported to an isolation 

facility in a chilled organ preservation solution, typically the University of Wisconsin (UW) solution 

or histidine-tryptophan ketoglutarate (HTK) solution [4, 17]. At the islet isolation facility, a sample 

of the preservation liquid is taken for sterility tests. The pancreas is then carefully trimmed off 

from the surrounding spleen, duodenum, and fat tissues, before cannulation. Catheters are 

inserted into the main pancreatic duct of each of the pancreatic head and tail sections by the islet 

specialist [15]. The pancreas is then distended by injecting an enzyme blend consisting of 

collagenases and proteases through the cannulated pancreatic duct. The perfused pancreas is 

subsequently cut into smaller pieces and placed in an automated Ricordi digestion chamber [2]. 

Digestion occurs in the automated chamber in two phases. In the first phase, the enzyme solution 

is recirculated to progressively dissociate the pancreas. In the second phase, the enzyme solution 

is neutralized and diluted with EMEM dilution solution. The dissociated islets are then collected, 

washed with cold M199 wash solution, and resuspended in UW solution. The dissociated islets are 

purified by subjecting the tissue to continuous density gradient centrifugation, following which 

each gradient fraction is collected and the purity is quantified. The islets are typically pre-cultured 

in supplemented CMRL media in non-adherent conditions for up to 72 h for quality control, after 

which they may be distributed for transplantation or research purposes [4, 16]. Generally, most 

islet isolation procedures comprise of similar steps, and centers within the same consortium 

follow the same protocol for consistency. The performance of protocols with slight modifications 

is discussed in a later section. 
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Figure 1 Overview of the key factors involved in the different steps of the human islet 

isolation and distribution process that can impact on eventual islet utility. 

2.2 Parameters for the Evaluation of Isolated Human Islets 

2.2.1 Yield 

Islet yield or mass is one of the most important parameters in the assessment of islet recovery. 

It is most often described as islet equivalents (IEQs), as a standardized method for quantifying 

islets which exist in a variety of sizes and volumes. One IEQ represents a single spherical islet of 

150 μm in diameter [18]. To quantify IEQs, zinc-binding stain dithizone (DTZ), which helps in the 

identification of islets by specifically staining the zinc-rich beta cells, is normally used. The islet 

cells are stained red, differentiating them from the surrounding exocrine tissues that appear 

brown. The size of islets is measured using a calibrated grid on the eyepiece of a bright-field 

microscope and the islets are categorized into different groups based on their diameter (from 50 

μm to 400 μm, in 50 μm increments). The islet structures that are out of this range are 

disregarded. The number of islets in each category is then converted to IEQs using a fixed 

conversion factor. Although the manual counting method provides a straightforward way of 

quantifying islets, some researchers have questioned its reliability and accountability, and have 

proposed the use of digital image analysis to reduce user bias and variability [19, 20]. Nevertheless, 

IEQ counting presently remains the standard method for quantification of islet mass in the field.  

For islet transplantation, the general consensus is that a minimum islet mass of 5,000 IEQ per 

kg body weight of the recipient is required to reverse diabetes in T1D patients [21]. However, it 

has been reported that transplanting a larger amount of islets (>11,000 IEQ per kg body weight of 

the recipient) is necessary to achieve long-term insulin independence in patients with severe 

diabetes [22]. This is due to a loss of up to 60% mass of the transplanted beta cells during the 
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initial period after islet infusion [23], which makes the availability of a larger surviving beta cell 

mass necessary to achieve insulin independence [21]. However, the IEQ dose is likely to be only 

one of several factors that influence the success of transplant engraftment. Other factors such as 

islet quality and donor characteristics may also contribute to eventual clinical outcomes. 

2.2.2 Purity 

Islet purity, defined as the proportion of islet cells relative to other pancreatic cell types such as 

the exocrine and ductal cells, is another aspect worth considering in every islet preparation [24]. 

Similar to islet counting, islet purity is assessed following DTZ staining to determine the ratio of 

islets to the exocrine portion. Purity level > 70% is considered to be highly pure [16]. Although high 

islet purity is generally preferred for islet transplantation, any correlation between islet purity and 

clinical outcome has not been clearly established yet. On the contrary, studies have indicated that 

transplantation of islets with lower purity may unexpectedly yield better clinical outcomes for T1D 

patients, as non-islet cells may have beneficial effects on islet graft function [24, 25]. In the 

context of basic research, islets are often manually hand-picked to ensure a pure islet population. 

However, the culture of islets in an impure preparation with surrounding exocrine tissues and 

dying cells may create a toxic environment that can compromise the integrity of islets. 

2.2.3 Viability 

Islet viability is another important factor in every islet preparation and is often measured using 

a cell-permeable fluorescent dye, fluorescein diacetate (FDA), and a cell-impermeable nucleic acid 

stain, propidium iodide (PI), which stain live and dead cells, respectively, based on their 

membrane permeability. However, these membrane integrity stains do not provide a 

comprehensive picture of cell viability. Studies have recommended the use of additional assays 

such as measurement of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), mitochondrial function, and oxygen 

consumption rate (OCR), which can contribute to more effective predictions of islet status after 

transplantation [26-28].  

2.2.4 Functionality 

For basic research, investigators tend to perform numerous assessments to evaluate islet 

quality, including morphological examination (islets that are spherical in shape and approximately 

150 μm in diameter are desirable), histology, and functionality tests. Islet functionality, or 

biopotency, is assessed in vitro using a glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS) assay, followed 

by an immunoassay for insulin detection [16]. Functional validation prior to clinical islet 

transplantation is presently not mandatory, but doing so may increase the success of islet 

replacement therapy by transplanting only functional islets. However, several studies have 

suggested that the insulin responsiveness of isolated islets to glucose is not an accurate indicator 

of transplantation outcomes [25, 29]. This may partly be due to the presence of viable cells that do 

not respond to glucose in vitro, but recover and become functional after transplantation. Assays 

such as measurement of the OCR have been suggested to be better predictors of transplantation 

outcome [26]. Overall, a thorough assessment of the quality of isolated islets, which encompasses 
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a suite of assays for determining islet mass, viability, and insulin secretory response, where 

practical, is likely required to select the preparations that may result in better clinical outcomes. 

2.3 Factors Affecting the Quality of Human Islets 

There is a multitude of factors that can affect the quality of islet preparations (Figure 1). Donor 

characteristics have been commonly reported to play a major role in influencing the quality of islet 

preparations [14, 30-32]. As expected, hyperglycemia or high glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels 

have been shown to negatively impact the yield, purity, and biopotency of islets [14]. Other 

variables such as the age of the donor remain controversial. While some studies have reported 

that old age negatively impacts the yield, purity, and function of islets [14, 33], another study has 

reported that pancreatic tissues from older donors gave rise to higher islet yield [34]. Some others 

reported no difference in the measured isolation outcomes of islets between old and young 

donors, although the latter resulted in better graft functions after transplant [35, 36]. Some 

studies have also revealed that donors with higher BMI yielded higher IEQs [31, 32, 34]. However, 

Lyon et al. observed that higher donor BMI correlated with larger islet size but not islet yield, 

purity, or function [14]. These conflicting results with regards to donor characteristics suggest that 

other factors might play an important role in determining the isolation and graft outcomes of 

human islets. 

One such example is the cold ischemia time (CIT) of the tissue, defined as the length of time 

from the procurement and preservation of donor pancreas to its processing at the islet isolation 

facility, which is known to impact islet yield [12, 14]. Human pancreatic tissues that are designated 

for clinical islet transplantation are strictly required to have a CIT of less than 12 h [16, 31], which 

significantly limits the number of samples that can be accepted for transplantation, particularly in 

areas where the nearest isolation facility is located at a distance [37]. Extended pancreas CIT (up 

to 24 h) has been shown to moderately impact islet yield, purity, and total insulin content, with no 

changes to the exocytotic properties of beta cells [14]. This suggests that donor pancreas with 

extended CIT may remain suitable for islet isolations, especially for basic research. 

Another critical factor influencing islet quality involves the digestion of the pancreas, which has 

been widely acknowledged as a highly inconsistent step in the process of human islet isolation [38-

40]. Digestion of the human pancreas requires a cocktail of dissociation enzymes, including class I 

and II collagenases and other proteases. Poor pancreas digestion can result in poor yield and 

variation in the quality of the islets. Despite substantial efforts to optimize enzymatic digestion [41, 

42], enzyme blends are also highly variable due to differences between batches. Kin et al. 

proposed the use of an in-house collagenase assay to pre-determine the enzymatic activity of each 

batch before organ perfusion [38]. A recent comparison between different enzyme blends 

currently used in the market revealed similar efficiencies in islet yield, purity, and viability, but 

with some differences in the insulin secretory function of the isolated islets [43]. Islet purification 

using Ficoll-based density gradient centrifugation has been considered to be the gold standard and 

is widely employed. Some investigators have also recommended the use of an OptiPrep-based 

density gradient purification method to reduce the production of cytokines/chemokines from islet 

preparations and improve the survival of beta cells [44]. Overall, reducing the inconsistencies and 

inefficiencies in the islet isolation procedures will continue to benefit the community and 

correspondingly facilitate the  islet transplantation and research activities. 
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2.4 Challenges Faced in Human Islet Distribution 

One major challenge faced in the human islet distribution pipeline is the shortage of islets for 

both transplantation and research. This can be attributed to at least two factors: (1) high 

operating costs of a human islet facility [45, 46] and (2) the lack of pancreas donors [45, 47]. It was 

previously reported that the cost of establishing a cGMP-compliant human islet isolation facility 

ranged from USD 1–7 million, while the annual maintenance costs ranged from USD 0.8–3 million 

[45]. The high cost and low pancreas donor rates present constraints that have prevented several 

countries from establishing their own human islet isolation facilities, thereby increasing the 

dependence on international human islet distribution platforms. In this case, reliable 

transportation of human islet material becomes particularly important, especially when shipping 

to geographically distant locations. 

The conditions of transportation of the isolated islets are crucial in preserving islet quality. 

Islets may be contained in conical tubes, blood transfusion bags, gas-permeable bags, or silicone 

rubber membranes. Although several studies have advocated the use of gas-permeable bags to 

transport clinical-grade islets in order to reduce hypoxia and maintain islet quality, the advantages 

of these bags are not entirely consistent across studies [48-51]. Rotary systems have also been 

proposed to circumvent the problem of diffused oxygen and nutrient gradients in static systems 

[52, 53].  

Another common factor influencing islet quality is fluctuations in temperature during 

transportation. Islets transported in a commercial airline may be exposed to temperature 

fluctuations of up to ±20 °C [51]. Exposure of islets to temperatures beyond their physiological 

range for an extended period of time negatively impacts their quality. It has been shown that 

hypothermic conditions (1–4 °C) drastically reduce the viability of mammalian cells [54], while high 

temperatures (43 °C) decrease the survival rates of early xenografts of pig islets in mice [55]. The 

Integrated Islet Distribution Program (IIDP) provides ColdMark® and WarmMark® indicators to 

detect undesirable temperature changes. Methods to monitor and prevent temperature 

fluctuations during the shipment of temperature-sensitive goods will be valuable for increasing 

confidence in the distribution of high-quality islets.  

Another challenge faced during islet distribution involves the extended duration of islet culture. 

Studies have demonstrated that culturing islets has decreased its efficacy [56, 57]. Islet culture 

may also not be favorable for the maintenance of resident immune cells, blood cells, endothelial 

cells, and other cell types that are important for islet function [58, 59]. However, recent evidence 

has suggested that culture or preservation of islets offers various advantages, such as allowing 

time for testing of sterility and functionality, providing patients with more time to travel to 

transplant sites, providing sufficient time to administer immunosuppressive drugs to patients, 

improving islet morphology, and selecting islets with better purity and viability [13, 17, 60-62]. 

Therefore, optimizing strategies to preserve islets in culture will be essential to prolong their 

survival and function in vitro. 

3. Human Islet Distribution Efforts around the World 

Presently, there are a few large consortia or programs that currently coordinate or have 

recently coordinated the distribution of human islets for clinical transplantation, research, or both. 
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These include the Alberta Islet Distribution Program (AIDP) [63], IsletCore program at the Alberta 

Diabetes Institute [64], IIDP [45], European Consortium for Islet Transplantation (ECIT) [65], and 

the Swiss-French GRAGIL Consortium [66]. Commercial sources include Prodo Laboratories (as part 

of the Scharp-Lacy Research Institute) and Lonza. To achieve a better understanding of the level of 

human islet coordination activities across the world, we attempted a literature search and 

compiled a list of searchable human islet isolation centers for both clinical transplantation and 

research, and the status of their membership within any islet distribution networks (if any) (Table 

1, Figure 2). It is immediately apparent that several human islet isolation facilities are based in 

North America, especially in the United States (US), with a good number also present in Europe. 

The number of human islet isolation facilities in other geographical regions such as South America 

and the Asia Pacific are considerably lower. However, this list may possibly be under-represented, 

as there may be facilities that are not reported on the internet. Thanks to the efficiency of islet 

distribution programs, many organ transplant centers are able to perform islet transplantation 

without establishing their own islet isolation facility [22, 67]. To optimize the safety and 

effectiveness of islet transplantation for T1D patients worldwide, the Collaborative Islet Transplant 

Registry (CITR) (https://citregistry.org/) was founded as a centralized platform to facilitate the 

data collection and analysis pertaining to islet transplantation. According to the CITR-reported 

data, which were collected from 1999 until the end of 2018 from participating transplant centers 

in North America, Europe, Australia, and Asia, over 2000 islet transplantations have taken place. 

However, it may be possible that a large number of human islet transplantation centers are not 

registered under the CITR. This section provides an overview of the ongoing efforts for the 

distribution of human islets to different regions around the world. 

Table 1 List of human islet isolation centers and distribution programs (current and 

recent) around the world. This table has been updated as of 4th May 2019. Abbreviations: 

ITC: Clinical Islet Transplantation Consortium; ECIT: European Consortium for Islet 

Transplantation; GRAGIL: Groupe Rhin-Rhône-Alpes-Genève pour la Transplantation 

d'Îlots de Langerhans; OXCIT: Oxford Consortium for Islet Transplantation; AIDP: Alberta 

Islet Distribution Program; AHN: Allegheny Health Network; nPod-IIP: Network for 

Pancreatic Organ Donors with Diabetes-Islet Isolation Program; IIDP: Integrated Islet 

Distribution Program. *No publications were found to report human islet isolation 

activity at the Yale University, although such activity has been reported on the 

university’s webpage (https://medicine.yale.edu/intmed/drc/cores/biology.aspx). 

Disclaimer: We apologize for inadvertently missing out on any human islet isolation 

centers or any misrepresentation of the use of human islets. 

 Country Isolation Centers for 

Human   Islets   

Distribution 

Programs  for 

Human Islets (if 

any) 

Known Use of 

Isolated 

Human Islets 

Representativ

e Reference 

 Islet Isolation Facilities in Asia 

1 China Changzheng Hospital, 

Shanghai 

 Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

28290605 

2 China-Japan Friendship  PMID: 

https://citregistry.org/
https://medicine.yale.edu/intmed/drc/cores/biology.aspx
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Hospital 24268157 

3 Fuzhou General Hospital,  

Xiamen University 

 PMID: 

18633105 

4 Shanghai First People’s 

Hospital 

 PMID: 

17042977 

5 Tianjin First Center 

Hospital 

 PMID: 

28659588 

6 Zhongda Hospital, 

Southeast University 

 PMID: 

26546984 

7 Japan Fukuoka University  Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

16298616 

8 Fukushima Medical 

University 

 PMID: 

16298616 

9 Kobe University  PMID: 

16298616 

1

0 

Kyoto University Hospital  PMID: 

16298616 

1

1 

National Hospital 

Organization Chiba-East 

Hospital 

 PMID: 

16298616 

1

2 

Singapore Lee Kong Chian School of 

Medicine at Nanyang 

Technological University 

 Basic research PMID: 

28694456 

1

3 

South Korea Seoul St Mary’s Hospital  Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

26130966 

1

4 

Sungkyunkwan University  

School of Medicine 

 PMID: 

15940047 

 Islet Isolation Facilities in Europe 

1

5 

Belgium Vrije Universiteit Brussels ECIT Basic research 

and Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 9421388 

1

6 

Czech 

Republic 

Institute for Clinical and 

Experimental Medicine 

 Basic research PMID: 

27803935 

1

7 

Prague University  Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

21404489 

1

8 

France Grenoble University 

Hospital 

Swiss-French 

GRAGIL Network 

PMID: 

26068866 

1

9 

Lille University Hospital ECIT Basic 

Research Program 

Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

22911383 

2

0 

Germany University of Dresden  PMID: 

25083718 

2

1 

Italy San Raffaele Diabetes 

Research Institute 

ECIT Basic 

Research Program 

PMID: 

23040067 
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2

2 

University of Pisa  Basic research PMID: 

22412385 

2

3 

Netherlands Leiden University  Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

21257658 

2

4 

Norway Oslo University Hospital CITC PMID: 

27862341 

2

5 

Spain Carlos Haya University  Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

16298608 

2

6 

Sweden Uppsala University 

Hospital 

CITC, ECIT Basic 

Research Program, 

Nordic Network 

for Islet 

Transplantation 

Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

25422108 

2

7 

Switzerland Geneva University 

Hospital 

ECIT Basic 

Research Program, 

Swiss-French 

GRAGIL Network 

PMID: 

23040067 

2

8 

Lonza  Basic research PMID: 

30074059 

2

9 

University Hospital Zurich  Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

17327426 

3

0 

United 

Kingdom 

Oxford DRWF Human 

Islet Isolation Facility 

OXCIT Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

29412141 

3

1 

King’s College London  PMID: 

29205751 

3

2 

University of Edinburgh  PMID: 

24119216 

3

3 

Worcester Acute 

Hospitals NHS Trust 

 PMID: 

17469038 

 Islet Isolation Facilities in the Middle East 

3

4 

Iran Tehran University of 

Medical Sciences 

 Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

21818570 

3

5 

Shiraz University of 

Medical Sciences 

 PMID: 

23477484 

 Islet Isolation Facilities in North America 

3

6 

Canada Clinical Islet 

Laboratory at 

Alberta Health 

Services, 

University of Alberta 

AIDP, CITC Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

22099755 

3

7 

IsletCore from the 

Alberta Diabetes 

Institute, University of 

IsletCore Program Basic research PMID: 

26653569 
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Alberta 

3

8 

Banting and Best 

Diabetes Center, 

University of Toronto 

 PMID: 

29436377 

3

9 

McGill University Health 

Center Human Islet 

Transplant Laboratory 

(MHITL) 

 Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

26280028 

4

0 

Toronto General Hospital  PMID: 

30520247 

4

1 

Transplant Quebec  PMID: 

30520247 

4

2 

University of British 

Columbia 

 PMID: 

23262664 

4

3 

United 

States 

Allegheny Health 

Network’s Islet Isolation 

Laboratory, Allegheny 

General Hospital 

 Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

30057900 

4

4 

Baylor Research Institute  Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

20944753 

4

5 

Columbia University  PMID:1722906

9 

4

6 

Dartmouth College  PMID: 

25630865 

4

7 

Emory University CITC PMID: 

25648831 

4

8 

Icahn School of Medicine 

at Mount Sinai 

 Basic research PMID: 

27941248 

4

9 

Joslin Diabetes Center  PMID:1722906

9 

5

0 

Massachusetts General 

Hospital 

CITC Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

23321263 

5

1 

National Institutes of 

Health 

 Basic research PMID: 

25648831 

5

2 

Northwestern University CITC Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

25648831 

5

3 

Scharp-Lacy Research 

Institute (Prodo 

Laboratories) 

IIDP Basic Research PMID: 

26452321 

5

4 

Southern California Islet 

Cell Resources Center 

IIDP Basic research 

and clinical 

PMID: 

20098276 
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transplantation 

5

5 

 Stanford Islet Research 

Core at 

Stanford University 

 Basic research PMID: 

17389914 

5

6 

University of Alabama  PMID: 

25648831 

5

7 

University of California, 

San Francisco 

CITC Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

26922947 

5

8 

University of Chicago  Basic research PMID: 

26922947 

5

9 

University of Colorado  PMID: 

25648831 

6

0 

University of Florida nPOD-IIP PMID:2432557

5 

6

1 

University of Illinois CITC Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

25648831 

6

2 

University of Louisville  Basic research PMID: 

27500247 

6

3 

University of 

Massachusetts 

 PMID: 

25648831 

6

4 

University of Miami IIDP, CITC Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

29723228 

6

5 

University of Minnesota CITC PMID: 

25648831 

6

6 

University of 

Pennsylvania 

IIDP, CITC PMID: 

27920090 

6

7 

University of Pittsburgh  PMID: 

27920090 

6

8 

University of Virginia  PMID: 

23040067 

6

9 

University of Wisconsin IIDP, CITC PMID: 

25648831 

7

0 

Washington University  Basic research PMID: 

25648831 

7

1 

Yale University  Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

* 

 Islet Isolation Facilities in Oceania 

7

2 

Australia St Vincent’s Hospital Australian Islet 

Transplant 

Consortium 

Basic research 

and clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

29483160 
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7

3 

Westmead Hospital Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 

23668890 

 Islet Isolation Facilities in Other Regions 

7

4 

Argentina Hospital Italiano de 

Buenos Aires 

 Clinical 

transplantation 

PMID: 9532053 

7

5 

Brazil Hospital de Clinicas de 

Porto Alegre 

 PMID: 

25993680 

7

6 

PUC-Paraná University  PMID: 

25993680 

7

7 

University of Sao Paulo  PMID: 

25993680 

 

Figure 2 A schematic map of isolation centers for human islets around the world and the islet 

distribution networks. Centers are numbered with reference to Table 1. Circles are color-coded as 

stipulated in the Legend. AICT: Australian Islet Transplant Consortium; CITC: Clinical Islet 

Transplantation Consortium; ECIT: European Consortium for Islet Transplantation; GRAGIL: Groupe 

Rhin-Rhône-Alpes-Genève pour la Transplantation d'Îlots de Langerhans; IIDP: Integrated Islet 

Distribution Program. Disclaimer: We apologize for any human islet isolation centers that we may 

have missed out or any misrepresentation of islet isolation facilities. 

3.1 North America 

The University of Alberta in Canada, which has contributed to many pioneering efforts in 

human islet isolation, including the development of the widely-adopted Edmonton Protocol [3], is 

considered to be a leader in islet isolation and transplantation. It currently has two of the most 

active human islet isolation facilities in the world– the Clinical Islet Laboratory (CIL) and IsletCore 
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Laboratory. Under the AIDP, the CIL had distributed 6.3 million IEQs to eight local and 

international research institutions through 127 shipments in 2010 [63]. The AIDP now distributes 

islets to investigators in North America, Middle East, Europe, and Asia. The primary objective of 

the CIL is to isolate human islets for clinical transplantation. This is different from the IsletCore 

program at the Alberta Diabetes Institute, which isolates, stores, and distributes islets solely for 

research purposes. IsletCore was founded to address the widening gap between the demand and 

supply of human islets [65, 68]. With a facility dedicated to isolating islets solely for research, the 

operational costs are reduced without the need to adhere to cGMP regulations [14]. The IsletCore 

has provided a major resource and biobank of human islets for research worldwide. According to 

the IsletCore 2018 Annual Report, the program has isolated 76 million IEQs from 297 donor 

pancreatic tissues since its inception in 2011 until the end of 2018, with more than 10 million IEQs 

in 2018 alone. About 25% of the donors were Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) patients and a small number 

were T1D patients. Of the 76 million IEQs, more than 32 million IEQs were distributed, while the 

rest were cryopreserved or banked. The IsletCore now distributes islets to a network of 86 

research laboratories worldwide. The IsletCore also isolates human islets from diabetic donors, 

providing a valuable resource of human tissue for the study of the pathophysiology of diabetes.  

In the US, the National Institutes of Health (NIH)-sponsored IIDP is the largest research-only 

human islet distribution center. Notably, the IIDP has shipped over 168 million IEQs since 2009, 

with more than 8 million IEQs in 2018 alone. Most of the five centers that are affiliated with IIDP 

isolate islets from non-diabetic cadaveric donors and occasionally from T1D or T2D diabetic 

cadaveric donors. In particular, the University of Florida, as part of the Juvenile Diabetes Research 

Foundation (JDRF) Network for Pancreatic Organ Donors with Diabetes (nPOD)-Islet Isolation 

Program (IIP), isolates islets from T1D donors to serve the T1D research community. The US has 

more human islet isolation facilities than any other country in the world (Figure 2), which could be 

attributed to greater availability of funding sources to support islet isolation facilities, a larger pool 

of pancreas donors, and better infrastructure and expertise to support the preparation of high-

quality human islets. However, despite the substantial number of islet isolation centers and a well-

coordinated consortium for islet distribution, there is still an insufficient supply of human islets to 

meet the international research demand [69]. 

3.2 Europe 

The ECIT, that consists of six isolation centers across Europe, provides human islets for both 

clinical transplantation and basic research (Table 1). As of 2014, the ECIT had received requests 

amounting to 31 million islets [65]. The Swiss-French GRAGIL network was formed to coordinate 

islet transplantation for T1D patients. It distributes islets only within France and Switzerland, from 

its two main islet isolation centers at the Geneva University Hospital and Grenoble University 

Hospital [70]. In Scandinavia, the Nordic Network for Islet Transplantation was founded to support 

islet transplantation for T1D patients. It distributes islets largely within the Scandinavian countries, 

with the Uppsala University in Sweden being the only islet isolation facility in the region. In the UK, 

there are three islet isolation facilities, at the University of Oxford, King’s College London, and the 

University of Edinburgh. These form a network to supply human islets for both clinical 

transplantation and research. The presence of coordinated efforts in a few regions of Europe 

ensures efficient distribution of islets and minimizes the need for more isolation facilities within 
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these regions. However, coverage in other parts of Europe is still visibly lacking. A number of 

individual isolation facilities were identified in other European countries, including the Czech 

Republic and Germany. These centers are not registered under the CITR. 

3.3 Asia 

There appear to be significantly fewer human islet isolation centers in Asia as compared to 

North America and Europe, with a majority of such centers being concentrated in China, South 

Korea, and Japan, and only one in Singapore (Figure 2). To the best of our knowledge, there are no 

coordinating efforts or networks that facilitate the distribution of human islets in a country or to 

other countries in Asia. In China, a number of facilities, such as the Tianjin First Center Hospital, 

are known to isolate human islets for both research and clinical transplantation [71, 72]. However, 

the list in Table 1 is likely to be an underestimate, especially for China, as information regarding 

certain centers in China may not be well-documented in English. Human islet isolations are largely 

reserved for clinical use in Japan and South Korea. In Singapore, the Lee Kong Chian School of 

Medicine isolates human islets for research purposes [73]. In the Middle East, islet isolation 

facilities have so far only been reported in Iran [74]. The major reasons for the relatively low level 

of activity in Asia include the lack of pancreas donors, possibly due to cultural reasons [47], as well 

as insufficient resources allocated to establish and maintain the human islet isolation 

infrastructure. Investigators in Asia may, therefore, rely on established distribution programs such 

as the AIDP, IsletCore, IIDP, or commercial sources (Prodo Laboratories and Lonza) to obtain 

access to human islets for clinical transplantation or research. However, a major downside of 

obtaining islets from international distributors is the lengthy transportation time, often taking up 

to several days. The quality of islets post-shipment may be compromised due to the variability in 

handling procedures and temperature fluctuations during long-distance shipping [75]. The 

deterioration of islets in culture over time is particularly evident for islet preparations of lower 

purity. Considering the shortage of donors in Asia, access to islets from diabetic donors of Asian 

descent are even more limited, and they remain recognized as a rare and valuable resource due to 

the genetic and epigenetic differences between different ethnic groups [76]. 

3.4 Other Regions 

In Australia, the Australian Islet Transplant Consortium facilitates the distribution of human 

islets across Australia and New Zealand. There are three islet transplant centers in Australia 

(Westmead Hospital, St Vincent’s Hospital, and Royal Adelaide Hospital) and none in New Zealand. 

The transplant centers obtain islets that are isolated from two islet isolation facilities situated in 

Melbourne and Sydney (Table 1). According to the 2017 annual report by the Australia and New 

Zealand Islet and Pancreas Transplant Registry (ANZIPTR), a total of six islet transplants have been 

performed since 2016.  

Little is known about islet transplantation activities in South America and other parts of the 

world. Three islet isolation facilities have been reported in Brazil, and one in Argentina, with 

activities pertaining to clinical islet transplantations [77-79]. None of these are registered under 

the CITR. 
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4. Human Islets for Beta Cell Replacement Therapy and Research 

The availability of human islets and the continuous improvements in protocols and strategies 

over the past two decades have resulted in substantial clinical impact and scientific development. 

This section briefly highlights the ongoing research on islet transplantation outcomes and provides 

a summary of the leading basic science research that has enabled unprecedented investigations 

into islet biology, based on work carried out during the past ten years.  

4.1 Human Islets for Clinical Transplantation 

Clinical islet transplantation, also known as beta cell replacement therapy, is currently used to 

treat some patients with T1D. Allogeneic islet cell transplantation is safe and has yielded success 

as measured by graft function, absence of hypoglycemic unawareness, normalized glycemic 

control, and partial to complete insulin independence in T1D patients across multiple centers. 

However, not all centers have been able to achieve the same level of success, especially in the 

long term [80]. The rate of success has been observed to be influenced by the experience of the 

personnel managing the islet isolation and transplantation procedures [81]. A long-term (>10 

years) follow up of T1D patients that had undergone allogeneic islet cell transplantation revealed 

that the treated patients maintained some level of islet graft function, although this function 

decreased considerably over time [82]. A subset of patients required multiple islet transplants and 

very few of them had complete insulin independence at the completion of the 12-year follow-up. 

Therefore, trials have demonstrated that the islet grafts are safe over the long term but their 

function declines over time, possibly due to inadequate initial transplanted islet mass and a 

suboptimal transplantation site (liver) that may not be ideal for long term viability [4, 80]. As such, 

issues remain with the transplantation of allogeneic islets, including the need for multiple islet 

transplants and a continuous requirement of the patient to undergo heavy long-term 

immunosuppression to maintain islet graft function, resulting in an increased risk of side effects. 

Unlike Canada, parts of Europe, and Australia, allogeneic islet transplantation is considered 

experimental in the US and is not used as standard therapy. The lack of reimbursement and 

research funding for allogeneic islet transplants might contribute to the decline in reported cases 

of allogeneic islet transplants and an increase in autologous islet transplants in North America [80].  

Autologous islet transplantation is performed to prevent post-surgical diabetes, following a 

total pancreatectomy in patients with chronic pancreatitis or certain pancreatic tumors. The 

benefits of autologous islet transplantation are widely acknowledged and this form of 

transplantation is considered to be a safe and effective treatment option for chronic pancreatitis 

as well as for the preservation of islet function [83, 84]. Total pancreatectomy with transplantation 

of autologous islets is increasingly being performed in the US [85]. However, patients may still lose 

insulin independence after some years, possibly due to the development of autoimmunity after 

autologous transplant. A recent study demonstrated that transplantation of autologous islets may 

also be beneficial for other conditions apart from chronic pancreatitis, such as pancreatectomy for 

the treatment of severe pancreatic fistulas or extensive distal pancreatectomy for neoplasms of 

the pancreatic body and neck. Furthermore, this option helps the clinician avoid the high risk of 

pancreatic anastomosis in case of unfavorable pancreata. Balzano et al. suggested that the 

procedure should be recommended to patients undergoing pancreatic surgery for both non-
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malignant and malignant conditions [86, 87]. Clinical transplantation of islets is now not only 

exclusive to institutions with on-site isolation facilities but is also made possible by the sharing of 

expeditious off-site islet isolation facilities [88], which enables the outsourcing of islet isolation 

after a pancreatectomy if the same site is not capable of doing so. 

Another active area of development in islet transplantation involves the use of alternative sites 

for transplantation. Infusion of islet cells through the portal vein for engraftment in the liver is the 

current gold standard [89]. However, intrahepatic islet transplantation is associated with several 

limitations, including a limited volume of transplanted tissue and high exposure to 

immunosuppressive drugs as well as the recipient’s immune system [90]. A number of secondary 

sites have been investigated, including omental islet transplantation, which has been reported to 

be effective at maintaining euglycemia without exogenous insulin [91]. Other possible sites of 

implantation include the peritoneum, subcutaneous tissue, and kidney capsule [85, 92, 93]. Long-

term data in large patient cohorts will be required to determine the safety and feasibility of these 

alternative transplantation sites. 

Novel islet encapsulation systems are also being developed and tested in pre-clinical and 

clinical settings to confer immuno-protection and prevent rejection of islet allografts. Approaches 

for encapsulation include macro-encapsulation, a device-based system that houses several islets 

within a semi-permeable barrier, or micro-encapsulation, for microscale capsules that coat 

individual islets. These approaches typically utilize polymer- or alginate-based semi-permeable 

membrane barriers that selectively enable nutrient exchange but block immune components [94, 

95]. Macro-encapsulation strategies that have so far been applied in clinical trials include the 

oxygenated βAir device developed by Beta-O2 and the Encaptra device by ViaCyte. The results 

from a phase-1 study on a small number of patients revealed that although the peritoneally-

transplanted βAir device was safe and supported the survival of the islet allografts for several 

months, the transplanted islets retained limited insulin secretion function [96]. The 

subcutaneously-delivered Encaptra delivery system, which encapsulated stem cell-derived 

pancreatic progenitor cells instead of human islets, appeared to be well-tolerated but was limited 

by low rates of engraftment. The studies on microencapsulation by Diatranz Otsuka involved the 

peritoneal transplantation of alginate-encapsulated porcine islets into T1D patients without 

immunosuppression [97, 98]. Some patients were reported to have improved HbA1c levels and 

reduced hypoglycemic events, although the reduction in the dependence on exogenous insulin 

was marginal [98]. Overall, continued improvements in encapsulation technologies and 

biomaterials are still required, and the clinical outcomes of other ongoing trials that have 

employed different encapsulation strategies are yet to be seen. This approach, when proven 

effective, will promote the widespread adoption of allogeneic islet transplantation with reduced 

need for immunosuppression. 

4.2 Unique Findings on Human Islet Biology and Pathogenesis of Diabetes Based on Human Islet 

Studies 

Research activities on pancreatic islet cell biology and its applications in health and disease are 

increasing rapidly, and this trend is expected to continue over the next few years. This is fueled by 

multiple factors, including the increasing global prevalence of diabetes and the resulting 

intensified focus on the disease mechanisms of diabetes. The widespread adoption of the human 
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beta cell line EndoC-βH1 [99], increased accessibility to human islets as a research tool, as well as 

rapid advances in stem cell platforms to generate insulin-producing beta cells from human 

pluripotent stem cells, have also driven the progress made in studying beta cell functions. Human 

islets can reveal important biological aspects that are not possible in other isolated cell models. 

For example, human islets are known to comprise of 30–40% alpha cells interspersed among the 

beta cells, whereas in rodents, alpha cells only constitute ~10% of the islets and are found on the 

periphery of a beta cell core [8]. 

4.2.1 Regeneration of Human Beta Cells 

Mature adult human beta cells are known to have particularly low proliferation rates, possibly 

due to age-related changes in cell cycle blockage and silencing of proliferative signaling molecules 

and genes that are essential for cell replication [100, 101]. Several groups have attempted to 

develop strategies to regenerate human beta cells to tackle diabetes. One study used human islets 

to show that beta cells can be induced to proliferate at a faster rate both in vitro and in vivo by 

synergistic inhibition of the DYRK1A and TGFβ superfamily signaling pathways. The authors 

demonstrated that the inhibition of these pathways by pharmacological agents may not only 

increase the number of beta cells but also their differentiation markers, in islets from both non-

diabetic and T2D donors [102]. The detailed mechanistic studies using human islets highlighted an 

increase in the proliferation rate of beta cells following the disruption of SMAD-mediated 

activation of the cell cycle inhibitors CDKN1A and CDKN1C. The authors also demonstrated that 

the combination of DYRK1A and TGFβ superfamily inhibitors induced proliferation in an in vivo 

setting, when the human islets were transplanted into mice. However, as these small molecules 

also target cell types other than beta cells, development of beta cell-specific compounds is needed 

to avoid off-target adverse effects. Other approaches for the regeneration of endogenous beta 

cells include genetic silencing of the cell cycle inhibitors p18 and p21 in human islet cells to 

promote the entry of quiescent adult human beta cells into the cell cycle [103]. Another strategy 

for the regeneration of beta cells involves the conversion of non-beta cells such as alpha cells and 

ductal cells into beta cells, although these studies have mainly been validated only in animal 

models [104, 105]. Together, these studies have highlighted the possibility of restoring the mass 

and function of beta cells in T2D. In several cases, primary human islets remain the gold standard 

cell model for study. However, as the data from human islets tend to be noisy due variabilities in 

islet preparations, the functional or mechanistic studies using human islets are often 

supplemented with other models, or involve the use of very large sample sizes. In a study by Wang 

et al., more than 100 human islet samples (obtained from IIDP) were used [102]. 

4.2.2 Understanding the Regulation of the Glycemic Set Point in Humans 

A study by Rodriguez et al. demonstrated that non-human islet cells do not necessarily 

recapitulate human biology. This study involved the use of human islets to determine the glycemic 

set point in humans [106]. As different animal species have different glycemic set points, the study 

showed that it was necessary to use human islets to determine the mechanisms regulating the 

glycemic set point in humans. The study compared the outcomes from experimental 

xenotransplantation of islets from human donors, mice, and cynomolgus monkeys into 

immunodeficient nude mice. The authors demonstrated that the pancreatic islets alone were 
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enough to robustly impose its glycemic set point; in other words, they established their target 

normoglycemic value in the recipient species. Strikingly, islets from all three species imposed 

different non-fasting glycemic levels. In contrast to mouse islets, human islets required the 

cooperation and interaction of both alpha cells and beta cells to fine-tune insulin secretion and 

maintain normoglycemia. 

4.2.3 Human Beta and Alpha Cell Function in Disease States 

In addition to the use of islets from healthy cadaveric donors, access to islets from diabetic 

donors presents an immensely valuable opportunity. Brissova et al. were able to obtain islets from 

eight T1D donors to study the molecular and functional profiles of beta and alpha cells from T1D 

patients [107]. The study reported that the rare residual beta cells that were found in the islets 

appeared to retain their insulin secretory function at a similar level to that of the normal islets. On 

the other hand, glucagon secretion from alpha cells was impaired, possibly due to changes in the 

expression of genes governing the identity and exocytotic machinery of alpha cells. Thus, diabetic 

islets facilitated the study of the functional capacity and molecular alterations of the alpha cells 

and residual beta cells in the context of T1D, which would otherwise have been impossible in non-

diabetic islets. 

Another study performed RNA sequencing of human islets from normoglycemic donors (n=81) 

and donors that were chronically exposed to hyperglycemia in pre-diabetes or T2D (n=35), in 

order to identify changes in the gene expression profile as a result of chronic hyperglycemia [108]. 

The authors also exposed a subset of these islets to short-term (up to 24 h) high glucose 

concentrations in vitro, in order to rule out genes that were affected by acute glucose exposure. 

They reported that genes such as ERO1B, which encodes an oxidoreductase that controlled 

protein folding in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), may be causally involved in T2D pathogenesis. 

These data provided a catalog of gene expression changes in human pancreatic islets upon acute 

and chronic glucose exposures, facilitating future studies of causal mechanisms in T2D. 

4.2.4 Omics Studies of Human Islets 

The characterization of human islets using systems biology approaches has also progressed 

rapidly in recent years. Researchers have established comprehensive biobanks of human islets 

from organ donors, often including both non-diabetic and diabetic individuals to facilitate the 

analysis of genetics, transcriptomics, and epigenomics, in order to understand the physiology and 

pathophysiology of beta cells. The IMIDIA (Innovative Medicines Initiative for Diabetes) 

consortium in Europe performed comparative analyses of a large collection of islet transcriptome 

data collected from 116 non-diabetic and 55 T2D donors, and identified novel and known gene 

targets that were dysregulated in T2D and that influenced beta cell insulin secretion[10]. Network 

analyses identified additional transcription factors that were potential drivers of the dysregulated 

beta cell gene signatures in T2D. Access to a large biobank of human islets with next-generation 

sequencing and phenotypic characterization data also facilitated the targeted studies of diabetes-

associated genetic variants in islets [109-111]. For instance, RNA sequencing and high density 

genotyping were performed on 118 human islet samples (from Oxford and Edmonton) to generate 

expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) data [111]. The overlapping of a subset of these islet 

eQTLs with known T2D risk and/or glycemic trait loci from genome-wide association studies 
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(GWAS) revealed putative effector transcripts whose expression levels could be altered to 

influence T2D risk. The authors then focused on one such candidate, ZMIZ1, and showed that its 

upregulation reduced glucose-induced insulin secretion due to the impairment of insulin 

exocytosis. In another study on the T2D-associated locus PAM, insulin secretion was found to be 

significantly reduced in islets from carriers that were heterozygous for the low-frequency 

rs35658696 risk variant, compared to matched controls (n=16 in each group) [109]. The 

measurements of exocytosis from dispersed human islets revealed that beta cells from risk variant 

carriers showed altered insulin granule release dynamics under glucose stimulatory conditions. 

These studies on human islets helped establish the previously unknown mechanisms through 

which the T2D-linked effector transcripts influence beta cell function, thus contributing to T2D risk. 

Therefore, access to tissues from donors of Asian descent [73] and other minorities may provide 

new opportunities to study ethnicity-specific disease-associated variants.   

Several studies have now reported chromatin maps and other islet-specific epigenetic 

signatures from human islets, including chromatin state [112, 113], DNA methylation [114, 115], 

histone marks [116, 117], and transcription factor binding sites [117]. Together with the available 

genomic and transcriptomic data, this information can now be integrated to form a 

comprehensive picture of the genomic and epigenomic landscape of islets, and identify the 

regulatory pathways through which genetic variation can influence the T2D susceptibility in 

relevant tissues. 

4.2.5 Findings from Single Cell RNA Sequencing Studies 

Apart from bulk analyses of human islets, advances in high-throughput single cell analysis 

techniques have facilitated the investigation of a gene or protein expression patterns at a single 

cell level. The islet is an interesting structure to study because of its composition of multiple 

endocrine cell types (beta, alpha, delta, PP, and epsilon cells) and the still incompletely-

understood complex interactions between these cell types that contribute to the overall 

functionality of the islet. Recently, single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-Seq) has been used by 

various groups of researchers to identify cell-type-specific as well as overlapping transcriptional 

profiles within the islet, and to compare patterns of gene expression between healthy and T2D 

states [73, 118-121]. One group also used mass cytometry with up to 24 different labels to 

simultaneously quantify the expression of different endocrine cell type markers and proliferation 

markers at protein level [122]. In this study, the authors evaluated the single-cell expression 

patterns from 20 human islet samples of different age groups, and reported that alpha cells 

exhibited higher basal proliferation and replication potential in response to mitogenic signals, 

compared to the other major endocrine cell types [122]. The authors also identified multiple beta 

cell states, including a small cluster showing high expression of the proliferative marker Ki67. 

There has also been growing interest in the characterization of additional pancreatic cell types 

(such as acinar and ductal cells) from the same human donor in order to improve the overall 

understanding of human pancreas function. Segerstolpe et al. identified two subpopulations of 

acinar cells, one of which was marked by the high expression of inflammatory response genes, 

which could be responsible for immunological responses to environmental signals [119]. 

Furthermore, Baron et al. reported the presence of multiple subpopulations of ductal cells that 
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were also spatially separated and were thus likely to correspond to different functional 

specializations in the human pancreas [123].  

Importantly, it has been consistently reported across studies on single cells that each cell type 

population, especially the beta cells, possess remarkable heterogeneity. A better understanding of 

beta cell heterogeneity and how different beta cell subtypes influence beta cell function or 

regeneration might be critical to tackling diabetes [124]. Studies analyzing the differential gene 

expression in pancreatic cells of healthy and T2D subjects have highlighted ER stress pathways and 

other genes that were not known to be involved in islet cell growth or function but are now 

potential candidates for therapeutic targeting, and have described the previously 

underappreciated role of delta cells in  islet dysfunction in T2D [118-120, 123].   

4.2.6 Functional Imaging of Human Beta Cells  

Functional imaging is another method that has been frequently employed to study the biology 

of human islets at single-cell resolution in both intact and dispersed islets. As both insulin and 

glucagon exocytosis from the beta cells and alpha cells respectively is preceded by calcium influx, 

calcium flux assays using calcium dyes or recombinant calcium probes are performed to determine 

the dynamics of calcium in response to changes in glucose levels as a proxy for islet cell function 

[125, 126]. Exocytotic events may also be studied using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) 

microscopy to track individual insulin granule fusion in the beta cells of intact human islets [127, 

128]. Another approach that facilitates the longitudinal and non-invasive functional imaging of 

islet cells in an in vivo environment involves the transplantation of isolated human islets into the 

anterior chamber (AC) of the mouse eye followed by microscopic analysis [129]. This technique 

allows the engraftment and subsequent innervation and vascularization of islets, at least in rodent 

models. One study that employed this methodology was able to characterize the 3-dimensional 

architecture and intra-islet arrangement of alpha and beta cells with respect to the vascular 

network and surrounding endothelial cells [130]. These powerful imaging techniques have 

facilitated investigations of individual islet cell function, with spatial as well as a temporal 

resolution within the architecture of the entire islet. Future studies will likely focus on more 

functional imaging of the islets and on the combination of functional studies with multi-omics 

analyses. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

It is evident that there is an increasing demand for human islets for both clinical transplantation 

and research, and although there are presently more facilities than ever before, setup costs are 

high and there remains a shortage in supply. Despite efforts to standardize the protocols for the 

isolation and assessment of human islets, the overall quality of islet preparations and the reported 

characteristics of these islets can be highly variable. These variations contribute to differences in 

clinical outcomes after transplantation and difficulties in interpreting and comparing data across 

different research studies [64, 131, 132]. Therefore, emphasis should be placed on developing 

more sophisticated standards and criteria to standardize the isolation procedures and assessment 

metrics [131], and to establish larger collaborative multi-center networks around core islet 

isolation facilities, in order to circumvent the inconsistency issues [22]. Such efforts will encourage 

more collaborative studies and enable human islet experiments to be validated across multiple 
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centers [133]. As we improve our understanding of the constitution of a functional islet, 

researchers are also using this information to actively develop novel strategies to improve islet 

function, and devise alternatives to human islets for therapy and/or research by using human 

pluripotent stem cell platforms to ‘manufacture’ human islets [134] or through 

xenotransplantation [98, 135]. Overall, numerous outstanding clinical and basic research studies 

on human islets have been carried out, some of which were beyond the scope of this review. 

Continued accessibility to functional human islets of high quality and novel initiatives that 

facilitate the sharing of knowledge and expertise may significantly improve global patient and 

research outcomes. 
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Abstract 

Background: Purified bacterial collagenase and protease enzymes are commonly used to 

recover human islets from clinical grade pancreata for subsequent clinical islet 

transplantation. The high cost of purified enzymes can be prohibitive for recovering human 
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islets from research pancreata used for translational research or pre-clinical studies. In this 

study, we successfully isolated islets from human research pancreata using enriched 

collagenase products supplemented with BP Protease (DE Collagenase 800 or Collagenase 

Gold-BP Protease mixtures) that cost significantly less than purified collagenase-protease 

enzymes used for clinical islet isolation. 

Methods: Defined, enriched collagenase products (DE Collagenase 800 and Collagenase Gold) 

with a purity comparable to purified clinical collagenase blends (> 85% purity) were 

prepared from Clostridium histolyticum culture supernatants. These products contained 

primarily intact class I (C1) and class II (C2) at about a 75:25 C1:C2 ratio as determined by 

analytical anion exchange chromotography. Enriched collagenase-BP Protease mixtures were 

used at either 19,000-48,000 or 32,500-78,800 neutral protease U (NP U) per g pancreas, 

and hereafter referred to as low or high protease enzyme mixtures. Each enzyme mixture 

was diluted up to 350 mL of HBSS and used in a modified Ricordi procedure with isolations 

performed at three different islet processing centers. 

Results: Comparison of the biochemical characteristics of enriched collagenase to the 

purified collagenase products showed the enriched product is comparable and in some cases 

superior to those higher priced purified collagenase products. The mean post-purification 

islet yields from three different centers were 4444 and 4261 IEQ/g pancreas when using the 

high and low protease enzyme mixtures, respectively. The mean stimulation indices 

calculated after analysis of glucose-stimulated insulin release were 2.68 and 2.11 when using 

the high and low protease enzyme mixtures, respectively. 

Conclusions: The use of a low cost enriched collagenase products with biochemical 

characteristics comparable to purified collagenase enzymes were shown to be as effective in 

human islet isolation as higher priced products. These data indicate that using enzyme 

mixtures with high Wunsch activity (measurement of C2 collagenase) may not be required 

for successful human islet isolation. The amount of Wunsch activity/g tissue can be reduced 

to 25-50% of the amount currently used by some islet transplant centers for isolating human 

islets. Further studies are needed to validate enzyme compositions required for successful 

human islet isolation. 

Keywords  

Islet isolation; islet transplantation; low-cost enzyme; enriched; intact C1 collagenase; C1/C2 

collagenases ratio; research pancreas; collagenase; thermolysin; neutral protease; BP-

protease 

 

1. Introduction 

The success of human islet transplantation as a therapy to manage adult patients with type 1 

diabetes is dependent on recovering a sufficient number of islets from a human pancreas for 

transplant [1, 2]. The major constraint to recover islets was the inability to find a reliable source of 

Clostridium histolyticum collagenase required to release islets from pancreatic tissue. Ricordi and 

colleagues successfully used Collagenase P [3], a crude collagenase initially manufactured and sold 
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by Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals in 1990. However, there were limitations for using this 

product. Only about 30% of these lots could be used for this application and the shelf life ranged 

from 12 to 18 months before the ability to recover islets was lost [4]. This resulted in many 

laboratories spending significant amounts of time to prescreen new lots of collagenase products 

prior to purchase. 

The development of Liberase-HI purified enzyme blend by Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals 

in 1994 and its subsequent modifications showed that a consistent collagenase product could be 

manufactured for this application [5]. The product manufactured after 2002 contained 

approximately 2000 Wunsch Units (WU) of purified collagenase that was mixed in a 60:40 class I: 

class II collagenase ratio with purified thermolysin. Liberase-HI set a new standard for enzymes 

used to isolate human islets and contributed to the success of Edmonton Protocol [6]. The high 

cost of the Liberase-HI product reflected the cost when a multi-step process was required for 

enzyme purification. The first step resulted in enrichment of collagenase; the second, separation 

of the contaminating clostripain from the collagenase; and the third, separating class 1 (C1) from 

class II (C2) collagenase [7]. The final enzyme mixture was prepared by adding purified C1:C2 in a 

60:40 ratio to purified thermolysin [5]. 

New knowledge of the collagenase requirements for human islet isolation indicate that the 

requirements can be relaxed for the following reasons. A recent study showed a wide range of 

C1:C2 ratios were equally effective in human islet isolation [8]. The structure-function of C. 

histolyticum collagenase is known and the ability of different molecular forms of collagenase to 

degrade native collagen has been defined. And lastly, a hypothetical model has been proposed 

describing how collagenase and protease release cells from tissue. The model emphasizes the use 

of intact C1 and C2 collagenase will be the most efficient reagent for degrading the extracellular 

matrix and that the narrow specificity of enriched or purified collagenase enables excess 

collagenase to be used in the cell isolation procedure [9]. 

The new knowledge was incorporated into the manufacture of the enriched collagenase 

products used in the DE Collagenase 800 and Collagenase Gold products used in this report. The 

results from this report confirm an earlier report demonstrating the effectiveness of collagenase 

Gold and BP Protease (BPP) to recover islets from human tissue [10]. It extends this report by 

showing the biochemical characteristics of these enzymes compared with the current purified 

enzymes and demonstrates the effectiveness of DE-800 and Gold-BPP enzyme mixtures which 

were tested at three different islet processing centers to confirm the efficacy of low cost enriched 

collagenase on islet yield and functions. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Donor Pancreas  

Human cadaveric donor pancreases (n=15) were obtained through organ procurement 

organizations from brain-dead donors after informed consent had been obtained as part of 

multiorgan procurement. The procured pancreases were shipped in the cold University of 

Wisconsin solution or histidine tryptophane ketoglutarate from the donor center to the islet 

isolation laboratory. Islet isolations were performed at three different islet isolation centers to 

study the efficacy of low-cost enriched collagenase with a fixed amount of either low or higher 
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dose of BPP on islet yield. The islet isolation centers are University of Louisville (UL), University of 

Arizona (UA), and University of California, San Francisco (UCSF). 

2.1.1 Islet Isolation Enzymes  

Enriched C. histolyticum collagenase and purified BPP were obtained from a commercial 

supplier (VitaCyte, Indianapolis IN). The enriched collagenase was prepared by minimal processing 

of a C. histolyticum culture supernatant that contained predominately collagenase and low 

amounts of C. histolyticum neutral protease and clostripain. The neutral protease was removed in 

a subsequent processing step, resulting in minimal contamination of this preparation with 

clostripain. Two different enriched collagenase products, DE Collagenase 800 (DE-800) and 

Collagenase Gold, 1 g pack size (Gold), were used in this study. Both products used the same 

collagenase preparation for manufacturing the product with the only difference being the addition 

of 18mg (≈ 2.88 million NP Units) of purified BPP to the DE-800 product. The enriched collagenase 

used in either product contained approximately 420 mg of enriched collagenase at a ≈ 75:25 C1:C2 

ratio and a small amount of clostripain contamination. These products also contained a non-

mammalian peptide excipient. The excipient protected the collagenase from proteolytic 

degradation during storage and provided additional mass that enabled the product to be readily 

weighed out prior to use. 

VitaCyte also supplied CIzyme Collagenase HA (Collagenase HA), a purified natural C. 

histolyticum collagenase product with a 60:40 class I (C1) to class II (C2) collagenase ratio. BPP is a 

purified neutral protease obtained after purification from a Paenbaccillus polymyxa culture 

supernatant (1.1 million NP U per bottle). P. polymyxa is an animal origin free product, using 

culture media containing only plant-based media components. Both products were supplied as 

lyophilized proteins. 

Liberase MTF (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis IN) and Collagenase NB-1, Premium Grade 

(Nordmark Biochemicals, Utersen, Germany) were obtained from other islet isolation groups as 

reconstituted frozen enzyme solutions for enzyme characterization. 

2.1.2 Enzyme Characterization  

The samples used for enzymatic analysis were diluted to 1 A280 U/mL so that equivalent 

specific enzyme activities (U/A280 U) could be determined. Collagenase activity was measured by 

a fluorescent microplate collagen degradation activity assay [11], the Wunsch assay [12], and a 

spectrophotometric microplate modification to the FALGPA Assay [13]. Neutral protease activity 

was measured by a fluorescent kinetic microplate assay using FITC-human serum albumin as 

substrate [14] or by a spectrophotometric assay using succinyl casein as substrate [15]. In the 

latter assay, enzyme units are expressed as μmoles of amino groups liberated per min. Analytical 

anion exchange chromatography was performed as previously described [16]. Purified C. 

histolyticum C1 and C2 internal standards were used to verify the location of the intact C1 and C2 

peaks detected in the collagenase products. 

2.2 Human Islet Isolation 

Islet isolations were performed using standard protocol as previously reported [17]. On arrival, 

the pancreas was trimmed, cannulated, and distended with digestive enzymes. DE-800 or Gold-
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BPP enzyme mixtures were used to digest the pancreas and are referred to below as high protease 

or low protease enzyme mixtures. This designation is based on the amount of protease product 

used per g of pancreas. DE 800 contains 2.88 million NP U whereas the Gold-BPP mixture contains 

2.2 million NP U. Each enzyme mixture was diluted in 350 mL in Hanks balanced salt solution for 

whole pancreas isolation. After ductal perfusion of the enzymes, the pancreas was digested in a 

Ricordi chamber using a modification of Ricordi's semi-automated method. The digested tissue 

was then purified by continuous iodixanol (OptiPrep; Axis-Shield, Oslo, Norway) density gradient 

with a COBE-2991 cell processor (Terumo BCT, Lakewood, CO). The purified islets were cultured in 

CMRL-1066 supplemented medium (Corning/Mediatech Inc., Manassas, VA) for the indicated 

number of days prior to functional testing. The research pancreata were either untreated or were 

persufflated (Persufflation is a way of delivering oxygen to the entire organ throughout 

preservation by using its native vasculature) prior to performing the islet isolation procedure. 

These isolations were performed at three different institutions. 

2.3 Islet Quality Assessment 

Isolated islets from both enzyme products (DE-800 and Gold) were assessed for viability using 

fluorescein diacetate/propidium iodide [18]. Islet potency was monitored by oxygen consumption 

rate (OCR/DNA) measurement [19]. A glucose-stimulated insulin release (GSIR) test was used to 

assess the islet functional quality and subsequently the stimulation index was calculated [20]. 

2.4 Statistical Analysis 

All results were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation, except for OCR/DNA 

measurements were expressed as mean ± standard error. Islet yield obtained from low or high 

dose protease enzyme mixtures were analyzed by paired or unpaired student t-test. Statistical 

significance for the analysis was set at p<0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1 Characterization of the Enriched Collagenase (DE 800 and Collagenase Gold) Products and 

Comparison to Other Purified Collagenase Products  

Figure 1 presents the anion exchange chromatographic profile, the C1:C2 ratio derived from 

this analysis, and the specific CDA and Wunsch activities for Collagenase Gold, Collagenase HA, 

purified collagenase from a Liberase MTF kit, and NB-1 Collagenase. The first major peak from this 

analysis is C2 collagenase followed by a second major C1 collagenase peak. Symmetrical peaks 

indicate a uniform molecular form of collagenase in the product. Multiple molecular forms of C1 

are resolved in this analysis whereas C2 collagenase typically is a symmetrical peak. These results 

show symmetrical collagenase peaks were obtained with the Collagenase HA and Collagenase 

Gold products (Figure 1A and 1B). The similar specific CDA reflects differences in the C1:C2 ratios. 

Collagenase HA is prepared by combining purified C1 and C2 at a 60:40 mass ratio whereas C1:C2 

ratio in Collagenase Gold reflects the ratio of collagenase present in the C. histolyticum culture 

supernatant. Here, there is a lower percentage of C2 collagenase as reflected by the lower specific 

Wunsch activity (Figure 1B). 
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The Roche MTF collagenase has a doublet C2 peak and a symmetrical C1 peak. This same 

pattern was observed in a different lot of Roche MTF collagenase (Figure 1C). The specific Wunsch 

activity is similar to that found in Collagenase HA while the specific CDA was about 25% lower than 

that found in the Collagenase HA or Gold products. 

 

Figure 1 High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis illustrates differences 

between collagenase obtained from VitaCyte, Roche, and Serva enzyme suppliers. (A) 

Collagenase HA; (B) Collagenase Gold from VitaCyte; (C) Mammalian Tissue Free (MTF) 

Collagenase from Roche; (D) NB-1 Collagenase from Serva. 

The NB-1 Collagenase had an unknown peak migrating ahead of the C2 peak. The asymmetrical 

C1 collagenase peak indicates the presence of C1b on the back shoulder of the intact C1 peak and 

an adjoining smaller peak that likely represents C1c collagenase (Figure 1D). The C1b and C1c 

peaks contain truncated C1 where the carboxy terminal collagen binding domain is lost by 

proteolytic degradation [21]. Truncated C1 forms also have a lower specific CDA as reflected by 

the lower specific CDA found in the NB-1 Collagenase product. The lower specific Wunsch activity 

in the NB-1 Collagenase product likely reflects the presence of other contaminants in this product. 

3.2 Efficiency of Using Enriched Collagenase with BP Protease for Human Islet Isolation 

Islet isolation outcomes from three different centers, utilizing enriched collagenase with high 

and low doses of protease are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 summarizes the results 

from 8 islet isolations utilizing DE 800 enzyme containing a high protease dose (18 mg of BPP per 

vial) to process pancreases from donors ranging from 31 to 69 years. A very low Wunsch activity 

per g pancreas was used for isolation, ranging from 5.9 to 14.2 per g pancreas. The characteristics 
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of these digests (digestion time, islet morphology, pellet size) were comparable to those using a 

standard dose of purified collagenase enzymes. The average post-purification islet yield obtained 

was 4444 IEQ/g pancreas (ranges from 3,590 to 8,820 IEQ/g pancreas). 

Table 1 Islet isolation outcome using collagenase DE 800 (high dose of BP-protease). 

No. of isolations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Average 

Age (yrs.) 69.0 33.0 58.0 37.0 31.0 32.0 40.0 31.0 42.8 ± 14.1 

Height (cm) 178.0 160.0 156.0 155.0 168.0 180.0 175.0 157.0 165.7 ± 9.8 

Body weight (kg) 88.1 79.5 54.0 70.0 51.7 88.0 47.0 75.0 70.1 ± 15.6 

Body mass index 
(kg/m2) 

27.8 31.1 22.2 29.1 18.3 27.1 15.4 30.4 25.6 ± 5.6 

Persufflation time (hr) 20.4 10.8 19.0 NA NA NA NA NA 16.7 ± 5.1 

Cold ischemia time (hr)* 21.4 12.8 20.5 10.3 6.2 12.0 6.8 7.2 12.0 ± 5.5 

Trimmed pancreas 
weight (g) 

126.2 81.9 56.6 52.0 104.0 109.0 83.2 106.0 92.0 ± 25.3 

Wunsch Unit/g tissue 5.9 9.0 13.0 14.2 7.1 6.8 8.9 7.0 8.97 ± 3.6 

Neutral Protease Unit/g 
pancreas 

32,472 50,006 72,398 78,788 39,394 37,587 49,225 38,651 
49,815 

±17,043 

Digestion time (Phase I) 
(min) 

17 20 16 15 26 22 16 13 18.3 ± 4.0 

Undigested tissue (g) 33.6 24.7 11.0 1.2 23.0 20.0 31.9 43.3 30.3 ± 23.5 

Undigested tissue (%) 26.6 30 19.4 2.3 22 18.3 38.3 40.8 30.4 ± 20.5 

Digest islet 
number/pancreas 

351,00
0 

512,00
0 

370,00
0 

364,00
0 

378,00
0 

499,00
0 

324,00
0 

270,00
0 

383,500 
±82,742 

Digest islet 
equivalent/pancreas 

572,20
0 

722,60
0 

497,40
0 

340,75
1 

456,27
1 

391,26
0 

314,40
0 

540,00
0 

479,360 
±134,434 

Digest islet equivalent/g 
pancreas 

4,535 8,820 8,790 6,553 4,387 3,590 3,777 5,094 5,693 ± 2,124 

Embedded Islet (%) 2.0 0.0 1.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 11.0 ± 11.4 

Tissue volume (ml) 15.0 22.0 15.0 20.0 35.0 45.0 23.0 25.0 23.8 ± 10.1 

Post-purification islet 
equivalent/pancreas 

663,70
0 

454,60
0 

343,70
0 

309,35
8 

460,93
3 

387,21
7 

224,90
0 

215,50
0 

382,488 
±146,398 

Post-purification islet 
equivalent/g pancreas 

5,260 5,549 6,074 5,949 4,432 3,552 2,702 2,033 4,444 ± 1,533 

Viability by FDA/PI (%) NA NA NA 86 89 80 98.6 98.4 92.0 ± 7.7 

GSIR Stimulation index 1.76 NA 1.74 2.9 3.2 2.7 2.28 4.18 2.69 ± 0.7 

OCR/DNA ± SEM 
212.0 
±2.8 

172.4 
±14.9 

134.9 
±8.0 

NA NA 
125.5 
±7.2 

133.8 
±3.9 

140.4 
±4.7 

153 ± 5.0 
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Table 2 summarized the results from 7 islet isolations using Gold enzyme with a low protease 

dose (13.8 mg of BPP per vial) to process pancreases from donors ranging from 34 to 56 years. A 

low Wunsch activity/g pancreas was used for isolation, on average 9.8 ± 4.2 (ranging from 6.2 to 

19.0). The characteristics of these digests were comparable to those using a standard dose or 

purified collagenase enzymes. The average post-purification islet yield obtained was 4261 IEQ/g 

tissue (ranging from 2,867 to 8,465 IEQ/g pancreas). 

Table 2 Islet isolation outcome using collagenase gold with low dose of BP-protease. 

No. of isolations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Average 

Age (yrs.) 44.0 36.0 52.0 34.0 37.0 56.0 42.0 43.0 ± 8.3 

Height (cm) 170.2 173.0 152.0 183.0 162.5 170.0 167.0 168.2 ± 9.5 

Body weight (kg) 59.4 118.0 44.9 126.1 73.0 121.0 97.7 91.4 ± 32.5 

Body mass index (kg/m
2
) 20.6 39.4 19.4 37.7 26.8 41.9 34.2 31.4 ± 9.1 

Persufflation time (hr) Na NA NA 3.3 18.7 3.0 3.0 7.0 ± 7.7 

Cold ischemia time (hr)* 8.8 14.5 15.5 16.3 24.8 9.4 11.0 14.3 ± 5.4 

Trimmed pancreas weight 

(g) 
69.0 82.0 40.0 121.7 77.3 147.2 92.9 90.0 ± 35.2 

Wunsch Unit/g tissue 11.0 9.3 19.0 6.2 7.8 8.2 7.4 9.84 ± 4.2 

Neutral Protease Unit/g 

pancreas 
27,698 23,307 47,779 19,146 24,110 25,343 28,868 28,036 ± 9,261 

Digestion time - Phase I 

(min) 
19.0 20.0 18.0 21.0 18.0 14.0 14.0 17.7 ± 2.75 

Undigested tissue (g) 10.0 10.0 5.0 70.3 31.4 28.1 30.0 26.4 ± 22.2 

Undigested tissue (%) 14.4 12.1 12.5 57.7 40.5 19.0 32.3 26.9 ± 17.3 

Digest islet 

number/pancreas 
307,000 207,000 166,000 210,500 227,000 346,500 309,000 

253,286 ± 

67,033 

Digest islet 

equivalent/pancreas 
452,892 291,923 338,600 381,500 346,030 509,420 266,183 

369,507 ± 

86,481 

Digest islet equivalent /g 

pancreas 
6,563 3,560 8,465 3,134 4,474 3,462 2,867 4,646 ± 2,094 

Embedded Islet (%) 15.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 10.0 7.5 5.0 8.9 ± 3.4 

Tissue volume (ml) 50.0 40.0 15.0 25.0 15.0 30.0 20.0 27.9 ± 13.1 

Post-purification islet 

equivalent/pancreas 
414,402 286,656 321,000 312,200 327,495 425,010 242,800 

332,795 ± 

65,806 

Post-purification islet 

equivalent/g pancreas 
6,005 3,496 8,025 2,564 4,234 2,888 2,615 4,261 ± 2,052 

Viability by FDA/PI (%) 92.1 83.6 84.7 72.7 74.3 90.3 87.2 83.6 ± 7.4 

GSIR Stimulation index 3.0 1.8 1.9 1.2 1.2 2.6 3.1 2.1 ± 0.7 

OCR/DNA ± SEM 
123.4 ± 

5.3 
NA NA 

132.7 ± 

1.5 

135.7 ± 

5.0 

154.4 ± 

2.4 

147.5 ± 

4.8 
138.6 ± 12.3 
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Overall, our results from both enriched collagenase (DE 800 and Gold) combined with high and 

low dose BPP recovered greater than 4000 IEQ/g from research pancreases, irrespective of donor 

characteristics. Similarly, there was no impact on islet yield for organs that had been persufflated, 

and the results obtained from this study were comparable to studies utilizing purified enzymes for 

human islet isolation (Table 3). 

Table 3 Summary of human islet yields from selected reports. 

Institution Reference n 

Mean IEQ ± 1 SD* 

or SEM
#
/g 

pancreas 

Enzyme used (N/S = 
Nordmark/Serva) 

University of 
Louisville & 
others 

This report 
8 4444 ± 1533* DE Collagenase 800 

7 4261 ± 2052* Collagenase Gold/ BP Protease 

City of Hope 
Khiatah, B.  
et al., 2018 
*10+ 

8 3503 ± 729
#
 Collagenase Gold/BP Protease 

48 3551 ± 312
#
 Roche MTF 

15 2918 ± 276
#
 N/S NB-1 Collagenase/NB Protease 

University of 
Minnesota 

Balamurug
an, A.N. et 
al., 2012 
*17+ 

24 2202 ± 1403* 
N/S GMP Grade NB-1 Collagenase & 
NB Protease 

5 1635 ± 726* 
N/S Premium Grade NB-1 
Collagenase/NB Protease 

4 2217 ± 1405* Roche MTF 

37 3467 ± 1698* VC Collagenase HA/Thermolysin 

12 5329 ± 2519* 
NEM: VC Collagenase HA & Serva NB 
Protease 

University of 
Alberta 

O’Gorman, 
D. et al.,  
2010 *22+ 

17 4249 ± 424
#
 Roche MTF 

24 3836 ± 390
#
 N/S GMP Grade NB-1 

University of 
Uppsala 

Brandhorst
, H. et al.,  
2009 *23+ 

101 4010 ± 232
#
 Liberase HI 

96 2979 ± 149
#
 N/S NB-1 collagenase & NB Protease 

3.3 Functional Assessment of Islets Isolated Using Enriched Collagenase 

Quality control results for islets isolated from enriched collagenase with high and low dose 

protease showed the following (Table 1 and Table 2): the average islet viability by the fluorescein 

diacetate/propidium iodide method were 92±7.7 and 84±7.4, and the average stimulation index in 

glucose stimulated release assay were 2.7±0.8 and 2.1±0.8. The average oxygen consumption 

rates of the islet preparation were 153±7 and 139±12, respectively. 
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4. Discussion 

The need for sufficient number of functional islets for successful allo-islet transplantation led 

commercial enzyme manufacturers to develop multi-step purification procedures to separate 

collagenase from other contaminants found in C. histolyticum culture supernatants [24-26]. These 

additional processing steps led to sale of purified collagenase that was priced three to four times 

higher than the traditional crude or enriched collagenase products. The open question does this 

increased cost required for human islet isolation add value for those researchers who require 

human islets for translational research or pre-clinical research studies? And, if no, are there other 

alternative products that can be used for this application? 

The islet isolation group at the University of Illinois Chicago, frustrated by the inconsistency in 

performance of higher priced, purified collagenase enzymes, pre-screened and pre-filtered lots of 

Sigma Type V crude collagenase for human islet isolation [27]. Four different lots of Type V 

collagenase were pretreated by passing the reconstituted enzyme through 0.8, 0.45, and 0.22 μm 

filters. Forty percent of these materials could not pass through the 0.8 μm filter and were not used 

for islet isolation. All other materials passed through all the filters and were used for human islet 

isolation. Endotoxin contamination was determined on the diluted enzyme solution [27]. 

This group compared results from 42 and 52 human islet isolations using the Nordmark/Serva 

NB-1 Collagenase and NB Protease and pre-filtered Sigma Type V collagenase, respectively and 

found no difference in the human islet isolation results as assessed by islet yield per pancreas or 

per g of tissue; islet size distribution; islets isolated in the high purity fraction after density 

gradient purification; islet viability; or glucose stimulated insulin secretion [27]. Type V had 

significantly lower endotoxin contamination and was significantly more efficient in digesting 

human pancreas than the Nordmark/Serva enzymes. All lots of Type V collagenase worked for this 

application but there was no mention of the relationship of enzyme activities listed on the 

Certificate of Analysis to the islet isolation results. Nor is it clear what is meant by 40% rejection of 

bottles used in the study which will impact the cost effectiveness of using this enzyme for human 

islet isolation [27]. 

The present report confirms and extends an earlier report that showed Collagenase Gold and 

BPP were as effective as collagenase-protease enzymes supplied by Roche’s MTF kit or 

Nordmark/Serva NB-1 Collagenase/NB Protease enzymes [10]. These authors found the 

Collagenase Gold-BPP mixtures recovered islets with significantly higher viability than those 

obtained using the Roche or Nordmark/Serva products. The authors recommended the use of this 

product for isolating islets for human research studies based on product performance and cost per 

isolation [10]. 

The human islet yields from this study and prior reports are listed in Table 3. The human islet 

yields obtained with low-cost DE 800 or Collagenase Gold-BPP enzyme mixtures are comparable 

and in some cases superior to those obtained using higher priced, purified collagenase-protease 

enzyme mixtures for human islet isolation. The surprising finding is that in six of eight islet 

isolations using DE 800 and five of seven isolations using Collagenase Gold/BPP, < 10 WU/g tissue 

were used to digest the tissue. A prior report using purified collagenase and BPP found that 12 

WU/g tissue at a 60:40 C1:C2 ratio gave significantly lower islet yields per g tissue and a higher 

percentage of undigested tissue (n=5) when compared to results from those isolations using 20 

WU/g tissue [20]. The result in the present report may reflect the higher C1:C2 ratio (75:25) where 
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the majority of the C1 is intact enzyme. A prior report using recombinant collagenase and BPP 

found that a wide range of C1:C2 ratios (55:45 to 38:62) had no influence on islet yields [8]. 

Further experiments will need to be performed to confirm this observation. 

The effectiveness of low-cost DE 800 and Collagenase Gold/BPP enzyme mixtures reflects the 

biochemical characteristics of these enzymes which are comparable and in some cases superior to 

purified enzymes supplied by other manufacturers (Figure 1). This analysis was performed on 

reconstituted-frozen purified collagenase from other suppliers and was sent to VitaCyte by other 

islet isolation labs. In our experience, reconstitution and freezing of purified collagenase has no 

impact on the biochemical or enzymatic activity of this enzyme. 

The consistency of collagenase used in the DE 800 or Gold products is the result of VitaCyte’s 

focus to improve the collagenase raw material. New knowledge of collagenase structure-function 

by Matsushita’s group was translated into a hypothetical model of tissue dissociation that 

proposed that the primary function of collagenase is to degrade native and denatured collagen [9]. 

The restricted specificity of this enzyme for these substrates means that an excess amount of 

collagenase with minimal bioactive contaminants will not affect the outcome of any cell isolation 

procedure. Consequently, if collagenase is in excess, then control of the neutral protease activity is 

critical for successful cell isolation. The Collagenase Gold can be used to replace any purified 

collagenase enzyme product used for human islet isolation. 

The enriched collagenase is also manufactured as a GMP grade product (Collagenase Gold 

+).This product is sold at a higher price because of the performance of additional assay to ensure 

consistency and safety of the final product. The Gold + product does not contain excipient and is 

as stable as the Collagenase Gold product. 

In summary, the data generated from three different islet isolation centers using this new 

enriched collagenase resulted in comparable outcomes as those obtained utilizing with the current 

GMP grade enzymes, used for human islet isolation. 
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Abstract  

Pancreatic islet transplantation represents an effective therapy with lower morbidity for 

patients carriers of type 1 diabetes compared to whole pancreas transplantation. Although 

complete insulin independence is usually not achieved it allows control of glycemia balance 

reducing the risk of severe hypoglycaemia events and impaired awareness of hypoglycaemia. 

Recent trials had demonstrated islet transplantation to be more effective than current 

medical treatment and improvements in outcomes also have been reported after the 

introduction or modification of current immunosuppressive protocols. The principal 

disadvantage of this technique is the shortage of pancreatic islets/pancreas , needing several 

donors for 1 recipient, and the inflammation which affected graft viability. These limitations 

have led researchers to develop alternative way to assure higher effectiveness such as the 
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development of new cells sources like xenogenic lines (porcine), stem cell-derived β cells or 

alternative transplantation sites or moreover peculiar techniques to increase cells viability 

after graft (encapsulation).  

Keywords  

Pancreatic islet transplantation; diabetes; alterantive β-cell sources 

 

1. Introduction 

Human pancreatic islet transplantation (IT) became an effective therapy in selected patients 

with type 1 diabetes (T1D) [1-4]. Usually this procedure is reserved to those who present unstable 

T1D with impaired awareness of hypoglycaemia (IAH), severe hypoglycaemic episodes (SHE) and 

glycemic lability which cannot be controlled by current medical treatment [2-13]. Nevertheless, 

insulin independence was present after 1 year in less than 10% of all patients treated between 

1980 and 1999 [2-5]. Since the introduction of the Edmonton protocol in 2000 it improved to 44% 

from 2007 to 2010 [5, 14, 15]. According to the last report of the Collaborative Islet Transplant 

Registry (CITR) to date more than 1.500 procedures have been performed worldwide in 40 

recognized centres. Long-term clinical outcomes in selected centres nowadays are comparable to 

those of whole pancreas transplantation with a 5 years insulin independence rate of 40 to 70% [5]. 

In patients in which insulin independence is not present at long term, islet transplantation 

increases anyway outcomes associated with medical therapy, especially regarding SHE [5, 8, 10, 

13]. This late was confirmed by the TRIMECO study published in 2018 [12]; the first randomized 

study on islet transplantation which demonstrated that glycemic control was effective after IT, but 

also overall glycemic control was easier for those recipients in which graft function was transient 

[12]. Herein we would like to review the state of the art of pancreatic IT and the new concepts 

which may modify and ameliorate its outcomes. 

2. State of the Art 

2.1 Current Indications  

Main indication for IT are represented by patients aged >18 years old with a T1D lasting for 

more than 5 years and who fail to control glycemic balance under appropriate medical monitoring 

and therapy [1, 5, 6, 9-13]. Glucose metabolic balance of those patients usually is fragile and they 

present IAH, SHE or labile levels of blood glucose [9]. Other groups of patients which may eligible 

for IT are patients with T1D after kidney graft and young patients (less than 18 years old) with 

severe episodes of hypoglycaemia not suitable to other treatments [3, 6]. However, high body-

mass-index (BMI) patients (>30 kg/m2) and patients requiring more than >1.0 U/Kg daily insulin 

and weighting >90 kg should not be included in IT protocol due to the risk of high insulin resistance 

[6].  
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2.2 Islet Isolation 

The main limit for IT is represented by the limitations of islets source, indeed islets are isolated 

from the pancreas of deceased donors [16]. Islet are better isolated in pancreas of donors aged 20 

to 50 years, with a BMI>30 kg/m2 and normal glucose level.  

The current isolation technique is nowadays represented by the Automated Method using the 

Ricordi Chamber which was firstly reported by Ricordi et al. in 1989 and furtherly ameliorated [17]. 

The theoretical minimal β-cell mass recommended is 5.000 islet equivalent (IEQ) per kg of 

recipient, but current reports suggest that insulin independence could be better achieved when 

the IT contains >7.000 IEQ/kg [3, 6]. A normal adult pancreas contains average of 1.000.000 islets, 

nevertheless, currently 250.000 IEQ per pancreas are obtained after cell isolation [3, 17]. Thus 

improvement of islet isolation is required. Furthermore, isolation process induced injury that 

affected islets viability. 

2.3 Islet Transplantation 

Currently IT is made by transportal infusion [2-4]. The portal vein can be accessed by 

percutaneous transhepatic approach by an interventional radiologist or by open surgical technique 

when the first modality is not possible either for anatomical limitations of the liver (angiomas or 

intrahepatic vascular anomalies) or lack of experienced radiologists [2-4]. Although standardized 

intraportal IT harbour some risk as post-procedure bleeding, portal thrombosis, mild transaminase 

elevation, biliary tree lesion [2-4]. 

3. IBMIR 

Instant Blood Mediated Inflammatory Reaction (IBMIR) is a characterized by platelet activation, 

coagulation and complement system mediated inflammation triggered by the IT when exposed to 

ABO-compatible blood [18, 19]. It is actually responsible for a substantial loss of islet, measured in 

between 25% to 50% of the whole islets graft [7, 18, 19]. To prevent IBMIR activated protein C, 

low molecular weight heparin or islet surface heparinization, have been used with good outcomes 

[20-22]. TNF-α and IL-1 blockade have been used to reduce the inflammatory response and 

ameliorate islet’s engraftment [23, 24]. Early Natural killer T (NKT) cell mediated action is also 

responsible of early graft loss and so far trials using molecules which downregulate NKT activation 

such as α-galactosylceramide or anti-Gr-1-antibody has been made by different groups [25-27]. A 

better knowledge of all inflammatory mechanisms may ameliorate the islet engraftment reducing 

the immediate loss of cells due to the IBMIR. 

3.1 Immunosuppression 

Once the IT has been done the patient undergoes to immunosuppressive therapy by T-cell 

depletion drugs such as alemtuzumab (anti-CD52 antibody) as in the Edmonton group or 

thymoglobulin plus etanercept as in the protocol promoted by Hering et al [2-4, 6, 8]. After the 

induction period a maintenance of immunosuppression has to be performed. The ideal protocol is 

not still available. So far different drugs help researchers to obtain transplanted islet function. 

Tacrolimus is an effective inhibitor for allo-rejection but may be responsible of nephrotoxicity, 
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neurological disorders like tremors and headache and may interfere with insulin secretion [3, 28]. 

Nevertheless 5-years insulin independence has been achieved in patients on high doses of 

calcineurin inhibitor, when a sufficient mass of β-cells is transplanted [3, 28]. 

4. New Concepts 

4.1 Islets Isolation and Preservation Improvements 

The pancreas preservation, islets isolation and preservation procedures induced injuries, 

leading the necessity to improvement in order to limit these lesions. Indeed, these delicate 

procedures impact on the cell integrity, thus have a key role on the low IEQ obtaining, on the islets 

viability and on pro-inflammatory phenomenon participated to IBMIR injury [29]. It is necessary to 

improve these procedures pre-IT; advances could be addition of apoptosis inhibitor (to limit the 

phosphatidylserine expression at cell surface), use of anti-Tissue-Factor or anticoagulant agents, 

anti-inflammatory drugs or blocking antibodies, which are major actors of IBMIR. The infusion of 

anticoagulation agents such as dextran sulfate or heparin has been shown to improve islet survival 

by downregulating the IBMIR response in the experimental setting, but remains to be validated in 

clinical studies [30]. In addition, after islet isolation, the better time of IT need to be define; freshly 

versus cultured islets. The islets culture could be an interesting period to control the graft quality 

and to suppress the necrotic cells prior to IT. However, it seems that the freshly islets have a 

better viability index compared to cultured [31]. Moreover, graft of freshly human islets to the 

Nude mice showed better results than graft from cultured islets (24h, 48h, 72h at 37°C) [32].  

In order to preserve the graft viability and limit the IBMIR reaction, islets graft encapsulation 

seems to be a judicious way. Indeed transplantation of pancreatic islets encapsulated within 

immuno-protective microcapsules is a strategy that has the potential to overcome graft rejection. 

Nevertheless, one of the major factors limiting the long-term function of encapsulated islets is the 

pericapsular fibrotic overgrowth [33, 34]. Currently, various strategies to overcome or reduce the 

pericapsular fibrosis are tested, including alternative capsule materials/composition, co-

encapsulation with immunomodulatory cells, administration of pharmacological agents, and 

alternative transplantation sites. 

4.2 Alternative Transplantation Sites 

Although the liver is used as the standard site of transplantation it is hampered by the IBMIR 

reaction, is not suitable for graft removal or biopsy. So far many centres are trying to find an 

“alternative” site as several report in literature are published. The ideal site should be easily 

accessible for IT, well vascularized and improves graft survival.  

The omentum represents a potentially attractive site because of its rich blood supply with 

portal drainage, a large surface, easy access for minimally invasive grafting techniques. In a recent 

report of Baidal et al. a 43-years old patient achieved normal blood glucose levels after omental 

transplantation [35].  

Another site that may avoid IBMIR and is well perfused and oxygenated is represented by the 

gastric submucosal space. Fujita et al demonstrated feasible in pigs and a trial is ongoing to 

validate this as an alternative site (trial NCT02402439, University of California, USA) [36]. 
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Finally two specific sites demonstrated to be attractive to researchers: intramuscular and 

subcutaneous spaces [37-41]. Muscular tissue is characterized by a rich vascular pattern which 

provides high oxygen flow to islets [37, 38]. Rafael et al. reported a successful auto-transplantation 

in a 7-years old girl with normal levels of HbA1c throughout 2 years with a C-peptide measured up 

to 1.37 ng/ml [39]. A pilot study of Bertuzzi et al. validate the site on 4 patients, proving the 

feasibility, even if engraftment outcome was not effective after 24 months [40]. 

Subcutaneous IT has been reported by Gala-Lopez et al [41]. By means of a Cell-

Pouch®(Sernova Corp, Canada) they inserted pancreatic islet into a plastic mesh-based device with 

removable plugs in subcutaneous tissue. The graft reversed diabetes in mices but was ineffective 

in humans [41]. 

Overall an anatomical site alternative to the liver for IT is still not found, because many 

parameters should be taken into account. First the degree of vascularization of the site: islet needs 

a constant blood flow and high tension oxygen to survive after transplantation. Second the 

eventual traumatism may trigger inflammatory responses that even in the absence of IBMIR could 

harm the graft. All of these sites are potentially a possible alternative to intraportal IT and further 

clinical trials are demanded to validate extrahepatic islet transplantation. 

4.3 Alternative β-Cell Sources 

Due to the limitations of pancreas’s donors and the need of using two or three pancreas for a 

single recipient to achieve a sufficient whole number of IEQ/patient alternative sources of 

pancreatic islet have been investigated. These include β-cell derived from primary xenotissue and 

from human stem cell [42-48]. Xenogenic β-cell production has been thought to overcome the 

demand of human islet: the advantage is an unlimited on-demand supply and absence of ethical 

issues. Two aspects of xenogenic transplantation should be managed: immune reaction and 

zoonotic infection transmission. To prevent xenogenic immune reactions multiple 

immunosuppressive drugs were developed and tested on non-human primates models (NHPM) 

[49], while although no transmission of porcine viruses has been demonstrated on NHPM, 

genomic editing technologies may be warranted in the future development of xenogenic-to 

human IT [50]. 

Cure of diabetes in small mammals by means of stem cells has been reported recently [45, 46]. 

To apply to human clinical setting anyway the development of facilities to obtain a large amount 

of stem cell derived β-cells are needed, as well as a safe and effective transplantation method. To 

date one multicentric phase I/II trial (NTC02239354, Alberta, Canada) is ongoing. In 2017 ViaCyte 

further initiated a second trial using a perforated macroencapsulation device containing PEC-01 

cells, in which it is anticipated that cell survival will be improved by more optimal 

neovascularization, but recipients in that trial will require full systemic immunosuppression (PEC-

direct™ (VC-02™, NCT03163511).  

Researchers implant stem cell at the differentiation phase of endocrine progenitors 

subcutaneously using a macroencaspulation device to protect cells from allogenic immunity and to 

reduce the risk of tumour development and given the nature of the graft the protocol do not need 

any immunosuppression [4]. 

Indeed the aim of an encapsulation device is to create a protective physical barrier for the 

transplanted β-cells in order to reduce inflammatory response and avoid the need for 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03163511
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immunosuppression [4, 51]. An ideal device creates a favourable environment which provide rich 

blood supply to allows normal insulin secretion to maintain normoglycemia and at the same it 

guarantees adequate cell viability through isolations and protection of the transplant from the 

immune system and effective nutrient/waste exchange. It should be biocompatible, prevent 

sensitization and rejection and do not contain potentially tumorigenic cells. Different substances 

are developed to pursue encapsulation such as alginate coated membranes and hydrogel glucose-

permeable devices [52-55]. As peritoneal cavity could provide an adequate environment to 

implantation of encapsulated islet, a recent trial has been started to assess the effectiveness of 

alginate membranes (NCT01379729, UZ Brussels, Belgium). Nevertheless, despite the amelioration 

in biotechnologies for islet encapsulation, translation into clinical investigation has been limited by 

foreign body inflammatory responses of recipients which is still a limiting factor for its use [4, 51]. 

5. Conclusions 

During the last 30 years IT has become a feasible alternative to whole pancreas transplantation, 

which harbours a reduced morbidity and, after the introduction of the Edmonton protocol and 

proper immunosuppressive agents, an equal effectiveness to achieve glycemic control in T1D 

patients with insulin independence at 5 year of up to 70%. Even in those patients in whom insulin 

independence is not keep at long-term, recent studies such as the TRIMECO trial favour IT as an 

effective modality of treatment for T1D if compared with insulin therapy alone [3, 4, 12, 13]. 

Further researches have to be conducted to ameliorate survival of the transplanted β-cell, as well 

to find the perfect transplantation site in the human recipient. Xenogenic or stem-cell production 

of β-cell will moreover allow to satisfy the shortage of islet which limit the use of IT the therapy of 

choice of T1D. 
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Abstract  

Total pancreatectomy (TP) is performed for not only malignant pancreatic diseases but also 

benign disease such as chronic pancreatitis or pancreatic injury. However, because this 

surgery involves removal of the whole pancreas, both exocrine and endocrine pancreatic 

functions are abolished, significantly impairing the nutritional statuses of patients as well as 

having other detrimental outcomes. Thus, especially in benign cases additional treatment to 

recover endocrine function is recommended, as permanent endocrine dysfunction 

significantly decreases quality of life. Historically, islet and pancreas allotransplantations 

have been performed to recover endocrine function in severely diabetic patients. In TP 

patients, islet autotransplantation (IATx) can be performed in patients with benign 

pancreatic disease with absent endocrine function after removal of the pancreas. 

Autotransplantation rescues pancreatic function and prevents the onset of secondary 

diabetes mellitus. In this review article, we describe the current status of TP with IATx and 

include one of our own cases. 
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1. Introduction 

Total pancreatectomy (TP) is a surgical treatment for malignant pancreatic diseases such as 

pancreatic cancer and intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm. In the 20th century, TP was once 

considered as a “lethal surgery” because it caused unexpected deaths from excessive surgical 

stress. However, today, TP is considered an effective and safe surgery with low mortality rates 

(less than 2 %), and is commonly selected as a therapeutic option for the malignant pancreatic 

diseases [1].  

TP can also be performed for benign pancreatic disease like chronic pancreatitis (CP) or 

pancreatic injury, usually as a last therapeutic resort [2]. However, surgery can abolish pancreatic 

exo- and endocrine functions, significantly impairing the nutritional condition of the patients 

postoperatively. In particular, diabetes mellitus (DM) can result from TP, and is classified as type 

3c DM (pancreatogenic diabetes). The type 3c DM is characterized by endocrine instability due to 

the absence of both insulin and glucagon, which works to the decrease and increase blood glucose, 

respectively [3]. In patients who develop this, controlling blood glucose can be quite difficult 

despite treatment with insulin. Moreover, endocrine dysfunction can cause non-alcoholic fatty 

liver disease and non- alcoholic steatohepatitis [4]. In contrast, exocrine dysfunction resulting 

from TP leads to the malnutrition and body weight loss from steatorrhea, diarrhea, and vitamin 

deficiency [5]. Impairment of quality of life (QOL) owing to the permanent abolishment of exo- 

and endocrine pancreatic functions can be significant in TP patients; because benign diseases do 

not generally influence poor prognosis, these patients have to suffer from decreased QOL 

throughout their lives. Fortunately, exocrine function can be recovered by the use of pancrelipase; 

however, additional treatments for the recovery of the endocrine function are needed.  

In this paper, we review the procedure of islet autotransplantation (IATx), characterized by 

transplantation of islets acquired from the resected self-pancreas. IATx is a representative 

treatment for rescuing endocrine function, and enables stabilization of blood glucose in patients 

who receive TP. In this review article, we examine the current status of the TP with IATx.  

2. Pancreas and Islet Transplantations 

Before commentary of IATx, we must first understand pancreas and islet transplantations (PTx 

and ITx). In general, “transplantation” means “allotransplantation.” Allotransplantation is different 

from autotransplantation in various aspects, including indications and methodology (summarized 

later).  

Both PTx and ITx aim to improve or cure the unstable control of the blood glucose in severe DM 

patients, especially in type 1 DM [6]. The first PTx was performed on a 28-year-old woman at the 

University of Minnesota in 1966 [7]. PTx was considered as an experimental treatment until the 

1980s, and institutions performing PTx were limited in the United States and Europe during this 

period [8]. A turning points for PTx came with the introduction of novel immunosuppressants, 
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including tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil, and development of cold preservation of organs 

using University of Wisconsin (UW) solution during the 1980s to 1990s. These innovations, 

combined with the evolution of surgical technique, improved the therapeutic outcomes of PTx, 

and the number of transplants gradually increased [9]. According to a recent report of the United 

Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) and the International Pancreas Transplant Registry (IPTR), over 

48,000 PTxs were performed worldwide [10]. PTx is classified into three categories based on its 

combination with kidney transplantation: 1) simultaneous pancreas-kidney transplant (SPK), 2) 

pancreas after kidney transplant (PAK), and 3) pancreatic transplant alone (PTA). Among them, 

SPK is the most frequently performed procedure (74 %), followed by PAK (17 %) and PTA (9 %). 

The graft function is the best in SPK, for which graft survival is superior to that in PAK and PAT 

(89.1 % vs. 84.4 % in PAK, 82.7 % in PAT at 1 year after transplantation). Moreover, there has been 

recent improvement in graft survival in SPK (82.2 % in 2010-2014 vs. 79.4 % in 2005-2009, p = 0.01; 

at 3 years after transplantation) and PAK (75.4 % vs. 67.3 %, p = 0.002) [10]. Today, PTx, especially 

SPK, is considered a preferable surgery for curing T1DM with an increased likelihood of long graft 

survival.  

The procedure can be summarized in three parts as: removal of donor pancreas, bench surgery 

and transplantation. The removal of the pancreatic graft is performed by simultaneous 

hepatopancreatectomy, simultaneous removal of pancreas and kidney after hepatectomy, or 

sequential removal of liver, pancreas and kidney. In case of hepatopancreatectomy after removal 

of small intestine graft, the pancreatic graft is removed by transection of hepatic artery at 

gastroduodenal and common hepatic arteries for hepatectomy, transections of the greater 

omentum and short gastric arteries at the border of gastric wall, transection of gastric antrum, 

isolation of the pancreas and spleen from retroperitoneum, and resection of the aorta. The 

separation of the liver and pancreas is done on back table. Case of simultaneous removal of 

pancreas and kidney after hepatectomy are performed by the same method of simultaneous 

hepatopancreatectomy, except for transection of the common bile duct. Finally, en bloc pancreatic 

graft is performed with the duodenum, spleen, vascular stumps of superior mesenteric and splenic 

arteries, and portal vein removed. The pancreatic graft is moved to the back table, and next, 

reduction of the duodenum, reconstruction of the Y graft (connection between iliac artery from 

the donor and the superior mesenteric and splenic arteries), and mobilization of the portal vein 

are performed. The arterial reconstruction consists of anastomoses between the external iliac 

artery and the superior mesenteric artery, and between the internal iliac artery and the splenic 

artery, respectively. The portal vein is extended using the common iliac vein in many cases, and 

bifurcation of the internal and external iliac veins is used for reconstructions of splenic vein and 

superior mesenteric vein in case in which the portal vein is cut at the bifurcation of splenic and 

superior mesenteric veins. In case of SPK, pancreas is intraperitoneally transplanted at the right 

iliac fossa, and kidney is extraperitoneally transplanted at the left iliac fossa. The drainage route of 

the pancreatic juice is selected from the bladder and enteric routes; the former is characterized by 

side-to-side duodenovesical anastomosis, and the latter is characterized by side-to-side 

duodenojejunal anastomosis. While the bladder route was often used previously, the enteric route 

is usually chosen in many institutions [8, 11]. 

ITx is a cellular replacement therapy characterized by an infusion of isolated islets from a donor 

pancreas via portal vein into liver in clinical settings. Clinical ITx was first used at the University of 

Minnesota in 1974 [12], and the first report of a patient who received ITx and achieved 
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normoglycemia without insulin usage was in 1989 [13]. However, the therapeutic effects of ITX 

were not satisfactory in the 1990s. According to the newsletter of International Islet Transplant 

Registry (ITR) in 2001, the rates of graft survival (C-peptide ≥ 0.5 ng/mL) and insulin independence 

rates at 1 year after transplantation was 41 % and 14 %, respectively (http://www.med.uni-

giessen.de/itr/newsletter/no_9/news_9.pdf). In 2000, a group at the University of Alberta in 

Canada found that all seven patients with type 1 DM who received ITx achieved insulin 

independence, and three of the seven patients stayed this way for over a year. They modified the 

methodology of ITx by enhancing immunosuppression by induction of novel immunosuppressants, 

including sirolimus (mTOR inhibitor), daclizumab (anti-CD25 antibody) and tacrolimus (a 

calcineurin inhibitor), and by acquiring sufficient islet volume for normoglycemia with multiple 

transplantations [14]. Their methodology was named the “Edmonton Protocol”. In 2005, the 

Alberta group reported their long-term outcomes of ITx, and showed that rates of graft survival 

and insulin independence at 1 year after transplantation were approximately 90 % and 60 %, 

respectively. In contrast, the insulin independent rate at 5 years after transplantation decreased 

significantly to 7.5 % [15].  

After this report, many institutions worldwide have attempted to improve the long-term 

outcome of ITx. For example, the Minnesota group assessed the outcomes of eight patients who 

received ITx from single donor using modified Edmonton Protocol with induction therapies of 

daclizumab to antithymocyte globulin (ATG) and TNFα inhibitor etanercept; the patients achieved 

insulin independence in all cases [16]. According to the tenth annual report of the Collaborative 

Islet Transplant Registry (CITR) in 2015, rates of insulin independence, graft survival (C-peptide ≥ 

0.3 mg/mL), achievement of normoglycemia (fasting blood glucose levels 60 – 140 mg/dL) and 

hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) ≤ 7.0 % at 5 years after transplantation in patients receiving islet 

transplant alone (without kidney transplantation) are approximately 40 %, 70 %, 80 %, and 70 %, 

respectively. For these data, T-cell depletion medications, such as ATG, TNFα inhibitors for 

induction immunosuppression, mTOR inhibitors and calcineurin inhibitors for maintenance 

immunosuppression were used and resulted in more than 325,000 islet equivalents (IEQs; 150 µm-

sized islet = 1 IEQ) of transplanted islets and more than 35 years recipient age 

(https://citregistry.org/system/files/10AR_Scientific_Summary.pdf). Moreover, phase 3 trials of 

human islet transplantation in type 1 DM patients, which were performed in North America from 

2008 to 2014, were complicated by severe hypoglycemia (CIT-07). This trial revealed that 87.5 % of 

cases at 1 year and 71 % at 2 years after ITx achieved HbA1c <7.0% and avoided severe 

hypoglycemic events [17]. ITx disadvantages include the impossibility of acquiring 100 % pure 

islets from the donor pancreas and difficulty of engraftment from tissue hypoxia, initial 

inflammation, or rejection. ITx advantages include minimum surgical stress and faster recovery 

after transplantation and retransplantation for achieving normoglycemia [18]. The transplant 

efficacy of ITx is considered to be inferior to that of PTx, however, recent outcomes of ITx 

improved dramatically, become closer to that of PTx. 

The first step of ITx is pancreas procurement for islet isolation. When the donor pancreas is 

removed, the duodenum and spleen are removed from the pancreas on back table. Next, a 

catheter is inserted into the major pancreatic duct to infuse a preservation solution, such as UW 

solution or modified Kyoto (MK) solution, for protection of the duct [19]. The pancreas is then 

packed into the preservation container with oxygenated perflurocarbon (PFC) and UW solution [20, 

21]. The pancreas is then transferred to the specified institution for islet isolation. The process of 

http://www.med.uni-giessen.de/itr/newsletter/no_9/news_9.pdf
http://www.med.uni-giessen.de/itr/newsletter/no_9/news_9.pdf
https://citregistry.org/system/files/10AR_Scientific_Summary.pdf
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islet isolation has three steps: perfusion, digestion, and purification. The pancreas is placed into a 

safety cabinet, decontaminated using iodine and antibiotics solutions, and then, injected with 

collagenase solution via the major pancreatic duct [22]. For collagenase, a blend of liberase 

mammalian tissue-free collagenase (liberase MTF) and thermolysin, a neutral protease (NP) 

(liberase MTF C/T), or collagenase NB1, supplemented with NP (collagenase NB1/NP) is mainly 

used [23]. Collagenase is continuously injected at lower pressure (60-80 mmHg) for the first 5 

minutes, followed by high pressure (160-180 mmHg) until the pancreas is fully distended [24].The 

distended pancreas is cut into 7-10 pieces, and loaded into the Ricordi’s digestion chamber in a 

circulation tubing system warmed to 37 °C. After loading the collagenase solution into the system, 

the pancreas is digested by collagenase circulation with gentle shaking of the Ricordi’s chamber. 

The digested tissue is sampled and checked under a microscope, and when 50 % of the free islets 

are found in the samples, the digestion is stopped. Then, digested tissue is collected, washed by 

centrifuge, and suspended into a single conical tube [25]. Purification of islets from the digested 

tissue is performed by COBE2991, a cell processor using a continuous density gradient using Ficoll® 

solution, etc. [26]. 

The process of ITx is performed under X-ray and ultrasonography examinations. First, a catheter 

is inserted into portal vein using ultrasonography via percutaneous transhepatic route under local 

anaesthesia. After confirming the position of the catheter by portography, the islets-suspended 

bag with heparin is connected to the catheter, and islets are dropped with monitoring portal 

pressure. After completion of the islet infusion, the entry tract is plugged with a haemostatic 

sealant, and the catheter is removed [27]. 

3. Islet Autotransplantation for Total Pancreatectomy 

In general, surgical treatments for CP are performed on patients with refractory pain despite of 

abstinences from alcohol, smoking, analgesics, and endoscopic treatment [28]. The surgical 

treatments are classified into two categories: 1) drainage, including Partington and Frey 

procedures, and 2) resection, including pancretoduodenectomy (PD) and distal pancreatectomy 

(DP). The appropriate surgery is selected depending on the status of the patients and the severity 

of the lesion [2]. The Frey procedure, a lateral pancreatojejunostomy with coring-out of the 

pancreatic head region, has been mainly performed in Japan. The useful therapeutic effects of the 

Frey procedure have been shown by various studies. For example, Negi and colleagues showed 

that 75% of patients who received the Frey procedure acquired partial and complete pain relief, 

and only 7% developed DM after surgery. The median follow-up was 6.4 years [29]. The Gestic 

group showed useful effects of the Frey procedure in pain relief (91% of patients experienced 

complete resolution of pain after a median postoperative span of 77 months) [30]. Our previous 

study also showed similar results; 92.9% and 77.0% of patients who received the Frey procedure 

experienced improvement in pain at 1 and 3 years after surgery, respectively. The rate of new-

onset DM and worsening DM was 10% 3 years after the surgery [31]. According to recent 

guidelines for treating CP in Japan, TP should be considered in patients with inflammatory changes 

in the entire pancreas, have uncontrollable pain despite use of narcotics, and can adhere to 

certain lifestyle changes including abstinence from alcohol, smoking, or other drugs 

(https://doi.org/10.2169/naika.105.2001). Based on these findings, TP with IATx can be a 

therapeutic option for CP, but it is considered a therapy of last resort in Japan.  

https://doi.org/10.2169/naika.105.2001
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In contrast, there are some institutions that aggressively promote TP with IATx, mainly in the 

United States. Since the first IATx was performed at the University of Minnesota in the 1970s, 

approximately 800 patients, most of them with CP, received IATx [32, 33] 

(https://citregistry.org/system/files/1st_AR_Auto.pdf). IATx is a therapy considered for the 

recovery of endocrine function in patients receiving TP. According to the report of 400 TP patients 

with IATx at the University of Minnesota, 85 % and 77 % of patients at 1 year and 2 years, 

respectively, experienced pain relief, and half of the patients did not require the use of analgesics. 

For endocrine function, 28 % did not require insulin treatment, and 49 % were able to successfully 

manage blood glucose using insulin 1 year after the surgery. These ratios were maintained at 3 

years after surgery (30 % and 33 %, respectively). Indeed, 77 % and 63 % of patients at 1 year and 

3 years, respectively, had experienced endocrine functions after IATx [32]. The Minnesota group 

later accumulated over 500 cases and therapeutic outcomes, and revealed that the rates of pain 

relief and engraftment of autologous islets were 92.6 % and 87.5 % at 1 year after TP with IATx 

[34]. Moreover, a systematic review using five clinical studies about IATx for treatment of CP 

indicated that reduction in narcotics necessity was achieved by IATx in two studies. In addition, 

46%-64% of patients at 5 years and 28 % at 10 years after the treatment did not require the use of 

narcotics [35]. 

Though rejection due to acquired immunity is not induced by IATx, many of the islet grafts fail 

to engraft because of tissue hypoxia and innate immune response early after transplantation. Thus, 

it is difficult to recover endocrine function completely, despite undergoing IATx. Acquiring as many 

islets from the resected whole pancreas as possible is important for fully the therapeutic effect of 

IATx. According to a study of previously mentioned Minnesota group, the transplantation of more 

than 5,000 IEQs/ kg body weight increased the percentage of insulin-free to 72 % at 3 years after 

TP with IATx, while only 12 % of the patients who received transplantation of fewer than 2,500 

IEQs / kg body weight was free from insulin [32]. 

The complications of TP with IATx can be categorized by procedure. IATx-related complications 

include portal vein embolization and portal hypertension, and both result from an infusion of islets 

into the portal vein. The occurrence rate of portal vein embolization is approximately 5 %, and 

fortunately, this complication is generally curable by anticoagulant therapy [36-39]. However, 

there are a few cases of patients who need surgical embolectomy [37]. In contrast, portal 

hypertension is seen more frequently in IATx patients rather than allogeneic ITx, because the 

tissue volume tends to be increased in IATx [40]; traditionally, the purification of islets has been 

performed for IATx [41]. Matsumoto and colleagues indicated that there was a positive correlation 

between the tissue volume and portal pressure; therefore, they recommended that purification 

should be performed even in cases of IATx, when tissue volumes after digestion were >15 mL [42]. 

In contrast, the Minnesota group recommended a reduction of tissue volume to <0.25 mL*body 

weight (kg) to prevent portal venous thrombosis [38]. The main complication of IATx is bleeding, 

which is induced by portal hypertension or heparinization [32]. The major complication related to 

TP is known to be delayed gastric empty (DGE). According to a study at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, 

DGE was seen in 35% of patients who underwent TP with IATx [43]. Postoperative cholangitis is 

also a known complication of TP and can impair the transplanted islets via oxidative stress [44].  

The other indications for TP with IATx are pancreatic injury [45] and pancreatic arteriovenous 

malformation (AVM) [46], a rare disease. Patients with AVM, who experience repeated bleeding 

and episodes of pancreatitis, might require TP with IATx [46]. TP with IATx is mainly performed to 

https://citregistry.org/system/files/1st_AR_Auto.pdf
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relieve the uncontrollable pain from CP. However, many CP patients in Japan are alcoholics, and 

do not need narcotics. Drainage or resection of the lesion causing pain is performed in patients 

requiring intervention. Therefore, TP with IATx may not be necessary for many Japanese CP 

patients. In contrast, there are over 200 patients with hereditary pancreatitis who may be at an 

increased risk of pancreatic cancer in Japan [47]. Some of these patients might need TP to relieve 

uncontrollable pain and improve nutrition, and thus, IATx can be available therapy to support 

endocrine function [48]. Overall, most CP patients do not require TP with IATx, but some patients 

exist who may uniquely benefit from this procedure in Japan. In these cases, this treatment should 

be promoted. 

In 2011, clinical TP with IATx was performed in a 59-years-old man with pancreatic AVM, acute 

pancreatitis (AP), and bleeding at Tohoku University in Japan [46]. After this patient’s procedure, 

several islet transplant institutions have performed this treatment in Japan (no publication at 

present). Mainly, there are two differences in the TP procedure for malignant pancreatic tumors 

and IATx compared with benign diseases: 1) the necessity of lymph node dissection, and 2) the 

time of ligation of the main artery, which flows into the pancreas. While lymph node dissection is 

essential for curative operations for malignant pancreatic tumors, there is no need for IATx.  

For ligation of the main artery, ligations of the gastroduodenal and splenic arteries are 

performed in the period immediately before completion of the pancreatectomy to shorten the 

warm ischemic time in IATx; in contrast, the arteries are ligated as early as possible to avoid 

unnecessary bleeding in malignant tumors. A high skills level is required for curative surgery for 

malignant tumors, but TP for IATx patients requires additional skills, since the volume of bleeding 

is often higher increased from preserving blood flow and presence of inflammatory changes in the 

pancreas. These findings generally occur in cases of CP, making the identification of the anatomy 

difficult.  

Here, we describe the procedure of TP with IATx as it was performed during the first case in 

Japan. It should be noted that for TP, en-bloc resection of the whole pancreas is preferable for 

IATx in general. Here, however, we divided the process into two steps: DP and PD procedures. The 

procedure was planned in detail before surgery to diminish unnecessary bleeding and to shorten 

the operative time by performing islet isolation from distal pancreas and PD at the same time. The 

resected pancreas was soaked in cold ET-K solution and transported to the cell processing center 

in Tohoku University. A series of reconstructions of cholangiojejunostomy, gastrojejunostomy, and 

closure of the abdomen was performed during islet isolation from the head and body of the 

pancreas. The islet infusion catheter was inserted into the portal vein via teres hepatis and fixed 

with elastic thread. The islets were then infused via the catheter into portal vein while monitoring 

portal pressure and blood glucose in the same manner as in islet allotransplantation (Figure 1). 

Pressure of the portal vein before transplantation was 8 mmHg, and pressure during 

transplantation was mildly increased (11–12 mmHg). Total time of transplantation was 85 minutes. 

The procedure was performed under general anaesthesia, and the patient recovered from the 

anaesthesia without trouble or complications correlating with the transplant procedure. During 

the perioperative period, the patient received continuous intensive insulin therapy with 

continuous injection of low molecular weight heparin and high total parenteral nutrition while 

fasting for resting transplanted islets. Continuous insulin therapy was changed to multiple daily 

insulin injections 1-2 weeks after transplantation, when the vascular network was established. 
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Discharge of the patient was permitted after establishing the daily doses and patterns of insulin 

usage, and after the patient received education on insulin self-administration.  

 

Figure 1 Scheme of total pancreatectomy with islet autotransplantation. 

Over 5 years have passed since transplantation in our case. At present, the patient has nearly 

stable blood glucose control and maintains a HbA1c level at baseline with the use of additional 

insulin, with minimal hypoglycemic symptoms and no hypoglycemic shock (Figure 2). The 

symptoms of exocrine dysfunction, like pancreatic steatorrhea, can be prevented by use of 

pancrelipase. We performed TP with IATx for four cases total and succeeded in engrafting 

transplanted islets in two of the four patients (verified by serum C-peptide measurements and 

maintenance of stable blood glucose at a stable insulin dose). 

Finally, we summarize the differences between ITx and IATx. The differences are evident in 

both the indication and procedure technique. ITx is chosen for severe DM patients, especially type 

1 DM patients, who have poor and unstable blood glucose level despite intensive insulin therapy, 

including insulin pump therapy. In contrast, IATx should be chosen for patients who need rescuing 

of their endocrine function from pancreatogenic diabetes after TP. Regarding procedure technique, 

ITx is characterized by the infusion of islets via a percutaneous transhepatic route under local 

anesthesia in an x-ray room. IATx can be performed following TP in the operating room or the x-

ray room in cases for which the surgery and islet isolation can be completed at the same 

institution. If the cell processing center is far from the hospital or the postoperative conditions of 
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the patient cannot permit IATx following TP on the same day, the transplantation is performed 

later by a method similar to ITx. The transplantation route can be ensured by intraoperative 

cannulation of the catheter into the portal vein via the teres hepatis or superior mesenteric vein in 

IATx. Regarding islet isolation, while the purification process is necessary for ITx because of the 

reduction of extra-islet cellular components, including acinar and ductal cells, this process can be 

omitted in IATx, except in cases in which the tissue volume is too high (Table 1). 

  

Figure 2 The postoperative course of a case who received total pancreatectomy with islet 

autotransplantation. 
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Table 1 Summary of the differences between ITx and IATx. 

 ITx IATx 

INDICATION T1DM with poor control of 

blood glucose level in spite of 

intensive insulin therapy 

Patients who receive 

pancreatectomy due to 

pancreatic benign diseases (CP, 

trauma, etc…) 

AIM To cure DM 

To improve the endocrine 

function 

To prevent pancreatogenic 

diabetes 

ISLET ISOLATION Purification process is necessary Purification should be 

considered when the tissue 

volume is high 

TRANSPLANT PROCEDURE Intraportal infusion via 

percutaneous transhepatic 

route under the local anesthesia 

 

Intraportal infusion via branch 

of portal vein including superior 

mesenteric vein and teres 

hepatis under general analysis. 

Can be done following TP in 

operation room 

IMMUNOSUPPRESSANTS Necessary permanently Not necessary 

COMPLICATIONS  By immunosuppressants: mouth 

ulcers, diarrhea, and acne 

By procedure: bleeding, portal 

thrombosis, portal hypertension 

[49]  

Due to TP: delayed gastric 

empty, cholangitis 

By procedure: bleeding, portal 

thrombosis, portal hypertension 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we review TP with IATx and discuss our experiences. It is critical that IATx is 

performed to recover the endocrine function lost by TP. Though IATx is not a therapy that can lead 

to complete recovery of absent endocrine function, it can facilitate the adequate blood glucose 

control with insulin usage. Furthermore, IATx improves the prognosis of patients who have 

undergone TP with increased postoperative QOL. Thus, IATx should be promoted as a useful 

additional therapy for patients receiving TP for benign pancreatic diseases. 
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